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Clancey S. Henderson*

TAKING OFF THE GLOVES: TERRORISTS AS HosTIs

HUMANI GENERIS'
Abstract

Terrorists are self-admitted enemies to all peoples and States and are at war with the world.

They do not confine themselves to operating within the same limiting spheres of

humanitarian and human rights law, to which States subject themselves. They are

unconcerned with the stability of the international community and ignore the foundation of

State-to-State relations. Because terrorists are independent and unconstrained actors on

the global stage, a special response is needed to wage an effective conflict against them. This

response is accomplished by recognizing terrorists as hostis humani generis, an enemy to

mankind. The classification of terrorists as hostis humani generis is justilfied because

terrorists, as unique non-state actors, cause all States to suffer from their universally

condemned actions, and only through a coordinated response can the international

community overcome the terrorists' egregious conduct. By designating terrorists as hostis

humani generis, a State reinforces the use of force as a legitimate means to address this

special class. A collaborative effort by States to persecute terrorists wherever they are found

will reduce safe havens and diminish their ability to deal violence to the world, thereby

preventing the terrorists from engaging in future human rights abuses.

Annotasiya

Terroristlar insanlign va divlatlarin bariz diulmani olub, bittiln diinya ila miihariba edirlar.

Onlar bz fdaliyyatlarini dbvlatlarin mildafiasini bzlari igiin macburi hesab etdiklari insan

hiiquqlar va humanitar hiiququn milvafiq sahalari ila mahdudlagdirmirlar. Terroristlar

beynalxalq camiyyatin stabilliyina laqeyd yanagir va dbvlatlararasi miinasibatlarin asaslarmi

gbzardi edirlar. Beynalxalq arenada miistaqil va sarbast aktor olmaqlar sababila onlarla

miibariza aparmaq iigiin xiisusi cavab tadbirlari zaruridir. Bu cavab tadbirlarina

terroristlarin hostis humani generis, bapriyyatin diulmani kimi taninmasi yolu ila nail

olunur. Terroristlarin hostis humani generis kimi taninmaginm sababi bittiln dbvlatlarin

onlarin beynalxalq saviyyada qmanan harakatlarindan aziyyat gakmasidir. Yalniz

razilagdzrilmi cavab tadbirlari vasitasila beynalxalq camiyyat terroristlarin tahliikali

harakatlarina cavab vera bilar. Terroristlari hostis humani generis qisminda miiayyan edarak,

dbvlatlar gic tatbiqini bu xiisusi sinfa qanuni tasir vasitasi kimi asaslandirir. Dbvlatlarin
terroristlari olduqlar yerda cazalandirmaqda birga saylari tahliikasizlik signacaqlartn

* Clancey Henderson is a J.D. Candidate at the University of Utah, S.J. Quinney College of
Law and former All-Source Intelligence Analyst with the United States Army. The author
wishes to thank Professor Amos Guiora for his mentorship in crafting this article, his friends
at the college of law who provided valuable insights in organizing the content, and his wife
for her constant support.
1 Hostis humani generis is a Latin phrase meaning "enemy of mankind" and is used as a legal
term of art. It was traditionally used to describe the unique legal status of pirates in admiralty
law. It "is neither a [d]efinition, [n]or as much a [d]escription of a [p]irat [sic], but a [r]hetorical
[i]nvective to shew the [o]diousness of that [c]rime." Matthew Tindall, The Law of Nations 25-
26 (1694).
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azaldib, onlarin diinyaya zarar yetirmak qabiliyytini azaldacaq, notica etibarila galacakda

terroristlar tarafindan insan hiiquqlarmin pozulmasinm qarisni alacaqdir.
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IntroductionSince the early twentieth century the United States has practiced total fire

suppression, a concept under which the government seeks to quickly

extinguish every forest fire. Unfortunately, this practice has proven

detrimental.2 The suppression of fires inadvertently causes forests to remain

cluttered with the debris which was previously consumed by naturally

occurring fires. The debris now accumulates until a tipping point is reached

and the fires, feeding on the plentiful fuel load, quickly spread to become

intense and uncontrollable.

Although the practice of total fire suppression permits fewer fires, it also

results in occasional unmanageable fires which have become increasingly

2 "Over 60 years of total fire suppression policy led to more intense fires that are more
dangerous and difficult to extinguish." Stefanie Haeffele, Burned Up: Government Wildfire
Policy Has Actually Made Fires Worse (Dec. 5, 2016),
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/economic-intelligence/articles/2016-12-05/wildfire-policy-
has-made-fires-worse. See also Irfan, infra note 2 (observing that fire prevention practices
"paradoxically increase fire risk"); U.S. DEPT. OF AGRIC., FOREST SERV., CONTROLLED

BURNING https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/dbnf/home/?cid=stelprdb5281464 (last visited Nov.
20, 2017) ("The absence of these low intensity fires has increased the risk of large fire events
and has negatively impacted the health of our forests.").
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devastating and deadly.' In response, practices are employed to limit the
naturally occurring fuel loads, such as prescribed burns, the purposeful
burning of consumable debris under controlled circumstances.4 Although the
practice risks starting or exacerbating a fire event,5 it has been successfully
employed to help contain fires and save lives.'

While not the subject of this article, the firefighting practices mentioned
above provide an interesting parallel to the principles of international law
which will be discussed. Comparable to the practice of total fire suppression
is the international community's restraint on the use of force which
inadvertently fosters conditions fueling conflict.7 But, similar to the practice
of prescribed burns, international law can be applied in a manner than
alleviates these conditions. In light of this imagery, this article will discuss
how the international community's effort to suppress the use of force has
allowed the "debris" to accumulate and how a deliberate, measured
application of the use of force, akin to a controlled burn, can mitigate
unmanageable conflicts in the long run. Ultimately, the question this article
answers is: how can a state adapt the existing international legal framework
to justify the use of force against an international terrorist threat in its nascent
stage, in order to preclude the exacerbation of a full-scale war?

The solution discussed below is not a silver bullet; it is appropriate only for
certain circumstances. Specifically, this article addresses how the application

I Umair Irfan, California's Wildfires Aren't "Natural" - Humans Made Them Worse at Every
Step, Vox MEDIA (Oct 16, 2017), https://www.vox.com/energy-and-
environment/2017/10/12/16458242/risk-wildfires-worse-climate-change-california-san-
francisco-los-angeles.
4 Also referred to as planned, controlled, fuel-reduction, or hazard-reduction burning. See
Prescribed Fire, https://www.fs.fed.us/fire/management/rx.html (last visited on Nov. 09,
2017); David Bowman, Explainer: Back Burning and Fuel Reduction, CONVERSATION (Aug. 7,
2014), https://theconversation.com/explainer-back-burning-and-fuel-reduction-20605.
5 Bowman, supra note 4.
6 Paulo M. Fernandez et al., A Review of Prescribed Burning Effectiveness in Fire Hazard

Reduction, 12 Int'l J. of Wildland Fire 117, 117-18 (2003),
https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs/rmrsgtr292/2003_fernandes.pdf ("[T]his fuel management
tool facilitates fire suppression efforts by reducing the intensity, size and damage of
wildfires.").
7 "The United Nations, created to end wars, now prolongs and enlarges them." Richard
Miniter, Why Is The U.N. In The War-Making Business?, FORBES (Apr. 22, 2011),
https://www.forbes.com/2011/04/18/united-nations-libya.html#4458edab427b. See Walter
Enders, Domestic Versus Transnational Terrorism: Data, Decomposition, and Dynamics, 48 J.
PEACE RES. 319, 319 (May 2011) ("A key finding is that shocks to domestic terrorism result in
persistent effects on transnational terrorism; however, the reverse is not true. This finding
suggests that domestic terrorism can spill over to transnational terrorism, so that prime-
target countries cannot ignore domestic terrorism abroad and may need to assist in curbing
this homegrown terrorism.").

4
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of existing laws can permit a state (hereafter the "victim state")8 to use force
in self-defense against a transnational terrorist organization9 operating from
another state (hereafter the "territorial state"),10 which has not consented to a
use of force within its territory and which is unwilling or unable to address
the terrorist threat to the victim state. This discussion is necessary because the
"'war on terrorism' is being conducted---by both states and non-states---in a
relative vacuum of international law."11 In order to overcome the contention
among states concerning the use of force against terrorists, this article seeks
to fill that vacuum with existing law in novel ways.

Part I addresses the existing legal standards and how anti-interventionist
sentiment has deterred national security prerogatives, allowing conditions
conducive to conflict to accrue. Part II discusses expanding the designation of
hostis humani generis to apply to terrorists in a manner beyond the traditional
criminal framework, providing states with legal justification for the use of
force. Part III addresses how normative principles can serve as limits to the
justification for the use of force and prevent abuse by a state.12 This article
concludes with the assertion that designating terrorists as hostis humani generis
grants states the authority to use force and that such action will limit the scope
of conflicts, minimize the infringement of state sovereignty, and enable
effective military action against terrorism.

I. The International Legal Framework
This Part first addresses anti-interventionist sentiments among the

international community and the changes to such sentiments in recent years,
particularly regarding the use of force against terrorists. It will then briefly
address the circumstances under which a use of force is currently permitted
under international law. Particular attention is directed to the doctrine of self-
defense which becomes the basis for justifying the use of force against
terrorists.

8 This term is used to designate the state under threat of an armed attack by the terrorist
organization in question.
9 For the working definition used by this article see infra note 94 and accompanying text.
10 This term is used to designate the state from whose territory the terrorist threat originates.
11 See, e.g., Stanley Fish, Don't Blame Relativism, 12 RESPONSIVE COMMUNITY 27, 30 (2002).
12 Scholars have described three ways that international law can affect policy decisions as: a
constraint on actions, a basis of justification action, and organizational structures, procedures,
and forums. ABRAM CHAYES, THE CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS: INTERNATIONAL CRISES AND THE

ROLE OF LAW 17 (1974). This article undertakes a discussion of justification in order to mitigate
interference by the international community in a state's security prerogatives.

5
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A. Anti-interventionist Sentiments and Recent Changes
In the post-World War II era, the international community embraced

restrictive analysis, "an approach seeking to limit the availability of military
force to the largest possible extent," as part of the jus contra bellum doctrine."
Subsequent interpretations of use of force and jus ad bellum principles caused
the international community to view the use of anti-terrorist force with
skepticism. 14 Despite challenges to this perception and a degree of change in
recent decades, many states still adhere to a restrictive view. 15

There is a danger in inaction when action is warranted. The discomfiture
concerning the use of force discourages military action and enables criminals
in committing atrocities."6 This truth is not exclusive to addressing terrorist
threats, but is evident in many circumstances. Examples include the
international community's delayed response to conflicts in Rwanda and the
subsequent genocide of an estimated one million Tutsis, and more recently a
reluctance1 7 to intervene in the Syrian war which has seen almost half a million
deaths and over five million refugees." By seeking to chill the use of force
among states, the international community has inadvertently exacerbated the
consequences of conflict.1 9

13 Christian J. Tams, Use of Force against Terrorists, 20 EuR. J. INT'L L. 359, 363 (2009).
14 Id. at 364; See Gregory E. Maggs, The Campaign to Restrict the Right to Respond to Terrorist
Attacks in Self-Defense Under Article 51 of the U.N. Charter and What the United States Can Do
About It, 4 REGENT J. INT'L L. 149 (2006); Patrick Goodenough, Stellar Cast of Critics Slams
U.N. As Anti-American, Anti-Israel, CNS NEWS (Sept. 23, 2011)
https://www.cnsnews.com/news/artide/stellar-cast-critics-slams-un-anti-american-anti-
israel; Rachel Alexander, Anti-Americanism Increasing at the United Nations, ToWNHALL (May
07, 2013), https://townhall.com/columnists/rachelalexander/2013/05/07/antiamericanism-
increasing-at-the-united-nations-nl590060.
15 See Tams, supra note 13, at 374.
16 See Prime Minister of India Modi's Comments at the Heart of Asia Summit on Dec 04, 2016
indicating that "silence and inaction against terrorism only embolden terrorists and their
masters."
17 Jo Cox et al., The Cost of Doing Nothing: The Price Of Inaction in the Face of Mass Atrocities,
POLICY EXCHANGE (2017), https://policyexchange.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2017/01/Intervention-01-17_v8.pdf; see also Kyle Almond, Why the World
isn't Intervening in Syria?, CNN (Feb. 23, 2012), http://www.cnn.com/2012/02/23/world/syria-
intervention/index.html (answering its own question as to why there hasn't been any
intervention in the Syrian conflict with the poignant response: There is no international
consensus.).
18 Syrian Civil War Fast Facts, CNN (Oct. 17, 2017)
http://www.cnn.com/2013/08/27/world/meast/syria-civil-war-fast-facts/index.html; HUMAN

RIGHTS WATCH, https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2017/country-chapters/syria (last visited
Oct. 30, 2017).
19 See Miniter, supra note 7; Richard Norton-Taylor, Global Armed Conflicts Becoming More
Deadly, Major Study Finds, GUARDIAN (May 20, 2015), ("International Institute for Strategic
Studies says despite fewer wars number of deaths has trebled since 2008 due to an'inexorable
intensification of violence."') https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/20/armed-

6
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The exacerbation of conflicts calls into question the wisdom of anti-
interventionism.20 As a result, "the legal rules governing the use of force have
been re-adjusted" 21 in recent decades to "permit forcible responses against
terrorism under more lenient conditions."22 Although these changes are a step
in the right direction, additional adjustments are still needed.23 This article
proposes an adjustment to anti-terrorism strategies to weave together the
traditionally separate approaches of criminal prosecution and military
targeting.24  This discussion is necessary because antiquated
conceptualizations are insufficient to address modern non-state threats which
are capable of bringing to bear financial and human resources comparable to
that of a state.25 The concept of terrorists as permissible targets, absent a
military operation, is predicated upon a liberal construal of the doctrine of
self-defense and the existing legal framework of hostis humani generis.

B. Use of Force in Self-Defense

The United Nations Charter placed significant restraints on a Member
State's ability to resort to the use of force.26 However, the Charter also
incorporated exceptions to the prohibition against force,2 7 including: the use
of force under the direction of the Security Council and the rights of
individual and collective self-defense.28 The Security Council has abstained
from or been slow to authorize the use of force against terrorists.29

conflict-deaths-increase-syria-iraq-afghanistan-yemen; but cf Trends in Armed Conflict,
1946-2014, 01 Conflict Trends 1 (2016), (optimistically observing "long-term trends
nevertheless driving the waning of war are still at work")
http://file.prio.no/publication-files/prio/Gates,%20NygC3%A5rd,%20Strand,%2OUrdal%2
0-%20Trends%20in%20Armed%20Conflict,%20Conflict%20Trends%201-2016.pdf
20 See generally Tams, supra note 13, at 373-75.
21 Tams, supra note 13, at 361.
221d

23 Id. at 394-97.
24 Id. at 396.
25 Inftra notes 4104-4105 and accompanying text.
26 U.N. Charter art. 2, ¶ 4.
27See Michael Glennon, The Fog of Law: Self-Defense, Inherence, and Incoherence in Article 51 of the
United Nations Charter, 25 HARV. J. L. & PUB. POL'Y 539, 549 (2002) ("Article 51 is grounded
upon premises that neither accurately describe nor realistically prescribe state behavior.").
28 See U.N. Charter art. 2, ¶ 4, art. 42, 43, 51.
29 See Tams, supra note 13, at 359.
29 Julian Borger & Bastien Inzaurralde, Russian Vetoes are Putting UN Security Council's
Legitimacy at Risk, Says US, GUARDIAN (Sept. 23, 2015),
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/23/russian-vetoes-putting-un-security-
council-legitimacy-at-risk-says-us; see also id. ("Syria is a stain on the conscience of the
security council. I think it is the biggest failure in recent years, and it undoubtedly has
consequences for the standing of the security council and indeed the United Nations as a
whole." Quoting Matthew Rycroft, British Ambassador to the United Nations). It is also

7
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Thus, states have resorted to the right of self-defense to justify"o their use of
force."

To be justified as an act of self-defense, a use of force must satisfy the
principles of jus ad bellum.3 2 There is some variation as to the exact application
of the criteria, but for the purposes of this article, jus ad bellum requires that
the use of force must be both necessary and proportional to be justified.3 This
means to justify a state's decision to use force in self-defense, the action must
be both necessary to defend the state and the use of force must be proportional
to that objective.3 4  This article is not concerned with measuring
proportionality, nor the evaluation of the different types of force which may
be used. That discussion is left for others to undertake. Rather, this article is
concerned with the necessity of self-defense as a key component justifying the
use of force at all. Under current views, necessity is satisfied when a state

worth noting that the United States has been prolific with their veto power in protecting
Israel from scrutiny for action in Palestine.
30 See, e.g., Letter dated 23 September 2014, from the Permanent Representative of the United
States of America to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General, U.N. Doc
S/2014/695 (2014); Letter dated October 7, 2001, from the Permanent Representative of the
United States of America to the United Nations addressed to the President of the Security
Council, U.N. SCOR, 56th Sess. at 1, U.N. Doc. S/2001/946 (2001), http://www.un.int/usa/s-
2001-946.htm ("In accordance with Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, I wish ...
to report that the United States of America ... has initiated actions in the exercise of its inherent
right of individual and collective self-defense following the armed attacks that were carried
out against the United States.").
31 Though there is some debate that the United Nations Charter governs only state-to-state
relations and cannot justify the use of force in self-defense against terrorists, it is a minority
position dismissed by two rational. First, states exercising the use of force against terrorists
in other nations have found themselves to be acting pursuit to Article 51 which contains the
right to self-defense. Secondly, the argument is negated by the fact that the doctrine of self-
defense still exists in international customary law and did not cease to exist merely because
it was written into a treaty. For a discussion on why Art. 51 includes non-state actors see
Carsten Stahn, Terrorist Acts as Armed Attack: The Right to Self-Defense, Article 51(1/2) of the UN
Charter, and International Terrorism, 27 FLETCHER F. WORLD AFF. 35, 54 (2003). The challenge is
offered because it seems contrary to the premise of the Charter which was to govern state-to-
state relations. But, it remains consistent with the purposes and objectives of the document
which, simply stated, are to preserve international peace and security. See U.N. Charter art.
1.
32 See Statute of the International Court of Justice, art. 38 1 1. Treaty law especially the U.N.
Charter art. 2, ¶ 4 restraint on the use of force, is often invoked as an argument against using
force. But, even when treaty law is used to justify the use of force, such as under U.N. Charter
art. 51 allowing force in self-defense, the discussion inevitability turns to customary law to
identify, define, and apply the relevant principles. This customary international law is the
primary source of concern for the current discussion.
3 Dapo Akande & Thomas Lieflander, Clarifying Necessity, Imminence, and Proportionality in
the Law of Self-Defense, 107 AM. J. OF INT'L L. 563, 563 (2013).
34 "The submission of the exercise of the right of self-defence to the conditions of necessity and
proportionality is a rule of customary international law." Advisory Opinion on Legality of the
Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 1996 I. C. J. Rep. 245, 141 (July 8).
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suffers an armed attack15 or a state is exposed to an imminent threat.6

Additionally, a few states hold the view that the certainty of a threat,
regardless of its imminence, also establishes the necessity of using force.1

It is important to recognize that the three situations under which a state
may seek to justify the use force in self-defense are of varying utility. First, no
state can rightfully be expected to wait to be victimized before taking action."
So, the justification derived from suffering an armed attack is not ideal
because it necessarily requires a state to sustain some harm. Next, the
justification in response to an imminent threat is also not ideal. Imminence is
difficult to define and determine.3 9 Some states hold imminence to restrain
responding with force until the need is "instant, overwhelming, leaving no
choice of means, and no moment of deliberation."40 This entails delaying the

"[S]elf defence would warrant only measures which are proportional to the armed attack
and necessary to respond to it" as "a rule well established in customary international law"
Case concerning Military and Paramilitary Adivities in and against Nicaragua [hereinafter
"Paramilitary Activities"], 1986 I. C. J. Rep. 94, 1176 (June 27).
36 See Akande, supra note 33, at 563-66.
37This view is often referred to as the Bush Dodrine. It is not widely accepted as it is
currently articulated. See Dietrich Murswiek, The American Strategy of Preemptive War and
International Law, INST. PUB. L. 1 (Mar. 2003), https://ssrn.com/abstract=397601 or
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.397601 ("By claiming a right to preemptive adion, the U.S.
government is pushing a change in public international law. If other States don't objed a
beginning practice of preemptive war, there could emerge a new rule of public international
law that allows preemptive wars."); John Alan Cohan, The Bush Doctrine and the Emerging
Norm of Anticipatory Self Defense in Customary International Law, 15 PACE INT'L L. REv. 283, 284
(2003) (discussing the historical development of the Bush Dodrine) (quoting Thomas
Powers, The Man Who Would Be President of Iraq, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 16, 2003, at Week in
Review, 1, 7.); Dominika Svarc, Redefining Imminence: The Use of Force against Threats and
Armed Attacks in the Twenty-First Century, 13 ILSA J. INT'L & COMP. L. 171, 183 (2006) ("If the
ultimate goal of international law is to preserve State's right to effective self-defence, the
standard of imminence may need to be read more broadly."); see also Adil Ahmad Haque,
Imminence and Self-Defense Against Non-State Actors: Australia Weighs In, JUST SECURITY (May
30, 2017), https://www.justsecurity.org/41500/imminence-self-defense-non-state-actors-
australia-weighs/ (observing that some consider Australia to have embraced the Bush
Dodrine).
38 See Cf Mary E. O'Connell, Lawful Self-Defense to Terrorism, 63 U. PITT. L. REv. 889 (2002)
(interpreting self-defense to require the occurrence of an attack or an attack underway).
39 Debates still arise as to how imminent a threat must be before a state may act in self-defense.
See, e.g., Derek Bowett, Reprisals Involving Recourse to Armed Force, 66 AM. J. INT'L L. 1, 4 (1972)
("It was never the intention of the Charter to prohibit anticipatory self-defense and the
traditional right certainly existed in relation to an 'imminent' attack."). But see IAN
BROWNLIE,
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE USE OF FORCE BY STATES 278 (1963) (stating that
Article 51 prohibits anticipatory self-defense).
40 This is commonly known as the Caroline Doctrine. See Webster, Daniel. 'Letter to Henry
Stephen Fox', in THE PAPERS OF DANIEL WEBSTER: DIPLOMATIC PAPERS, 1841-1843 at 62 (1983).
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use of force until the last opportunity for an aggressor to change its course has
passed, and diminishes the victim state's ability to effectively defend itself.

This is particularly true in asymmetric conflicts where the foreseeability
and imminence of an attack is more difficult to determine.41 Attacks are
predicted through the use of warnings and indicators in traditional conflicts. 4 2

These traditional measures of imminence are well established by intelligence
agencies which have observed enemy operations, troops compositions, and
doctrine,43 allowing them to intuit precursory actions necessary for the
deployment of military forces. However, terrorists do not have traditional
military structures, nor do they pursue traditional military objectives."
Furthermore, terrorists often work in compartmentalized cells,45 severely
negating the utility and accuracy of indicators and warnings. However,
preparations for an attack can be confirmed with reasonable certainty by other
intelligence strategies, but their imminence is less predictable.4

The differences between traditional conflicts and attacks conducted by
asymmetric actors highlight the utility of justifying the use of force when a
threat is certain, as opposed to waiting to be victimized or gambling with
predictions of imminency. Because using force in response to threats that are
certain is the most advantageous for the purposes of self-defense, this article
proposes that this approach be used. Although the necessity of acting in self-
defense when a threat is certain is currently recognized by only a few states,

41 For more on the difficult posed by asymmetric challenges see Charles J. Dunlap, Jr.,
Preliminary Observations: Asymmetrical Warfare and the Western Mindset, in CHALLENGING

AMERICA SYMMETRICALLY AND ASYMMETRICALLY: CAN AMERICA BE DEFEATED? 1-17 (Lloyd J.
Matthews, ed., 1998).
42 Warnings and indicators comprise a "specialized intelligence effort for advanced strategic
early warning" which "seeks to discern in advance any.. .intent to initiate hostilities." Thomas
J. Patton, Monitoring of War Indicators, STUD. INTELLIGENCE 55 (Sept. 18, 1995).
43 Order of Battle analysis is used to "to scrutinize all information pertaining to a military
force to determine his capabilities, vulnerabilities, and probable course(s) of adion."
Introduction to Order of Battle, GLOBAL SECURITY (accessed Nov. 10, 2017),
https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/library/policy/army/accp/is300l/lesson-1.htm. See
also Patton, supra note 42, at 65-67 (noting order of battle as a fador in predicting an attack).
4 Traditional military objedives are objeds which "by their nature, location, purpose or use
make an effedive contribution to military action, and whose partial or total destruction,
capture or neutralization, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military
advantage." Military Objectives, INT'L COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS (accessed on Nov. 09,
2017), https://casebook.icrc.org/glossary/military-objectives. There are, of course, outliers and
exceptions to this observation. Some terrorist organizations follow models akin to traditional
military structures, such as Hezbollah. However, the operations of these organizations
remain distinct because they maintain additional capacities not common to traditional
militaries. See Eitan Azani, The Hybrid Terrorist Organization: Hezbollah as a Case Study, 36 STUD.
CONFLICT & TERRORISM 889 (2013).
45 MARC SAGEMAN, UNDERSTANDING TERROR NETWORKS 166 (Univ. of Penn. Press 2011).
46 See, e.g., THOMAS FINGAR, REDUCING UNCERTAINTY: INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS AND NATIONAL

SECURITY 67-88 (Stanford Univ. Press 2011) (addressing estimative analysis).
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under certain circumstances, more states may be willing to accept it as a
legitimate justification.

Prior to the drafting of the U.N. Charter, western powers adopted the
practice of declaring war in official acts prior to the outset of hostilities,4 7 as
codified in the Convention Relative to the Opening of Hostilities.48 After a war
was declared, a state did not need to suffer an attack, nor wait for an attack to
become imminent, before it could use force against the declaring state. The
declaration of war created the certainty of a threat forthcoming which justified
a state in acting, even preemptively.49 Therefore, in circumstances when a
declaration of war is made, a state is justified in using force because the threat
has become certain and the necessity of using force in self-defense is no longer
questioned. This is the circumstance under which states find themselves in
the War on Terror. States which are at war with terrorists50 need not delay
actions necessary for the preservation of their security and may preemptively
act to prevent attacks which are certainly forthcoming, even if specific
terrorist attacks cannot be deemed imminent.

47While this practice persists, "declarations of war have largely fallen into disuse since World
War II" because "the establishment of the United Nations largely obviates the need for
individual nations to dedare war. Other than acts of immediate self-defense in conformance
with the U.N. Charter it is the collective action of the Security Council, rather than the
individual acts of states, that ordinarily authorizes 'the use of force to maintain or restore
international peace and security."' Charles J. Dunlap, Jr., Why Declarations of War Matter,
HARV. NAT'L SECURITY J. (Aug. 30, 2016), http://harvardnsj.org/2016/08/why-dedarations-of-
war-matter/. For example, the United States has not officially dedared war since World War
II.
48 Hague Convention (III) on the Opening of Hostilities, Oct. 18, 1907, 36 Stat. 2259, 205 C.T.S.
263, art. 1 ("The contracting Powers recognize that hostilities between themselves must not
commence without previous and explicit warning, in the form either of a declaration of war,
giving reasons, or of an ultimatum with conditional declaration of war."),
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th century/hague03.asp.
49 "[A] declaration of war in itself creates a state of war under international law and
legitimates the killing of enemy combatants, the seizure of enemy property, and the
apprehension of enemy aliens." Jennifer Elsea & Matthew Weed, Declarations of War and
Authorizations for the Use of Military Force: Historical Background and Legal Implications, CONG.
RES. SERV. at i (April 18, 2014), https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/RL31133.pdf; see id. at 23
("States likely still retain a right to issue dedarations of war, at least in exercising the right of
self-defense; and such a dedaration seemingly would still automatically create a state of
war"); Dunlap, supra note 47 ("[B]y automatically establishing a state of war, perhaps in
circumstances where the level of violence would not otherwise create it, a declaration of war
could control the timing of the application of the laws of war and influence other aspects of
international law, including neutrality law. Depending on the circumstances, this ability
could be quite significant from a strategic and tactical perspective").
50 See infra section 11.270.
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However, justifying the use of force in a war against a non-state actor5 1 is
more tenuous given the intrusion it permits on the sovereignty of the
territorial state. Therefore, complementary restrictions are needed to ensure
the use of force is necessary and not abusive. This is accomplished in two
ways. First, organizations against which force may be used in self-defense is
limited to terrorists classified as hostis humani generis. Secondly, restrictions on
when and where such organizations may be attacked limits the intrusion
upon the sovereignty of the territorial state wherein the terrorists operate.
This allows a victim state to defensively exercise force against a non-state
actor while simultaneously restricting a use of force which intrudes on the
sovereignty of a territorial state to the narrowest circumstances.

II. Justification for the Use of Force against Hostis

Humani Generis
The designation of hostis humani generis justifies the use of force against

terrorists while simultaneously reducing the need for the use of force.52 There
is a reduced need for force because the designation permits all states to
criminally prosecute the group by exercising universal jurisdiction. Universal
jurisdiction gives courts authority to try criminals when the court otherwise
lacks authority because the crime was committed beyond the recognized
jurisdictional reach of the court.53 This is important because the use of the legal
system to apprehend and punish terrorists entails a decrease in the need for
the use of force.54 However, where criminal prosecution is not practicable, the

51 A non-state actor means any organization within a state which is not representative of, nor
responsible to that state's government.
52 The Separate Opinion of Vice-president Weeramantry, in the Gabcikovo-Nagyoros Project
(Hung./Slovk.), Judgment, 1997 I.C.J. Rep. 7 (Sept. 25) (separate opinion by Weeramantry, J.),
obvserved that an advancement of international law is accomplished by drawing in benefits
of the insights available and looking to the past. He finds that seeking out principles a
posteriori from the experience of the past, rather than setting out new principles a priori is in
keeping with the formation of international law dating back to Grotius, who followed a
similar practice.
51 "The term 'universal jurisdiction' refers to the idea that a national court may prosecute
individuals for any serious crime against international law - such as crimes against
humanity, war crimes, genocide, and torture - based on the principle that such crimes harm
the international community or international order itself, which individual States may act to
protect. Generally, universal jurisdiction is invoked when other, traditional bases of criminal
jurisdiction do not exist, for example: the defendant is not a national of the State, the
defendant did not commit a crime in that State's territory or against its nationals, or the State's
own national interests are not adversely affected." Universal Jurisdiction, INT'L JUST. RESOURCE
CTR., http://www.ijrcenter.org/cases-before-national-courts/domestic-exercise-of-universal-
jurisdiction/ (last visited Nov. 11, 2017).
54 See id.
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designation as hostis humani generis also justifies a state's use of force to
eliminate the organization.5 5

A. Terrorists as Hostis Humani Generis
In order to justify the use of force against terrorists the hostis humani generis

designation must first be applied to them.56 The idea of expanding hostis
humani generis to include terrorists, largely in reference to pirates, the first
class to be so distinguished,57 was discussed in Hostis Humani Generi: Piracy,
Terrorism and a New International Law by Dr. Doug Burgess.58 Dr. Burgess's
proposition focuses on the comparison for the benefit of criminal prosecution
under universal jurisdiction.59 This article will expand on that discussion for
its utility in justifying military action, not a first recourse, but only where
criminal prosecution is impractical. But, the analysis of both historical
relevance and criminality is useful for the current undertaking as well and
some relevant points are highlighted below.

The designation of hostis humani generis was initially applied to pirates by
Cicero and the Roman Empire.6 0 It encompassed two concepts: that piracy
occurred beyond the jurisdiction of any one state, making pirates an enemy to
the entire human race, and that the right to prosecute pirates was

11 See Section II.A.
56 See Elimma C. Ezeani, The 21st Century Terrorist: Hostis Humani Generis, 3 BEIJING L. REV.

158, 169 (2012) (arguing that modern terrorism is different and should now be classified as
hostis humani generis). The idea was advocated decades ago by Professor Thomas Opperman
(Fed. Rep. of Germany), who boldly stated that "[t]he modern terrorist has to be outlawed as
"hostis humanis generis." International Terrorism, 57 INT'L L. Ass'N REP. CONF. 119, 128 (1976).
17 Traditionally, the class of crimes subject to universal jurisdiction and universal
condemnation under the designation of hostis humani generis included only piracy. United
States v. Yousef, 327 F.3d 56 (6th Cir. 2003). Universal jurisdiction was expanded to include
other crimes, including: slavery, genocide, and torture. However, some of these were only
recently recognized. For example, violations of the laws of war was not suggested until the
Second World War. See Theodor Meron, International Criminalization of Internal Atrocities, 89
AM. J. INT'L L. 554, 572 (1995) (citing Hersh Lautherpacht, The Law of Nation and the Punishment
of War Crimes, 2 BRIT. Y.B. INT'L L. 58, 65 (19944), as the first to propose universal jurisdiction
over war criminals). Similarly, prohibition on torture were only solidified in international law
in the years following World War II under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
other subsequent international and regional human rights treaties. See The Legal Prohibition
Against Torture, infra note 71. This demonstrates the evolving nature and growing scope of
universal jurisdiction and the hostis humani generis designation.
58 Doug R. Jr. Burgess, Humani Generi: Piracy, Terrorism and a New International Law, 13 U.
MIAMI INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 293, 342 (2006).
59 See Id. at 294 ("1 will argue that the existing international common law regarding piracy,
particularly as a crime of universal jurisdiction, is the most useful framework for defining
terrorism and determining a legitimate state response.").
60 Burgess, supra note 58, at 301 (citing ALFRED P. RuBIN, THE LAW OF PIRACY 17 n.61., 18 (2nd
ed. 1998)).
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consequently common to all nations."1 Even though "[t]he idea of pirates as
hostis humani generi... may be two thousand years old... it has taken almost all
of that time for that conception to gain ultimate acceptance in international
law."6 2 This is in part due to the practice of privateering, the employment of
pirates by nations to achieve state objectives, which created political and legal
conflicts among nations as to the legitimacy of piracy." It was not until the
Declaration of Paris in 1856, that piracy was found to be too heinous a crime
to be used by states as a tool of achieving their political objectives.6 4

Dr. Burgess draws the conclusion that "[s]ince piracy and terrorism share
a mens rea, actus reus, and locus, we may conclude that they are, in effect, the
same crime."5 At the risk of oversimplifying his conclusions, he offers that
the mens rea66 of piracy is one of intent,17 the actus reus68 of piracy includes,
among other acts, acts of homicide and destruction,6 9 and the locus7 o of piracy,
once confined to the high seas, now encompasses acts "committed on state
territory by 'descent from the sea.'"71 He further offers that because they are
the same crime, "[t]hey must also, accordingly, share a legal definition.
Terrorists, like pirates, are hostis humani generi under international law." 72

61 Id. at 302 (citing BARRY DUBNER, THE LAW OF INTERNATIONAL SEA PIRACY 42 (1980)).
62 Id. at 298.
631d

64 ALFRED P. RUBIN, THE LAW OF PIRACY 203 n.255 (2nd ed. 1998) (signatories of the Paris
Declaration agreed "[p]rivateering is, and remains, abolished"); Ivan Shearer, Piracy, in MAX

PLANCK ENCYCLOPEDIA PUB. INT'L L., online edition (2010), available at
http://opil.ouplaw.com/view/10.1093/law:epil/9780199231690/law-9780199231690-
el472?rskey=01IRon&result=1&prd=EPIL (last visited Dec. 5, 2017) ("Privateering was
formally abolished by the Paris Declaration of 1856. The right to attack merchant ships in time
of war is now governed by the modern law of armed conflict, including international
humanitarian law.").
65 Burgess, supra note 58, at 323.
66 "Mens Rea refers to criminal intent. The literal translation from Latin is 'guilty mind'.... A
mens rea refers to the state of mind statutorily required in order to convict a particular
defendant of a particular crime... .The mens rea requirement is premised upon the idea that
one must possess a guilty state of mind and be aware of his or her misconduct...." Mens Rea,
WEx LEGAL DICTIONARY, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/mens-rea (last visited Nov. 09,
2017).
671Burgess, supra note 58, at 322 (quoting the U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea, Montego
Bay, 10 December 1982, art. 101, 21 I.L.M. 1245.).
68 "The act or omissions that comprise the physical elements of a crime as required by statute."
Actus Reus, WEX LEGAL DICTIONARY, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/actusreus (last
visited Nov. 09, 2017).
69 Burgess, supra note 58, at 322.
70 "Latin for 'place,' or the location where something occurred." Locus, WEx LEGAL
DICTIONARY, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/locus (last visited Nov. 09, 2017).
71 Burgess, supra note 58, at 322 (quoting Harvard Draft Convention of 1932, also known as
Harvard Research in International Law, Draft Convention on Piracy, with Comment, 26 AM. J.
INT'L L. Supp. 739, 775 (1932), 775.).
72 Burgess, supra note 58, at 323.
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Although parallel criminal elements are a strong indicator of and justification
for extending the designation to terrorism, Dr. Burgess also explores the
practical and historical similarities, relevant to the current discussion:

[P]irates and terrorists...share the same means, the same
motivations, and the same extraterritorial identity.... [T]errorism,
like piracy, is not a legitimate political tool; second... states... may
not use it as a means of political coercion; third, that all instances
of terrorism... are equally unlawful,... fourth, that terrorism, like
piracy, is therefore an international crime sui generis... fifth, that
this crime is by nature international in scope...and sixth, that
terrorists, as hostis humani generis, are likewise subject to universal
jurisdiction.7 1

Against the backdrop of previous works arguing that terrorists are hostis
humani generis, this discussion now turns to policy similarities which
contemplate justification for action beyond criminal prosecution.

B. Policy Considerations
The author posits that there are several unique policy considerations

prompting the designation of a group as hostis humani generis, and which serve
to justify the use of force against them.74 Similar to the criminal elements
previously mentioned, the policy considerations are present in both piracy
and terrorism. These considerations are satisfied where: (1) a universally
condemned action, (2) by a non-state actor, (3) is conducted from an
ungoverned area, (4) which affects multiple states, and (5) necessitates a
cooperative response. These five policy considerations embody the
justification for a literal interpretation of the notion of being at war with the
world. They are addressed below as a necessary pretext to establishing the
justification for the use of force against hostis humani generis, a group at war
with the world.

1. The Conduct is Universally Condemned
First, the unlawful conduct of the group to be classified as hostis humani

generis must be universally condemned.7 5 To be universally condemned, no
state can properly advocate a right to engage in the practice, nor oppose its
eradication.76 This is not to say that every state must have an identical law

7 Id., at 315-17.
74See infra notes 77-175 and accompanying text.
71 See, e.g., M. CHERIF BASSIOUNI, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY: HISTORICAL EVOLUTION AND

CONTEMPORARY APPLICATION 44 (2011).

76 See The Legal Prohibition Against Torture, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (visited Oct. 19, 2017),
https://www.hrw.org/news/2003/03/11/legal-prohibition-against-torture (noting that torture
is universally condemned because "no country publicly supports torture or opposes its
eradication"); Universal Jurisdiction, DUHAIME'S LAW DICTIONARY,

http://www.duhaime.org/LegalDictionary/U/UniversalJurisdiction.aspx (last visited on Oct.
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prohibiting the conduct. Although, treaties and domestic laws may aid in
identifying conduct which is widely condemned. Universally condemned
conduct has also been held as conduct contrary to jus cogens.77 Thus, only "the
most serious crimes" merit universal condemnation. 7 This consideration
personifies the two-fold purpose of criminal law which proscribes conduct
and delineates a state's responsibility to affect the capture, trial, and
punishment of offenders.

The international community hesitated to universally condemn piracy
because states engaged in the practice of employing privateers, corsairs, or
buccaneers, who were state sponsored pirates; parties commissioned by the
government to use armed ships to seize primarily merchant ships of hostile
states.79 However, states realized this practice was a double-edged sword
because it "created a beast [states] could no longer control," as "corsairs
continued their attacks... long after peace was concluded..." they became a
serious threat to the economic prosperity of the imperial powers.so This
prompted the consensus reached in the Declaration of Paris, after which states
no longer advocated for piracy as a legitimate form of government action.8 1

Terrorism shares a similar background in that state sponsored terrorism
deterred its acceptance as a universally condemned action. However, recent
developments indicate any reservations have been overcome,
notwithstanding potential covert state-sponsored practices. Among these are
the creation in 2017 of the United Nations Office of Counter-Terrorism, tasked

20, 2017) ("Jurisdiction over the offender of a heinous crime that is universally condemned
internationally even though neither offender nor victim may be citizens.").
77 "Jus cogens (from Latin: compelling law; English: peremptory norm) refers to certain
fundamental, overriding principles of international law, from which no derogation is ever
permitted." Jus Cogens, WEx LEGAL DICTIONARY,

https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/jus-cogens (last visited Nov. 9, 2017). Meaning that
crimes prescribed under international law, or crimes committed against internationally
recognized rights, are universally condemned. See Regina v. Bartle and the Commissioner of
Police for the Metropolis and other Ex Parter Pinochet, House of Lords 1999: (identifying on
criteria of universal jurisdiction under customary international law is that the conduct be
contrary to jus cogens). See The Legal Prohibition Against Torture, supra note 76 (indicating that
acts violating jus cogens or acts embodied in jus cogens as criminal are subject to universal
jurisdiction).
78 See R. v. Hape, [2007] 2 SCR 292, 2007 SCC 26 (CanLlI); Kenneth C. Randall, Universal
Jurisdiction Under International Law, 66 TEx. L. REV. 785, 794 (1988) (noting pirates are hostis
humani generis because their crimes are so heinous). Examples of universally condemned
crimes include the genocides perpetrated during the holocaust. Despite the absence of
uniform laws, the conduct was so egregious and horrific that it was universally condemned
by all nations as an act of evil. See G.A. Res. 60/7, ¶ (2005) U.N. Doc A/RES/60/7.
79 Privateer, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, https://www.britannica.com/topic/privateer
80 Burgess, supra note 58 at 314.
81 See supra note 64.
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to prevent and combat terrorism.8 2 Also of note are the numerous United
Nations Security Council resolutions which consistently reaffirm "that
terrorism in all forms and manifestations constitutes one of the most serious
threats to international peace and security and that any acts of terrorism are
criminal and unjustifiable....".a Additionally, at least 140 states have passed
counterterror laws since 2001.84 Terrorism is universally condemned, at least
in word, notwithstanding the adage that "one man's terrorist is another man's
freedom fighter,"5 a saying which is as erroneous as the literal interpretation
of the idiom that "all is fair in love and war.""6 There is no state that openly
advocates for the right to use terrorist tactics,17 indeed such practices directly
conflict with established human rights laws and the Laws of Armed Conflict.8

82 Established through the adoption of G.A. Res. 71/291 (June 15, 2017).
http://www.un.org/en/counterterrorism/; Pillar II of the U.N. Global Counter-Terrorism
Strategy, https://www.un.org/counterterrorism/ctitf/un-global-counter-terrorism-strategy.
83 S.C. Res. 2370 (2017); S.C. Res. 2368 (2017); S.C. Res. 2354 (2017); S.C. Res. 2341 (2017); S.C.
Res. 2322 (2016); S.C. Res. 2199 (2015); Statement by the President of the Security Council
S/PRST/2013/1; G.A. Res. 70/291 (1 July 2016), U.N. Doc. A/RES/70/291.
84 Global: 140 Countries Pass Counterterror Laws since 9/11, HUM. RIGHTS WATCH (June 29, 2012),
https://www.hrw.org/news/2012/06/29/global-140-countries-pass-counterterror-laws-9/11.
85 See President Ronald Regan's Radio Address to the Nation on Terrorism May 31, 1986,
available at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=37376 ("Effective antiterrorist action
has also been thwarted by the claim that-as the quip goes-'One man's terrorist is another
man's freedom fighter.' That's a catchy phrase, but also misleading. Freedom fighters do not
need to terrorize a population into submission."); Boaz Ganor, Defining Terrorism - Is One
Man's Terrorist Another Man's Freedom Fighter?, INT'L INST. FOR COUNTER TERRORISM (Jan. 01,

2010) (distinguishing terrorists from revolutionaries and guerilla fighters).
86 The saying conveys the idea that "in love and war you do not have to obey the usual rules

about reasonable behavior." Definition of "All's Fair in Love and War", CAMBRIDGE DICTIONARY,

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/all-s-fair-in-love-and-war (last

visited Nov. 10, 2017). While true to a degree, taken at face value it is a false assertion. For

example, the killing of enemy combatants under peace time laws would be considered

murder, but under the Laws of Armed Conflict and International Humanitarian Law, such

killings are permissible. However, intentionally killing civilians is always prohibited, even in

times of war.

87 Even states accused of state sponsorship of terrorism decry terrorism as condemnable,

voicing "unequivocal condemnation of all acts of terrorism in all its forms and manifestations,

including State terrorism, economic terrorism wherever, against whoever and by whoever

may be committed." International Conference on the Global Fight against Terrorism, Tehran,

25-26 June 2011. This is a critical first step in realizing a full and actual condemnation wherein

states completely abandon the practice of their own accord.

88 "The most important general prohibition of State sponsored terrorism may be traced back

to the U.N. General Assembly's Friendly Relations Declaration (1970) (G.A. Res. 2625 (XXV)),

according to which'[e]very State has the duty to refrain from organizing, instigating, assisting

or participating in acts of civil strife or terrorist acts in another State or acquiescing in

organized activities within its territory directed towards the commission of such acts, when

the acts referred to in the present paragraph involve a threat or use of force."'). Christian

Walter, Terrorism, in MAX PLANCK ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PU. INT'L L., online edition (2011),

available at. http://opil.ouplaw.com/view/10.1093/law:epil/9780199231690/law-
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In opposition to the proposition that terrorism is universally condemned is
the argument that terrorism cannot be universally condemned because it is
not universally defined.8 9 It is proper to concede that working definitions
fluctuate among states. However, it would be disingenuous to say that a base
understanding of what conduct constitutes terrorism remains elusive.9 0

Rather, the contention of variable definitions is rooted in the inconsistency of
applying the term "terrorist" to specific groups.91 This is not so much an issue
of ill definition, but one of politics.9 2 The lack of a standard definition is
overcome by two concepts.

First, there is a basic understanding of what conduct constitutes terrorism.93
Terrorism, for the purposes of this article, include activities by non-state
actors "intended to cause death or serious bodily harm to civilians...with the
purpose of intimidating a population or compelling a government...to do or
abstain from doing any act."9 4 Even if a state does not accept this definition

9780199231690-e999?rskey=aEwP4K&result=1&prd=EPIL (last visited Dec. 2, 2017). See also,
RYAN DOWDY ET. AL., LAW OF ARMED CONFLICT DESKBOOK 136 (David Lee ed., 5th ed. 2015)
("The essence of the principle [of distinction] is that military attacks should be directed at
combatants and military targets, and not civilians or civilian property."); Protocol Additional
To The Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, art. 48-51 (protecting civilians by prohibiting
indiscriminate attacks); Civilians Protected Under International Humanitarian Law, INT'L

COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS (Oct. 29, 2010), https://www.icrc.org/eng/war-and-
law/protected-persons/civilians/overview-civilians-protected.htm ("The protection of
civilians during armed conflict is therefore a cornerstone of international humanitarian
law.").
89 See United States v. Yousef, 327 F.3d 56 (6th Cir. 2003); Agreed Definition of Term 'Terrorism'

Said to be Needed for Consensus on Completing Comprehensive Convention Against It, GA/L/3276
(Oct. 07, 2005), https://www.un.org/press/en/2005/gal3276.doc.htm; Burgess, supra note 58 at
342 ("The hackneyed adage that 'one man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter' renders
any attempt at definition virtually impossible, dividing states on ideological lines and
convoluting the situation all the more.").
90 See infra note 94 and accompanying text for a basic definition.
91 "Terrorism is a term without any legal significance. It is merely a convenient way of
alluding to activities, whether of States or of individuals, widely disapproved of and in which
either the methods used are unlawful, or the targets protected, or both." Judge Rosalyn
Higgins, The General International Law of Terrorism, in INT'L L. & TERRORISM 28 (London
Routledge 1997).
92 See Tams, supra note 13, at 374 (noting that "[t]here is still no comprehensive anti-terrorism
convention, but special sectoral treaties have mushroomed, and have been complemented by
far-reaching anti-terrorism rules enacted as part of secondary United Nations law.")
93 In the Name of Security Counterterrorism Laws Worldwide since September 11, HuM. RIGHTS

WATCH (June 29, 2012), https://www.hrw.org/report/2012/06/29/name-
security/counterterrorism-laws-worldwide-september-11 ("While there is no single
definition of terrorism under international law, definitions put forward in various
international treaties typically center on the use of violence for political ends."). See supra
note 94 and accompanying text for a definition of terrorism.
94 Report of the Secretary-General "In Larger Freedom. Towards development, security and
human rights for all", U.N. Doc. A/59/2005, at 191; see also S.C. Res. 1566 (2004) ("Recalls that
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verbatim, there is an underlying definition to which states ascribe the
meaning. Evidence of this intangible definition is apparent in the act of
designating groups as terrorists. For example, the United Nations designation
of the Islamic State and Al-Qaida as terrorists shows those groups satisfy
whatever definition of terrorism was used in considering whether to classify
them as such.9 5

Secondly, the universal condemnation of terrorism is nascent and a cogent
definition is not to be expected in its formative years. This was the case for
piracy, which lacked a comprehensive definition for over 100 years after it
was abolished as a state practice.9 6At the risk of putting the cart before the
horse, the international community's determination to defeat terrorism shows
the community has a general understanding of terrorism, even if it fails to
articulate which "terrorism" is to be defeated. For the time being,
"[d]efinitions of 'terrorism' ...are the prerogative of Member States...."97
While a "definition may also help to confine the scope of U.N. Security
Council resolutions...which have encouraged states to pursue unilateral and
excessive counter-terrorism measures,"98 the impasse in defining terrorism is
a perfect representation of Voltaire's ominous observation that "the best is the
enemy of the good."99 Given the limitations to be discussed below, the
ambiguity of defining "terrorism" is permissible for the time being and does
not hinder it from being universally condemned.

criminal acts, including against civilians, committed with the intent to cause death or serious
bodily injury, or taking of hostages, with the purpose to provoke a state of terror in the general
public or in a group of persons or particular persons, intimidate a population or compel a
government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act, which
constitute offences within the scope of and as defined in the international conventions and
protocols relating to terrorism, are under no circumstances justifiable by considerations of a
political, philosophical, ideological, racial, ethnic, religious or other similar nature").
95 The United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy Plan of Action to Prevent Violent
Extremism Report of the Secretary-General, A/70/674; G.A. Res. 70/291 (July 1, 2016), U.N.
Doc. A/RES/70/291.
96 See, Shearer supra note 64. ("Piracy received its first comprehensive definition by an
international convention in Art. 15 Geneva Convention on the High Seas of 1958. That
definition, and the ancillary provisions relating to piracy in Arts 14 and 16 to 21, were based
on the preparatory work of the United Nations International Law Commission, which, in
turn, drew on the Draft Convention on Piracy prepared by the Harvard Research in
International Law published in 1932.").
97Geneva Conference on Preventing Violent Extremism - The Way Forward Organized by
the United Nations in partnership with the Government of Switzerland 7 & 8 April 2016
Geneva, Switzerland Concept Note at 4,
https://www.un.org/counterterrorism/ctitf/sites/www.un.org.counterterrorism.ctitf/files/Ge
neva%20PVE%2OConference%2OConcept%2ONote%2OFinal.pdf.
98 Ben Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law, OXFORD SCHOLARSHIP ONLINE (Jan. 2010).

99 VOLTAIRE, PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY, (H.I. Wolf Translator) (2010).
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2. Conduct by a Non-State Actor

The second consideration is that the conduct must be perpetrated by a non-

state actor. This denotes an absence of state sanction or advocacy."oo It also

removes the designated group from applications of international law that

would otherwise apply and provide suitable remedies.1 ' The absence of a

responsible state precludes the international community from responding in

ways other than the use of force. For example, to deter state sponsored

terrorism by Iran, North Korea, Cuba, Syria, Libya, and Sudan, the United

States implements four main sets of actions: bans on arms-related exports and

sales; controls over the export of dual-use items, which might increase the

military capability of the state; prohibitions on economic assistance; and

miscellaneous financial restrictions. 102 Sanctions, restricting diplomatic ties, or

other avenues of political pressure are all useless in the face of non-state actors

because they are not concerned with their presence or legitimacy on the

international stage; nor do they need legitimate political channels to thrive.10

This is particularly relevant given the power that non-state actors have

acquired. The most powerful pirate in history was Cheng I Sao, who operated

in the South China Sea. Her fleet has been estimated to comprise 1500 ships,
exceeding the size and power of most states' navies at the time.1 04 Similarly,
terrorist organizations have obtained notable power. ISIS was estimated to be

capable of spending $900 million to $3 billion (USD) a year on military

expenditures, ranking the organization within the top sixty nations for

100 Admittedly, there may be some state-sponsored activity, though practiced without an
affirmation of a right to so do. See supra note 88 and accompanying text.
101As has been mentioned, much of international law is concerned with state-to-state relations.
It is the absence of state participation which places the conduct in a distinct position
restricting the responses available under international law. For example, if the conduct were
by a state then it may be more appropriately subjected to political recourse or the doctrine of
state responsibility. See MATH NOORTMANN ET AL, NON-STATE ACTORS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

118-20 (2015) (discussing the ICJ's advisory opinion in Reparations for Injuries which may
have opened the door to subjecting non-state actors to international law despite a lack of
international legal personality, and subsequently discussing previous mitigation of this issue
by use of the hostis humani generis designation).
102 US Dept. of State, State Sponsors of Terror Overview, in COUNTRY REP. ON TERRORISM 2014, at
171.
103 See Sara Malm, How ISIS is Funded by Black-Market Oil Trading, Illegal Drugs and Internet
cafes, DAILY MAIL (Feb. 22, 2015), http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/artide-2964028/oil-
drugs-internet-ISIS-funded.html.
104 See, e.g., Maggie Koerth, Most Successful Pirate Was Beautiful and Tough, CNN (Aug. 28,
2007), http://www.cnn.com/2007/LIVING/worklife/08/27/woman.pirate/index.html; Urvija
Banerji, The Chinese Female Pirate Who Commanded 80,000 Outlaws, ATLAS OBSCURA (Apr. 06,
2016), https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/the-chinese-female-pirate-who-commanded-
80000-outlaws ("The Red Flag Fleet under Ching Shih's [Cheng I Sao] rule went undefeated,
despite attempts by Qing dynasty officials, the Portuguese navy, and the East India Company
to vanquish it. After three years of notoriety on the high seas, Ching Shih finally retired in
1810 by accepting an offer of amnesty from the Chinese government.").
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"defense" spending, alongside the Philippines, Sudan, and Peru.1 05 The power
and influence of non-state actors makes them a unique threat necessitating a
unique response by the whole of the international community.

3. Effects Suffered by the International Community
Thirdly, the universally condemned conduct perpetrated by the group to

be designated as hostis humani generis must affect multiple states. It is
insufficient that the harm be realized among one state. Rather, the harm must
correspond to the reprehensibility. Widespread harm justifies intervention by
multiple victims under an objective territorial interest.106 Additionally, crimes
of such magnitude harm more than the immediate victims, an idea embodied
by the phrase "crimes against humanity."1 07 A crime is not merely of great

effect for its resultant body count, but also for the adverse impact it has upon
the world.10 To wit, piracy was condemned because a pirate was a "ruthless
savage whose existence was not only in conflict with the nation's laws, but

105 George Arnett and Sylvia Tippman, Iraq Crisis: How do Isis's Cash and Assets Compare with
Other Military Spending?, GUARDIAN (June 16, 2014),
https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2014/jun/16/iraq-isis-cash-and-assets-
compare-military-spending. Equally terrifying is a non-state actor's ability to control a
region and subject a population to systematic oppression and subservience. This has been
seen by the implementation of shadow governments in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Somalia,
which are responsible for gross human rights violations and countless murders. See ....
106 "Under the objective aspect of territorial jurisdiction a sovereign is recognized as having
the power to adopt a criminal law that applies to crimes that take effect within its borders
even if the perpetrator performs the act outside of its borders." Two Aspects of the Territorial
Principle available at
http://www.kentlaw.edu/faculty/rwarner/classes/carter/tutorials/jurisdiction/Crimjuris_16
Text.htm (last visited Nov. 10, 2017).

1o7Crimes Against Humanity include genocide, torture, and slavery. Crimes Against Humanity,
UNITED NATIONS OFFICE ON GENOCIDE PREVENTION & THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT (last
visited on Oct. 21 2017), http://www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/crimes-against-
humanity.html; Flartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876 (2nd Cir. 1980); See JENNY S. MARTINEZ,

THE SLAVE TRADE AND THE ORIGINS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW chapter 6 (2012);
Elizabeth Borgwardt, Commerce and Complicity: Human Rights and the Legacy of Nuremburg, in
MAKING THE AMERICAN CENTURY: ESSAYS ON THE POLITICAL CULTURE OF TWENTIETH CENTURY

AMERICA (ed. Bruce J. Schulman, 2014). Terrorism has also been presented as a crime against
humanity. See, e.g., James D. Fry, Note, Terrorism as a Crime against Humanity and Genocide: The
Backdoor to Universal Jurisdiction, 7 UCLA J. INT'L L. & FOREIGN AFF. 169, 169-170 (2002).
108 "Genocide devalues individuals by depriving them of membership in groups in such a
way that it also renders impossible the keeping of the promise of equality to all humans."
LARRY MAY, GENOCIDE: A NORMATIVE ACCOUNT 72, (Cambridge Univ. Press 2010). The
infliction of torture deprives all involved of the sense of the "inherent dignity of the human
person." Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment, Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General
Assembly resolution 39/46 of 10 December 1984 entry into force 26 June 1987. Slavery violates
the "equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family...." The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (1948).
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with civilization itself."10 9 Similarly, terrorism affects every state through its

impact on the financial sector,"o international relations,' domestic laws and

policies,112 and the psychological impact.11 Consequently, these crimes violate

the very essence of humanity and inflict a harm beyond the borders of any

one state.

4. Necessity of a Cooperative Response
If the conduct and harm occurred within only one state, it would be

unnecessary to involve other states. But, the versatility of the conduct makes

any single state incapable of eliminating it. So, prosecution of the conduct and

109 Burgess, supra note 58, at 313 (citing David J. Starkey, Pirates and Markets, in BANDITS AT

SEA: A PIRATES READER 111 (C.R. Pennell ed., 2001)).
110 Sean Ross, Top 5 Ways Terrorism Impacts the Economy, Investopedia (Aug. 21, 2016),
http://www.investopedia.com/articles/markets/080216/top-5-ways-terrorism-impacts-
economy.asp (Direct Economic Destruction, Increased Uncertainty in the Markets, Insurance,
Trade, Tourism and FDI, Surrendering Economic Freedom for Security, and Increased
Nationalism and Foreign Skepticism); Impact of Global Terrorism, Ambassador Francis X.
Taylor, Coordinator for Counterterrorism, Remarks to Executives Club of Chicago
Leadership Symposium in Chicago, IL March 14, 2002 (addressing costs of infrastructure
replacement, economic losses, job losses, and insurance instability).
111 Daniel Wagner, Terrorism's Impact on International Relations, INT'L RISK MANAGEMENT INST.

(March 2003), https://www.irmi.com/articles/expert-commentary/terrorism's-impact-on-
international-relations/ (noting the "significant shift in bilateral relations between the United
States and Europe, Russia, and China as a result of the debate on the war on Iraq.").
112 In the Name of Security: Counterterrorism Laws Worldwide since September 11, HUM. RIGHTS

WATCH (June 29, 2012), https://www.hrw.org/report/2012/06/29/name-
security/counterterrorism-laws-worldwide-september-11 (finding "more than 140 countries
enaded or revised one or more counterterrorism laws" since the 9/11 terrorist attacks);
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, THE IMPACT OF TERRORISM ON STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT at
7 (Apr. 2005) http://www.csg.org/knowledgecenter/docs/Misc0504Terrorism.pdf (noting
changes in response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks in the United States which resulted in the
"creation of the new Department of Homeland Security and shifting priorities within the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and other federal law enforcement agencies."); see Kenneth
Wainstein, The Changing Nature of Terror: Law and Policies to Protect America, HERITAGE

FOUND. (Sep. 18, 2013), http://www.heritage.org/terrorism/report/the-changing-nature-
terror-law-and-policies-proted-america; Taylor M. Scimeaca, Note, The European
Immigration Crisis: An Analysis of how Terror Attacks have Affected Immigrant and Refugee
Populations in Western Europe, UNIV. CENT. FLA. (2017) (analyzing how terrorism has affeded
migrant populations).
n1 Nehemia Friedland and Ariel Merari, The Psychological Impact of Terrorism: A Double-Edged
Sword, 6 POL. PSYCHOL. 591, 591, 598 (Dec. 1985) (finding terrorism is highly effective in
causing fear); Saiqa Razika, Thomas Ehringbc, Paul M.G. Emmelkamp, Psychological
consequences of terrorist attacks: Prevalence and predictors of mental health problems in Pakistani

emergency responders, 207 PSYCHIATRY RES. 80, 80-85 (May 15, 2013), (observing prevalence
rates of post-traumatic stress disorder and other mental health problems in emergency
personnel exposed to terrorist attacks).
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prevention of the harm necessitate a cooperative response. 114 Without
cooperative action safe havens would arise to which perpetrators could resort.
Havens are created either by complicit states115 or states which lack the power
to enforce the rule of law. A single state which chooses not to cooperate in
prosecuting the hostis humani generis creates a haven and obstructs other states
from eliminating the threat.

Havens were used by pirates to repair ships, acquire supplies, and unload
their spoils."' Among the most well-known pirate havens was Port Royal. The
harbor's association with piracy began in the mid-1600s, after the Jamaican
governors offered it as a haven in return for protection from the Spanish. 117

The town became a major staging ground for British and French privateers."'
Early American colonists also enabled piracy and provided a type of haven
through the practice of trading with pirates.11 9 More recently, Somali pirates
have found haven in the port of Eyl, where an impoverished populace
tolerated crime to benefit from the wealth it generates.1 20 Such havens facilitate
and perpetuate the conduct.

Similarly, terrorists enjoy the protection and other advantages offered by
havens in the absence of a cooperative response. Among the most well-known
examples of terrorist havens are the areas of Pakistan to which Taliban and
Haqqani fighters travel in order to avoid U.S. military operations in
Afghanistan1 21 and ungoverned areas of Somalia where Al-Shabab resides and
from which they plan and conduct horrific attacks against Kenya.122 In order

114 Robert Alfret, Jr., Hostis Humani Generis: An Expanded Notion of U.S. Counter-Terrorist
Legislation, 6 EMORY INT'L REV. 171, 171 (1992).
I5 Complicit states provide a community, a sense of acceptance of the conduct as legitimate,
and protection under from persecution by other states.
116 Wombwell, infra note 141, at 4-6.
117 Evan Andrews, 6 Famous Pirate Strongholds, HIST. CHANNEL (Jan. 21, 2014),
http://www.history.com/news/history-lists/6-famous-pirate-strongholds; Wombwell, infra
note 141, at 10.
I8 Andrews, supra note 117.

119 Bruce Elleman, Historical Piracy and its Impact, in HISTORIES OF TRANSNAT'L CRIME 14 (G.
Bruinsma ed. 2015).
120 See Mary Harper, Life in Somalia's Pirate Town, BBC (Sep. 18, 2008),
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/7623329.stm.
121 DEP'T DEF. REP. TO CONGRESS, ENHANCING SECURITY AND STABILITY IN AFGHANISTAN, (Dec.
2016), (finding the Taliban, Haqqani, and Al-Qaeda retain safe havens inside Pakistani
territory used to regenerate and conduct attack planning).
122 U. S. DEP'T STATE, BUREAU COUNTERTERRORISM & COUNTERING VIOLENT EXTREMISM,

COUNTRY REPORTS ON TERRORISM 2015 at 307, ("Al-Shabaab's capacity to rebound from
counterterrorism operations is due in large part to its ability to maintain control of large
swaths of rural areas and routes in parts of Somalia. The Federal Government of Somalia and
its regional administrations lacked the capacity and resources to fill security voids left in the
wake of AMISOM's operations with civilian law enforcement. These gaps allowed al-Shabaab
to retain the freedom of movement necessary to establish new safe havens and re-infiltrate
areas that AMISOM cleared but could not hold.").
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to effectively combat a global problem, like piracy or terrorism, states must
act together. For this reason, the Security Council passes resolutions

"[s]tressing that the active participation and collaboration of all States... is

needed to impede, impair, isolate, and incapacitate the terrorist threat"123 and

"underlining the need for Member States to act cooperatively... ."124 This

approach is necessary because terrorists "know how to take advantage of

failed or failing states and ungoverned spaces...."12 5

5. Operating from Ungoverned Areas

Lastly, the action must arise from an ungoverned area, an area for which

no single state is responsible. If the conduct occurred in a governed area, the

conduct would be subject to the jurisdiction of the controlling state. It is the

lack of a controlling government in the operational area which sets hostis

humani generis apart.

Ungoverned areas include areas of non-appropriation, like the high seas,126

as well as areas bereft of governance, such as ungoverned spaces within failed

states.12 7 This includes both areas where the government itself refuses to

enforce the law1 28 and areas where the it lacks the capacity to do So.129 In either

123 S.C. Res. 2370 (2017), U.N. Doc S/2017/2370.
124 S.C. Res. 2250 (2015), U.N. Doc S/2015/2250.
125 Deeks, infra note 182, at 548.
126 Grotius asserted the world's oceans were incapable of acquisition by a state in his work
Mare Liberum. HUGO GROTIUS, THE FREEDOM OF THE SEAS (reprinted 1952).
127 Matthew Hoisington, International Law and Ungoverned Space, 1 INDON. J. INT'L & COMP. L.
424, 456-60 (2014). But cf Jennifer Keister, The Illusion of Chaos: Why Ungoverned Spaces Aren't

Ungoverned, and Why That Matters, 776 CATO INST. POL'Y ANALYSIS (Dec. 2014)
128 This idea is present in the use of universal jurisdiction against crimes of torture, war crimes,
and genocide. Despite the presence a government, when these crimes are committed they
overcome the presumption that the responsible government is functioning properly. Because
these crimes are not derogable, any violation of them inherently shows that a government is
not inconformity with international law and unable to enforce the laws. Even though
sovereign immunity and jus cogens are like ships passing in the night as distinctly procedural
and substantive rules, where no conflict arises, violations of jus cogens are punished by the
international community rather than by the state in which they were committed.
Jurisdictional Immunities of the State (Ger. v. It., Greece Intervening), 2012 I.C.J. 1, ¶ 93 (Feb.
3); Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Dem. Rep. Congo v. Belg.), 2002 I.C.J. 3, ¶ 60 (Feb. 4)
("Immunity from criminal jurisdiction and individual criminal responsibility are quite
separate concepts. While jurisdictional immunity is procedural in nature, criminal
responsibility is a question of substantive law.") Contemporary laws of state responsibility
govern a state's purposeful absence of the rule of law, but this article addresses how to
respond when territorial state cannot enforce the rule of law.
129 See United States v. Yousef, 327 F.3d 56, 105 (6th Cir. 2003) (observing that war crimes
became universally enforceable like piracy because "[i]n both situations there is.. .a lack of
any adequate judicial system operating on the spot where the crime takes place" and holding
that universal jurisdiction extends only where the crime occurs outside of a state or in an area
where no state is capable of punishing the crime). "More than a century of state practice
suggests that it is lawful for State X, which has suffered an armed attack by an insurgent or
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situation the interest is the same, preventing the creation of a criminal haven.
Thus, the conduct occurring within ungoverned areas calls for special
consideration. 130

C. At War against the World
Because "[t]errorists and pirates are defined as hostis humani generis under

the law of nations,"13 1 the states operating against them enjoy an expanded
authority to use force. While universal jurisdiction is an important aspect of
hostis humani generis, the author finds that it is not synonymous. The
designation includes a second notion of an enemy at war with the world. This
could denote the universal reprehensibility of the conduct, as described
above, but it also embodies a more sinister notion, the "condition of war
against everyone."132 This notion has been given literal effect; hostis humani
generis were found to have declared war against all the world, and were
subjected to forceful intervention.133 Admittedly, this view would be a
departure from current views on international law's restrictions on the use of
force,134 but it is not one without precedent.135

"In effect, the categorization of pirates as hostis humani generi created a third
legal category in international law halfway between states and individuals;
pirates were deemed at 'war' with civilization itself, and thus granted neither
the protections of citizenship nor the sovereignty of states."613 By applying this
designation to terrorist, they too fall into this unique legal category which
hold them to be "not only criminals, but enemies of humanity" permitting
action beyond legal prosecution.137 This unique legal category is warranted

terrorist group, to use force in State Y against that group if State Y is unwilling or unable to
suppress the threat." Deeks, infra note 182, at 486
130 "Piracy no doubt can take place independently of the sea, under the conditions at least of
modern civilization; but the pirate does not so lose his piratical character by landing within
state territory that piratical acts done on shore cease to be piratical.... [P]iracy may be said to
consist in acts of violence done upon the ocean or unappropriated lands, or within the
territory of the state through descent from the sea, by a body of men acting independently of
any politically organized society." Burgess, supra note 58, at 322 (citing William Edward Hall,
A Treatise on International Law 313-314 (8' ed. 2001) (1924)).
131 D.R. BURGESS, THE WORLD FOR RANSOM: PIRACY IS TERRORISM, TERRORISM IS PIRACY 244
(Prometheus Books 2010).
132GLEN NEWEY, ROUTLEDGE PHILOSOPHY GUIDEBOOK TO HOBBES AND LEVIATHAN 86 (London:

Routledge, 2008).
133 See infra notes 139-42 and accompanying text.
134 Franklin Berman, The UN Charter and the Use of Force, 10 SINGAPORE YEAR BOOK OF INT'L L.
AND CONTRIBUTORS 9, 10 (2006) (observing the prominent view is "that the essence of
international law is to prevent force being used at all costs").
135 See infra notes 140-41 and accompanying text.
136 Burgess, supra note 58, at 299.
137 Burgess, supra note 58, at 313; See also BARRY DUBNER, THE LAW OF INTERNATIONAL SEA

PIRACY (1980).
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because hostis humani generis are "men who band[] together in extraterritorial
conclaves, remov[ing] themselves from the protection and jurisdiction of the
nation-state, and declar[ing] a personal war against civilization itself.""'
Alberico Gentile's De Jure Belli Libri Tres observed that such men:

"[A]re common enemies, and they are attacked with impunity by
all, because they are without the pale of the law. They are scorners
of the law of nations; hence they find no protection in that law.
They ought to be crushed by us... and by all men. This is a warfare
shared by all nations."13 9

This distinct "third legal category" permits states to engage hostis humani
generis through both legal and military channels.140 As something more than
individuals, but something less than states, hostis humani generis cannot be
addressed neatly within the traditional state-to-state framework of
international law.

As a result, military force was used against pirates. Certain naval vessels
were specifically commissioned to hunt pirates. "[N]ations organize[d] and
dispatch[ed] antipirate naval forces... .Powerful naval squadrons [sought] out
and destroy[ed] pirate forces at sea."141 Of equal importance was the practice
of assaulting pirate strongholds ashore.1" This practice encompassed the
notion of descent from the sea as well. It does not connote the idea of a "land
pirate" whose conduct is punishable under other criminal provisions of the
territorial state, but seeks to include acts of piracy beyond sea based actions,
as when pirates went ashore to do piratical acts upon coastal localities.

The practice of using force against pirates ashore has endured. The U.N.
Security Council resolution passed in 2008 extended authorization for nations
to conduct military operations on land and by air against pirates plaguing the
waters near the coast of Somalia.14 The fact that states can reach into the
sovereign areas of another state to fully combat piracy is not without parallel
in combating terrorism. As Dr. Burgess observed:

By equating terrorists with pirates, the problem of capture in a
recalcitrant or openly hostile state is neatly avoided. A pirate may
be captured wherever he is found.... If the same rule were

138 Marcus Rediker, The Seaman as Pirate - Plunder and Social Banditry at Sea, in BANDITS AT SEA

139 (C.R. Pennell ed. 2001); see id. at 139-40, 146, 154.
139 ALBERICO GENTILI, DE JURE BELLI LIBRI TRES 423 (trans. John C. Rolfe, 1995).
140 See Burgess, supra note 58, at 300.
141 A. James Wombwell, The Long War Against Piracy: Historical Trends, COMBAT STUD. INST. 3
(2010). While these operations were often unilaterally performed by the major naval power
in the region, cooperative efforts are also used to hunt pirates. One historic example was a
multination effort consisting of British, American, Chinese, and Portuguese naval forces
during the 1850's in the South China Sea. Id. at 112.
142 1d at3.
143 S.C. Res. 1851 (Dec. 16, 2008), U.N. Doc S/RES/1851 (2008).
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extended to terrorists, states might enter and retrieve them within
the borders of other states without risking impingement on that
state's sovereignty. By the same logic, states would have no legal
standing to offer protection to terrorists within their borders.144

Terrorists, too, are at war with the world. This does not mean that all
counterterrorism efforts must entail a full-scale war. Rather, it means that
terrorists and states consider themselves in open conflict, wherein one will
prevail and the other will fail. Many nations have participated in the "global
war on terror," a phrase universal in scope.145 This concept is also embodied
in Security Council resolutions asserting a determination "to enhanc[e] the
effectiveness of the overall effort to fight this scourge [of terrorism] on a global
level."14 For fear that the language be viewed as a mere means of political and
legal prosecution, the council has "[reaffirmed] the need to combat by all means,
... threats to international peace and security caused by terrorist acts...."14 7

More importantly, terrorists have declared war against the world, both
literally and conceptually.148 The Islamic State has literally declared war on
the United States,149 the United Kingdom,15 0 France,15 1 and Germany. 152 Lest

this be construed as a war against the West, they have also declared war on

144Burgess, supra note 58, at 300.
145 See Tams, supra note 13, at 374 ("An increasing number of states considers terrorist activities
to be a threat which has to be addressed through multilateral or unilateral action, including
by forcible means....").

146 S.C.Res. 2370 (Aug. 2, 2017), U.N. Doc S/RES/2370 (2017).
147 S.C.Res. 2199 (Feb. 12, 2015) (emphasis added), U.N. Doc S/RES/2199 (2015).
148 See Will Mccants, How the Islamic State Declared War on the World, FOREIGN POL'Y (Nov. 16,
2015), http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/11/16/how-the-islamic-state-dedared-war-on-the-
world-actual-state/; Lizzie Dearden, ISIS Calls on Supporters To Wage 'All-Out War' on West
During Ramadan with New Terror Attacks, INDEPENDENT (May 26, 2017),
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/isis-ramadan-2017-all-out-war-
west-new-terror-attacks-manchester-suicide-bombing-islamic-state-a7758121.html.
149 Siobhan Mcfadyen, ISIS Declares Trump Inauguration Day 'Bloody Friday', EXPRESS (Dec. 05,
2016), http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/739508/ISIS-dedare-Bloody-Friday-war-on-
Trump-inauguration-day.
150 See Peter B. Zwack (B.G Ret.), With Paris, ISIS Has Declared War on Us. Here's How We Should
Respond, HUFFINGTON POST (visited Oct. 27, 2017), https://www.huffingtonpost.com/peter-b-
zwack/paris-isis-war-respond-b_8604500.html.
151 Jethro Mullen and Margot Haddad, 'France is at War,' President Francois Hollande Says After
ISIS Attack, CNN (Nov. 16, 2015), http://www.cnn.com/2015/11/16/world/paris-
attacks/index.html.
152 Tom Batchelor, Now Germany Declares War on ISIS and Sends Tornado Jets, Naval Frigate &
1,200 Troops, EXPRESS NEWS (Dec. 01, 2015),
http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/623293/Islamic-State-Germany-Tornado-jets-naval-
frigate-troops-ISIS.
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Indonesia, Malaysia,1 5
1 Spain,1 54 Russia,155 China, 15  and even the Taliban.15 7

The Islamic State is an easy example, but it is not the only terrorist
organization at war with the world.15

1 Similarly, states have reciprocated and
declared war on terrorists. 159 Conceptually, the existence of a state of war160 is
evident in a study observing that terrorist attacks were conducted in 92
countries in 2015, with more than 55% of the attacks occurring in: Iraq,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, and Nigeria.161 Ideologically and through force,
terrorism ravages a large portion of the states across the globe. A move to
classify terrorists as enemies rather than just criminals is not a denial of due
process, but a war function since the body of terrorists are enemies of the
world.

This article suggests that the necessity requirement of a self-defense
justification for the use of force is satisfied by the aggregation of several

1I Petaling Jaya, ISIS videos declare war on Malaysia and Indonesia, STRAITS TIMES (Jul. 5, 2016),
http://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/isis-videos-dedare-war-on-malaysia-and-
indonesia.
154 ISIS Warns of More Spain Attacks in New Spanish-Language Video, Fox NEWS (Aug. 24, 2017),
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/08/24/isis-warns-more-spain-attacks-in-new-spanish-
language-video.html.
1I Saagar Enjeti, ISIS Declares War on Russia, DAILY CALLER (Aug. 01, 2016),
http://dailycaller.com/2016/08/01/isis-declares-war-on-russia/.
156 Robbie Gramer, The Islamic State Pledged to Attack China Next. Here's Why, FOREIGN POL'Y

(Mar. 01, 2017), http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/03/01/the-islamic-state-pledged-to-attack-
china-next-heres-why/.
157 David Rivers, ISIS declares WAR on Taliban for 'betraying Islam', DAILY STAR (June 26, 2017),
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/625227/ISIS-war-Taliban-Afghanistan-Islam-
London-Bridge-Manchester-Westminster.
158 See Jon Lee Anderson, The Most Failed State: Is Somalia's New President a Viable Ally?, NEW

YORKER (Dec. 14, 2009), https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2009/12/14/the-most-failed-
state (Al Shabaab declared war on the U.N.); Brendan O'Leary, IRA: Irish Republican Army,

in TERROR, INSURGENCY, AND THE STATE: ENDING PROTRACTED CONFLICTS 226 (Marianne
Heiberg ed., 2007) (Irish Republican Army declared War on Great Britain); Basque raid
'declaration of war', BBC (Oct. 06, 2007), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/7031815.stm
(Basque separatists considered at war with the Spanish government); Arthur Brice, Shining
Path rebels stage comeback in Peru, CNN (Apr. 21, 2009),
http://edition.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/americas/04/21/peru.shining.path/ (Shining declared
war on Peruvian government); Boko Haram Declares War, AFRICA CONFIDENTIAL (June 24,
2011), https://www.africa-confidential.com/article-
preview/id/4039/BokoHaramdeclareswar (declaring war on Nigeria).
159 See, e.g., Saudi-led 'Arab NATO' declares total war on terrorism; Iran, Iraq & Syria not invited,
RT NEWS (Nov. 27, 2017), https://www.rt.com/news/411030-saudi-islamic-military-alliance-
terrorism/.
160 A state of war or an undeclared war is a military conflict between nations without the
issuance of a formal declaration of war by either side. See James M. Crain, War Exclusion
Clauses and Undeclared Wars, 39 TENN. L. REV. 328, 329 (1972).
161 Annex of Statistical Information: Country Reports on Terrorism 2015, NATIONAL CONSORTIUM

FOR THE STUDY OF TERRORISM AND RESPONSES TO TERRORISM 3 (June 2016).
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existing principles.16 2 While this practice is not novel,' it is novel to suggest
that terrorists are subject to military action16 4 by virtue of their classification
as hostis humani generis and at the expense of another state's sovereignty.165

Part III explores limitations on the use of force against transnational terrorists.

III. Respecting Sovereignty and Preventing Abuse
There are significant risks which inhere in granting a victim state1 66 the

power to use force in a territorial state.167 These risks are enhanced by the fear
that the international community has liberally accepted claims of self-defense
which do not necessarily serve a defensive purpose.168 Conversely, it is
necessary to recognize the security interests of states exercising the "inherent
right" to defend against attacks in order to prevent harms to the victim state
and its citizenry. Recognition of this right is especially important given that
Security Council action has not always been timely. 169

162The ICJ rejected Uganda's claim of self-defense in response to attacks by rebels from within
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, because the attacks were not attributable to the DRC.
But, the court notably left open the question as to "whether and under what conditions
contemporary international law provides for a right of self-defence against large-scale attacks
by irregular forces." Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo (Dem. Rep. Congo v
Uganda), 2005 I.C.J. Rep. 201, at 1147 (Dec. 19). Of interest are opinions of Judges Buergenthal,
Kooijmans, and Simma who all seemed to accept the self-defense claim against armed attacks
even if they are not directly attributable to the territorial State. Id. at 112 (separate opinion of
Simma, J.); id. at 130 (separate opinion of Kooijmans, J.); see Legal Consequences of the
Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion, 9 July 2004,
2004 I.C.J. Rep. 131, at 16 (July 9) (separate opinion of J. Buergenthal).
163 Examples may include: the Ethiopian invasion in Somalia, Israel's bombing of Palestine in
2003, or their invasion of Lebanon in 2006 - which although controversial for the
disproportionate use of force, was accepted by a number of states as a legitimate act of self-
defense - and Turkey's repeated incursions into northern Iraq to combat the PKK. Tams
asserts that "[w]hen looking at uses of force below the threshold of invasions proper, the
number of instances in which states have used force against terrorist attacks increases
considerably." Tams, supra note 13, at 379.
164 See Tams, supra note 13, at 374 ("the fight against terrorism is increasingly regarded as a
legitimate cause which might warrant a 'military approach' and allow readjustments to the
jus ad bellum...").
165 "Attempts to place war within a legal framework date back to the earliest articulation of
the theory of 'just war', by virtue of which war was considered a 'just' response to illegal
aggression. Ultimately, it was a means to restore the rights offended by the aggressor as well
as a means of punishment. By relying on the validity of the cause for war, this doctrine
brought into place a legal regime that reflected the belligerents right to resort to force."
Jasmine Moussa, Can Jus Ad Bellum Override Jus en Bello? Reaffirming the Separation of the Two
Bodies of Law, 872 INT'L REV. RED CROSS 963, 966 (Dec. 2008).
166 Supra note 8.
167 Supra note 10.
168 Tams, supra note 13, at 391.
169 See generally Deeks, infra note 182, at 508.
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While sovereignty is important, international law "is supposed to protect
human rights, not just sovereignty."1 7 o A state's duty to protect its citizens'

lives is paramount71 and can't be subverted in order to preserve sovereign
integrity, especially where that integrity is already compromised.1 72 To
prevent abuses of the right to self-defense, and to prevent unwarranted
subversion of the right to sovereignty, a balanced standard for the use of force
is necessary. 17  To achieve this balance, the question must turn on "not
whether self-defense is permissible against non-state actors; rather, the
questions are when, how, and where a state may take action."174

Although the idea of encroaching on a state's sovereignty, the "hallmark of
statehood" and "the basis of the international system" is often repugnant, it is
at times necessary.1 7 5 In the context of this article, the conflict between self-
defense and sovereignty concerns a state's internal sovereignty and the
principle of non-intervention.176 "International internal sovereignty refers to
the international rights and duties of a State that pertain to its ultimate
authority and competence over all people and all things within its
territory."1 7 7 If an ungoverned zone exists within a state, its sovereignty is
already degraded as it is not acting as the ultimate authority within the area. 171

170 Ryan Lizza, Was Trump's Strike on Syria Legal?, NEW YORKER (April 7, 2017)
https://www.newyorker.com/news/ryan-lizza/was-trumps-strike-on-syria-legal (quoting
Harold Koh, former legal adviser of the U.S. Department of State, Sterling Professor of
International Law at Yale Law School).
171 "The oldest and simplest justification for government is as protector: protecting citizens
from violence. Thomas Hobbes' Leviathan describes a world of unrelenting insecurity
without a government to provide the safety of law and order, protecting citizens from each
other and from foreign foes." Anne-Marie Slaughter, 3 Responsibilities Every Government has
Towards Its Citizens, WORLD ECON. FORUM (Feb. 13, 2017),
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/02/government-responsibility-to-citizens-anne-
marie-slaughter/.
172 See infra note 178 and accompanying text.
173 See Deeks, infra note 182, at 511 ("When a rule is not clear, actions taken pursuant to the
rule are of questionable legitimacy.").
174 Michael N. Schmitt, Extraterritorial Lethal Targeting: Deconstructing the Logic of International
Law, 52 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 77, 85 (2013).
175 THOMAS G. WEISS, HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION: WAR AND CONFLICT IN THE MODERN

WORLD, 223 (Third ed., 2016).
176 Samantha Besson, Sovereignty, in MAX PLANCK ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PUB. INT'L L. 170, online
edition (2011), available at http://opil.ouplaw.com/view/10.1093/law:epil/9780199231690/law-
9780199231690-e1472?rskey=01IRon&result=1&prd=EPIL (last visited Dec. 5, 2017).
177Id.

178 The existence of an ungoverned zone within a state indicates the state is incapable of
enforcing the rule of law. The inability to enforce its laws and exercise authority over the area
denotes that the state is not the ultimate authority there. Therefore, it cannot be said that the
state exercises sovereignty in the ungoverned zone. Accordingly, its integrity as a sovereign
is not as threatened by the incursion of another state seeking to cure a threat created within
the ungoverned area.
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So, incursions there do not implicate a state's sovereignty to the fullest degree.
Rather, what is left is the state's sovereign right to exclude others from
exercising authority there. This right is enshrined by the principle of non-
intervention.

However, intervention is only prohibited if it is "bearing on matters in
which each State is permitted, by the principle of State sovereignty, to decide
freely." 179 The principle of sovereignty does not permit a state to allow
terrorist forces to threaten or use force against another state.1s0 Therefore,
intervention against such threats is not prohibited by the principle of non-
intervention and does not violate the principle of sovereignty. Furthermore,
action against terrorists within an ungoverned area does not "deprive[]
peoples ... of [their] right to self-determination and freedom and

independence."181 It enhances these rights by removing terrorists which
threaten the independence of the state from which they operate. The mere
presence of terrorists undermines the authority and legitimacy of the state.

However, to ensure the use of force by a victim state against a terrorist
threat within another state does not violate that territorial state's sovereignty
and interfere with its independence, it is necessary to impose restraints. The
comments below briefly address the restraints of the unwilling or unable test
and the conceptualization of the zone of combat.

A. The Unwilling or Unable Test
The unwilling or unable test was articulated by Professor Ashely Deeks as

a previously unrecognized normative standard.18 2 The test restricts a victim
state's ability to use force to instances of absolute necessity. The test is much
more than a one-step determination by the victim state concerning the
capacity of the territorial state, it is an involved process which whittles down
the need to intervene in the territory of another state. Simply stated, the test
permits a victim state to take action against a non-state actor within a
territorial state when the territorial state is either unwilling or unable to
adequately address the threat posed to the victim state.

However, determining whether a territorial state is unwilling or unable to
act involves a number of steps. Among these are the "requirement that a
victim state undertake certain inquiries and engage in certain exchanges with
the territorial state" to gauge their willingness and capacity.' This may be a

179 Paramilitary Activities, supra note 35, at 1205.
180 Id. at para 192.
181 Id. at 1191.
182 Ashley S. Deeks, "Unwilling or Unable": Toward a Normative Framework for Extraterritorial

Self-Defense, 52 VA. J. INT'L L. 483, (2011-2012). Though the test is debated, the author of this
article accepts that it has been formidably presented and stands as a reasonable representation
of current practice.
183 See Deeks, supra note 182, at 490.
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relatively brief inquiry or a lengthy one, depending on the urgency with

which the victim state needs to act.184 The depth of the inquiry can vary based

on the established history of the territorial state. 185 A long history of incapacity

as a failed state may permit a brief and cursory inquiry with the territories

government before taking action.

Additionally, this test only operates in the limited time frame permitted

under Article 51 of the United Nation's Charter."' That period is restricted to

the time in between the need arising and the time when the Security Council

has acted. Meaning, the test "assumes that the victim state urgently needs to

respond to an armed attack in the period before the Security Council has had

time to address the situation."1 1
7 This necessarily makes the victim state the

judge in at least the preliminary determination of whether the territorial state

is unwilling or unable to act. But, the Security Council will ultimately assume

responsibility for making that assessment, discouraging abuse of the

justification by a victim state.

The test also places premier importance on the notion that while the law of

self-defense itself imposes no locational limits of the defensive action, the

victim state must take into account the territorial state's sovereignty."' But,
when making a determination of whether or not to use force, the author sides

with the position that force may be used where a territorial state fails to

remedy a threat because it is unable by either of two measures: an outright

lack of the military capability, or a lack of progress in addressing the threat of

concern to the victim state.18 9 Meaning that although a territorial state is

engaged in the conflict seeking to prevent harm to the victim state, if the

territorial state fails to prevent or eliminate the threat, the victim state may

take action to prevent the harm.190

184 Id. at 495.

1I Id. at 521-25.

186 Id. at 495.
1871d

188 Id. at 509, 520.
189 See supra note 129 and accompanying text.
190 The goal of eliminating or neutralizing terrorists is best realized under the principle of
economy of force. This term is used both in its traditional sense of "discriminat[e]
employment and distribution of forces" as well as in a broader sense that it is more
economical for one state to engage in a conflict than for another. U.S. ARMY OPERATIONS, FIELD

MANUEL 3-0 (2008). If the economy of force is reduced, the conflict may be protracted, and a
greater loss of life may ensue. Operating under the premise of sovereign equality, one must
expect that the lives of each state's citizens are to be valued equally as well. Given this, the
secondary meaning of the term is meant to indicate that it is more economical for one state to
employ force than it is for another measured by the expected cost of life. A determination of
which state could more economically employ force is dependent upon factors such as
technological advancement, access to targets, national interest and commitment, manpower,
funding, and the costs of inaction. Each hinderance by the international community to the use
of force by a victim state decreases the economy of force and necessarily increases the body
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B. Locational Restraints
The unwilling or unable test limits the interpretation of necessity as to

when a state may take action. But, it does not address many other limitations
that may be appropriate to narrow the justification provided by the hostis
humani generis designation. Because this article proposes using force within
the territory of another state, it seem appropriate to impose locational limits
on where within the territorial state force may be used.

Since any action in another state's territory infringes its sovereignty, a use
of force must be as limited as possible within the territorial state to minimize
the contravention. The conceptualization of a zone of combat91 is meant to
restrict a victim state's operations to the terrorist havens within the territorial
state. In theory, the territorial state maintains the capacity to conduct effective
operations elsewhere within its own borders and the use of force by the victim
state is not necessary outside of the ungoverned area. The Law of Armed
Conflict provide a framework for when a zone of combat exists and where it
exists. 192 Essentially, the zone of combat blends concepts of armed conflict and
counterterrorism and can be "characterized as broadly as anywhere terrorist
attacks are taking place, or perhaps even being planned and financed."19 3

Specific geographic limits are often difficult to determine in asymmetric
conflicts. 194 By their very nature, geographic limits are self-defeating because
any terrorist learning of them will expeditiously slip in and out of the zone of
combat to avoid being targeted. Thus, the zone of combat must be a flexible
construct.19 5 As difficult as this may prove, establishing this restraint is
necessary to prevent a victim state's use of force throughout the entirety of a

count of the conflict. This is generally true for both combatants and non-combatants, since
civilians have been estimated to account for up to ninety percent of wartime causalities. See
Adam Roberts, Lives and Statistics: Are 90% of War Victims Civilians?, 52 SURVIVAL 115, 115
(2010); Patterns in Conflict: Civilians are Now the Target, UN. CHILDREN'S FuND,

https://www.unicef.org/graca/patterns.htm (last visited Oct. 11, 2017). The principle of
economy of force means states "employ all combat power available in the most effective way
possible; allocate minimum essential combat power to secondary effects." Robert R.
Leonhard, Economy of Force, in THE ARMCHAIR GENERAL (2013), available at
http://www.jhuapl.edu/ourwork/nsa/papers/economyofforce.pdf (last visited Oct. 11, 2017).
191 Laurie R. Blank, Defining the Battlefield in Contemporary Conflict and Counterterrorism:
Understanding the Parameters of the Zone of Combat, 39 GA. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 1, 4 (2010).
192 Id. at 1-2.
193 1d. at 4.
194 1d. at 22.
195 "For non-international armed conflicts, Common Article 3 refers to conflict 'occurring in
the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties' suggesting that, at a minimum, the
territory of the state in which the conflict is taking place forms part of the geographic area of
conflict." Id. at 11.
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territorial state, which becomes an usurpation of the territorial state's
sovereignty.

These restraints are but two of many which could be imposed in order to
prevent abuses by the victim state. Some restraint is an absolute necessity,
given the disproportionate military capacities and political designs of the
various states. But, it would be self-defeating to impose too many or too
stringent restraints which undermine the use of force in self-defense against
terrorist threats.

Conclusion
As a final assertion for the need to apply the existing legal standards in the

ways described above, stands the importance of economy of force. The
principle of economy of force suggests that states "employ all combat power
available in the most effective way possible."1 96 The phrase can be conveyed
in both in its traditional sense of "discriminat[e] employment and distribution
of forces" as well as in a broader sense that it is more economical for one state
to engage in a conflict than for another.19 7 Operating under the premise of
sovereign equality, one must expect that the lives and resources of each state's
citizens are to be valued equally. Given this presumption, the second meaning
indicates that it is more economical for one state to employ force than it is for
another, measured by the expected cost of life to the warfighters of each state.
A prediction of which state could more economically employ force is
dependent upon factors such as technological advancement, access to targets,
national interest and commitment, manpower, funding, and the costs of
inaction, among others.

Acting under the principles advocated by this article enhances the economy
of force of a state because it eliminates impediments to the use force. By
justifying limited use of force while threats are still nascent, a state may
decrease the expected causality count of the conflict, because the number of
causalities must necessarily increase with the duration of the conflict. This is
generally true for both combatants and non-combatants, since civilians have
been estimated to account for up to ninety percent of wartime causalities.19 8

So, allowing the state with the greatest economy of force to eliminate a
terrorist threat brings the most expeditious end to the human rights abuses
perpetrated by the terrorists.

Given the risks that terrorism presents to a state's security and stability,
special measures are needed to effectively combat it. The international

196 Robert R. Leonhard, Economy of Force, ARMCHAIR GENERAL (2013),
http://www.jhuapl.edu/ourwork/nsa/papers/economyofforce.pdf.
197 U.S. ARMY OPERATIONS, FIELD MANUEL 3-0 (2008).
198 See Adam Roberts, Lives and Statistics: Are 90% of War Victims Civilians?, 52 SURVIVAL

115, 115 (2010); Patterns in Conflict: Civilians are Now the Target, U.N. CHILDREN'S FUND,

available at https://www.unicef.org/graca/patterns.htm (last visited Oct. 11, 2017).
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community's aversion to the use of force has prioritized inaction over
intervention and allows circumstances conducive to conflict to fester.
Applying the existing legal framework of self-defense and hostis humani
generis to terrorists provides the limited but necessary justifications for the
action needed to effectively combat terrorism. Just as prescribed burns are
needed to eliminate fuel loads and prevent uncontrollable fires, the use of
force is sometimes needed to eliminate threats before they fuel larger conflicts.
This carries a risk of sparking an event, but properly employed it can be a
successful preventative measure.

This article demonstrated how a state can adapt existing international laws
to justify the use of force against an international terrorist threat in its nascent
stage, precluding the exacerbation of a full-scale conflict. Specifically, this
article showed that a victim state can use force in self-defense against a
terrorist organization, operating from a separate territorial state which is
unwilling or unable to address the threat to the victim state.

In order to move this application of international law forward, states must
first embrace the designation of hostis humani generis for terrorists. Domestic
legislation to this end is not the only way whereby this step is accomplished.
A normative analysis may be sufficient to establish this practice. Secondly,
states must cooperate in reaching a consensus as to which organizations are
properly classified as terrorists. While reaching a consensus on the definition
of terrorism would be ideal, this step can also be accomplished as effectively
on a group-by-group basis through the designation of an organization as
terrorists by the international community. Third, states must work in
harmony to apply in earnest the principles restraining the use of force to
prevent abuses.

This is perhaps the most pivotal step for ensuring the longevity of the
approach advocated in this article. Further discussion is warranted
concerning the systems and practices for determining a zone of combat and
designating a state as unwilling or unable to intervene. If these discussions
are carried to a meaningful conclusion, future operations against terrorists as
hostis humani generis will become a powerful tool in eliminating threats while
preserving international peace. States will be justified in eliminating terrorist
threats before a full-scale conflict becomes necessary and lives will ultimately
be saved.
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IMMUNITY VS. IMPUNITY IN INTERNATIONAL LAW:

A HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACH**
Abstract
The concept of immunity does not imply protection for States, Heads of State, and diplomatic
agents by any means; at its core, immunity is designed to facilitate the smooth functioning
of relations among States, State organs, and their representatives. Although the

international community has tended to abolish impunity in cases involving the violation of
human rights, this movement is not yet fully fledged and the abolition of impunity is far
from assured. Be that as it may, equating immunity with impunity in cases offundamental
human rights violations presents a major handicap against the establishment of justice and
the promotion of human rights. This article aimed to develop the distinction between
immunity and impunity in terms of the adverse impact of impunity in respect of
fundamental human rights. Further, it aimed to demonstrate that tolerating impunity
threatens the future and development of human rights; consequently, it argued that the
contradiction between immunity and human rights cannot be resolved unless impunity and
immunity are clearly differentiated.

Annotasiya
Immunitet konsepsiyasi har hansi bir vasita ila dbvlatlar, dbvlat bagilar va diplomatik

niimayandalar iigiin miidafiani nazarda tutmur; onun nivasinda immunitet divlatlar, divlat

orqanlar va onlarn niimayandalari arasinda alaqalarin hamarfaaliyyatini tamin etmak iigiin

iglanib hazirlantr. Baxmayaraq ki, beynalxalq ictimaiyyat cazasizlzgi insan hiiquqlartnin
pozulmasi ila bagh iglar kontekstinda lagv etmaya galymigdi, hazirda iglar gbzlanilan kimi

getmir va cazasizlim lagvi xeyli uzaq gbriinitr. Bagqa sizla immunitet va cazasizlzgi asas

insan hiiquqlartnin pozulmasi kontekstinda eynilagdirmak sillhiin barqarar olunmasi va
insan hiiquqlarmnn inkigafinda angal meydana gatirmakdadir. Maqala immunitet va
cazasizliq arasindaki miixtaliflik asas insan hiiquqlarma tasir etmayi hadaflamigdir. Bununla

yanapi maqalada cazasizliga tolerant yanagmann insan hiiquqlarmnn galacayi va inkigafini

tahdid etdiyini niimayig etdirmak maqsadlanmip; natica etibarila, cazasizliq va immunitetin
aydin gakilda farqlandirilmadiyi taqdirda immunitet va insan hiiquqlari arasinda olan
ziddiyyatin hallinin mimkinsizlhyih iddia edilmigdir.
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IntroductionThis article serves as a guide to the concepts of immunity and impunity,

offering a descriptive analysis of both terms and the distinctive
features of each. It is concerned mainly with the argument that

immunity does not always amount to impunity in international law. It offers
an in-depth discussion of the difference between immunity and impunity.

The article is organised as follows. A short introduction of sovereign
immunity is provided in Section 1, which also seeks to explain the need for
sovereign immunity from criminal prosecution, to provide an overview of the
history of immunities under international law and to review legal and social
descriptions of immunity and the origin of international immunities. Section
2 clarifies the relevant international immunities within the frame of this
article. Section 3 explores the question of why impunity should be
differentiated from immunity, and analyses the reasons to resist such
impunity. This section also provides a brief review of the literature on
impunity, and particularly the "culture of impunity", and elucidates the
notion of impunity from both social and legal perspectives. Section 4
summarises the most pertinent struggles of international criminal justice to
end impunity for those who violate international law. Specifically, the
contributions of the International Criminal Tribunals for Rwanda and for the
Former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Court are briefly
explained. Section 5 interprets the implications for human rights when
impunity is tolerated, and underscores the importance of distinguishing
between immunity and impunity. Finally, the last section concludes by re-
evaluating the concept of impunity and the consequences of tolerating
impunity. The central aim of this article is to explicate that immunity does not
always amount to impunity in international law.
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I. Sovereign Immunity in International Law: A Short
Introduction

International law has launched an instrument which is able to cope with
undesirable incompatibilities of jurisdiction: in legal terms, this instrument is
known as immunity.' In order to facilitate international relations, the State, its
high-ranking representatives and other high-ranking officials who are
charged with diplomatic duties and relations, are provided with immunities
and privileges under international law. Robert Cryer describes the origins of
immunity as follows:

In order to maintain channels of communication and thereby prevent and
resolve conflicts, societies needed to have confidence that their envoys could
have safe passage, particularly in times when emotions and distrust were at
their highest. Domestic and international law developed to provide for
inviolability of a foreign State's representatives and immunities from the
exercise of jurisdiction over those representatives.2

The question of immunity derives from the sovereignty-oriented approach
of international law and provides legal protection for the State and its highest-
ranking officials from investigation by foreign governments. The application
of foreign State jurisdiction is interrupted by immunities. The jurisdiction is
able to be reactivated only if the State that is endowed with immunity rights
is willing to waive its immunity. Because of this, immunity has become one
of the most remarkable and functional factors in limiting jurisdiction under
international law.3

International immunities are customarily vested in particular institutions
or bodies which are permitted, by law, in order to defend them from foreign
intervention and to ensure that foreign governments can perform their duties
and effectively maintain international relations.

Immunity, as a legal term, establishes a right for a sovereign State. This
right provides an "exemption from the exercise of the power to adjudicate as
well as to the non-exercise of all other administrative and executive powers
by whatever measures or procedures by another sovereign State".4 It may be

said that sovereign immunity means that "the sovereign or government is

1 Bruno Simma & Andreas Th. Muller, Exercise and Limits of Jurisdiction, in The Cambridge
Companion to International Law 134, 151 (James Crawford & Martti Koskenniemi eds. 2012).
2RObert Cryer, Hakan Friman, Darryl Robinson & Elizabeth Wilmshurst, An Introduction to
International Criminal Law and Procedure, 531 (2nd ed. 2010).
3 See generally Simma & Muller, supra note 1; Ramona Pedretti, Immunity of Heads of State
and State Officials for International Crimes (2014).
4Sompong Sucharitkul (Special Rapporteur on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property), Preliminary Report on the Topic ofJurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property,
[1979] 2 Y.B. INT'L. L. COMM'N., at 238, A/CN.4/323; Roger O'Keefe & Christian J. Tams,
Article 1, in The United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property: A Commentary 35, 38 (Roger O'Keefe & Christian J. Tams eds. 2013).
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immune from lawsuits or other legal actions except when it consents to
them".5 In this sense, sovereign immunity can be deemed as legal immunity;
in other words, it provides, as a judicial doctrine, legal protection for certain
entities and people in specific circumstances. Sovereign immunity
fundamentally shields those who benefit from it from legal proceedings. The
sovereign equality doctrine has been regarded as one of the essential
principles of international law, by virtue of which one sovereign cannot
exercise authority over another. The "practical application of the doctrine
means that the many activities carried out by a foreign state cannot be the
subject of" municipal court proceedings.' This doctrine stems from the
premise on which ancient English law is based, that "the King can do no
wrong" .7

There are two basic categories of legal immunity: international and
national. While the first category includes those immunities which are
designed to enable representatives of States to carry out their commitments
under international law, the second category includes such immunities which
are vested in de jure (lawful) institutions or people at a national level. State
immunity, diplomatic immunity, Head of State immunity and immunity of
international organisations, are recognised as international immunities under
public international law. Immunities of judges, police, member of parliaments
etc. are identified as domestic immunities.' The focus of this article is on
international immunities, and specifically cases in which human rights have
been used to challenge sovereign immunity under public international law.

The legal basis of these forms of immunity lies deep in human history,
emerging whenever a ruler has been assigned a duty to rule in accordance
with international law. Even before the invention of the modern States, it was
recognised that if State-like institutions were to communicate effectively in
diplomatic, commercial, political and other fields, it would be necessary to
create a settlement bestowing freedom from suit or arrest on their
representatives in the hosting State. Although reciprocal in nature, the
bestowing of sovereign immunity can be read as both limiting the sovereign
rights of the granting State and conferring an advantage on the receiving State
in terms of its foreign relations.9

I Sovereign Immunity, Legal Information Institute, Cornell University Law School (CULS),
http://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/sovereign_immunity (last visited Feb 6, 2018). See also
Henry C. Black, Black's Law Dictionary: Definitions of the Terms and Phrases of American
and English Jurisprudence, Ancient and Modern, 1396 (6th ed. 1990).
6 Tim Hillier, Sourcebook on Public International Law 222 (1998).
7See James F. Stephen, II A History of the Criminal Law of England 3 (2014).
8 See generally Matthias Kloth, Immunities and the Right of Access to Court Under Article 6 of
the European Convention on Human Rights (2010).
9 See generally Ilias Bantekas & Susan Nash, International Criminal Law (3rd ed. 2007); Cryer
et al., supra note 2; Linda S. Frey & Marsha L. Frey, The History of Diplomatic Immunity
(1999).
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Immunities are "exceptions to a state's jurisdiction by virtue of which
international law acknowledges the primordial interests of another state to
deal with the matter in question"."o Sovereign immunity, in international law,
is customarily recognised as a demand to be exempted from any restrictions
embraced by a foreign State." Consequently, it is seen as a kind of armour
plating that protects the State and certain of its representatives from scrutiny
by foreign authorities. The main purpose of this protection is to create a
suitable environment for the development of relations between States and
their representatives, within legal and reasonable bounds. Indeed, sovereign
immunity exists to endorse and reinforce strong relationships between States
and to promote non-intervention by States in other States' affairs.12

The origin of the concept of absolute immunity can be found in the
principle of par in parem non habet imperium (equals do not have authority over
one another). According to the Oxford Dictionary of Law, this Latin phrase
implies that in public international law "one sovereign power cannot exercise
jurisdiction over another sovereign power. It is the basis of the act of state
doctrine and sovereign immunity". Considered in light of this principle, the
importance of the words of Lord Wilberforce in the decision of the House of
Lords I Congreso del Partido becomes clear: "The basis upon which one state is
considered to be immune from the territorial jurisdiction of the courts of
another state is that of par in parem which effectively means that the sovereign
or governmental acts of one state are not matters upon which the courts of
other state will adjudicate".14 Let us now consider relevant international
immunities for this article.

II. Relevant International Immunities
International immunities have not evolved for the benefit of any particular

person or group of people. International immunities are vested only for the
benefit of the State or its representatives such as presidents, foreign ministers,
or diplomats in the international arena.15 Three types of immunity have been
subject to human rights challenges to date; they are: State immunity, Head of
State immunity and diplomatic immunity.

10 Simma & Muller, supra note 1, at 151.
11 See generally Pedretti, supra note 3.
12 See generally Sean D. Murphy, Does International Law Obligate States to Open Their National
Courts to Persons for the Invocation of Treaty Norms That Protect or Benefit Persons?, in The Role
of Domestic Courts in Treaty Enforcement: A Comparative Study 61 (David Sloss ed. 2009).
13 Elizabeth A Martin, A Dictionary of Law 393 (2009).
14 J Congreso del Partido [1983] 1 A.C. 244, at 262; Elihu Lauterpacht & C.J. Greenwood, 64
International Law Reports, 313 (1983).
15 See generally Chanaka Wickremasinghe, Immunities Enjoyed by Officials of States and
International Organizations, in International Law 395 (Malcolm D. Evans ed., 2nd ed. 2006).
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State immunity imbues "the legal person of the state as well as its property
with immunity (according to the venerable principle of par in parem non habet

jurisdictionem)".16 Almost all major countries adopt a form of restrictive
immunity with regard to other States.17 That is, on the one hand, the doctrine
allows the assertion of immunity in respect of the actions of those serving in
the capacity of sovereign authority (acta jure imperii); on the other hand, the
doctrine does not prevent a State from being brought before a foreign State's
court if commercial transactions are involved (acta jure gestionis).18

The second configuration of immunities that presents a challenge to
international human rights is the immunity enjoyed by Heads of State.
Individuals in this critical position enjoy absolute immunity as long as they
remain in office. When they leave office, their immunity endures only in
relation to official acts.19 The debate over whether State officials who violate
fundamental human rights should be held responsible and liable to
punishment in public international law is informed "by the basic tension that
exists between the desire to protect human rights and calls to respect state
sovereignty" .20

The third configuration is comprised of the legal immunities of consular
and diplomatic representatives, in other words, diplomatic immunities;

16 Simma & Muller, supra note 1, at 151.
17 China is exceptional in this regard, in that China has reservations about applying a
restridive doctrine in respect of State immunity. For further details see generally Sompong
Sucharitkul, Jurisdictional Immunities in Contemporary International Law from Asian Perspectives,
4 CHIN. J. INT. LAW 1 (2005).
18 See generally Hazel Fox QC & Philippa Webb, The Law of State Immunity (3rd ed. 2013).
Acta jure imperii refers sovereignty of a foreign State and constitute its official acts; acta jure
gestionis, by contrast, do "not raise any question of the exercise of public power [...] [T]he
question which must be decided is whether or not the foreign State aded as a private person
or on the basis of its imperium". Elihu Lauterpacht & C.J. Greenwood, 82 International Law
Reports INTERNATIONAL LAW REPORTS, 102 (1990); see generally George Kahale & Matias A.
Vega, Immunity and Jurisdiction: Toward a Uniform Body of Law in Actions Against Foreign States,
18 COLUMBIA J. TRANSNATL. LAW 211 (1980); Cedric Ryngaert, The Immunity of International
Organizations Before Domestic Courts: Recent Trends, 7 INT. ORGAN. LAW REv. 121 (2010); Carlo
Focarelli, Denying Foreign State Immunity for Commission of International Crimes: The Ferrini
Decision, 54 INT. COMP. LAW Q. 951 (2005). See also Letter from Jack B. Tate, Ading Legal
Adviser, Department of State, to Philip B. Perlman, Ading Att'y. Gen. (May 19, 1952),
reprinted in 26 DEP'T. ST. BULL. 984, 984 (1952).
19 However, in recent cases, 'while the general principle of granting immunity to states and
their high-ranking representatives is uncontroversial, there is an ongoing debate on the
precise limits of such immunities, notably with respect to gross violations of human rights'.
Simma & Muller, supra note 1, at 152.
20 Dapo Akande, The Application of International Law Immunities in Prosecutions for International
Crimes, in Bringing Power to Justice?: The Prospects of the International Criminal Court 47,
47 (Michael Milde, Richard Vernon & Joanna Harrington eds. 2006).
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which continue even after the diplomatic agent's duty in office ends, as it
relates to official acts.21

Adopted on 18 April 1961, the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations,
which came into force after 24 April 1964, was mentioned by the International
Court of Justice in the United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff in Tehran case,
stating that the Vienna Conventions, "codify the law of diplomatic and
consular relations, state principles and rules essential for the maintenance of
peaceful relations between States and [is] accepted throughout the world by
nations of all creeds, cultures and political complexions".22 The principle of
immunity, as enshrined and set out in the 1963 Vienna Convention on
Consular Relations and the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations,
is a demonstration of the sovereign equality of States, and this principle
enables States and their representatives to embark on international relations. 23

III. Reasons to Combat Impunity: Why a Distinction
Should Be Made Between Immunity and Impunity

Immunity is a general rule of international law whereby certain State
officials are deemed to be endowed with immunity from criminal prosecution
and civil suits initiated in foreign States.24 Impunity can be described as
exemption from penalty or punishment. When the sovereign immunity
principle is applied to the practice of sovereign impunity, individuals, who
have administrated and participated in fundamental human rights violations,
are often beyond the capacity of the law to provide a remedy.25

Fundamentally, impunity alludes to a situation where perpetrators
circumvent punishment for violations that inflicted suffering upon someone
and, a failure to bring such perpetrators of human rights violations to justice.26

Raul Molina Mejia and Patrice McSherry identify three different types of
impunity: structural impunity, strategic impunity, and political or
psychological impunity.27 Structural impunity includes institutional and legal
mechanisms which aim to protect individuals who abuse the power of the
State. The second method, strategic impunity, applies to "the active measures

21 See generally Simma & Muller, supra note 1.
22 Case Concerning United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff in Tehran (U.S. v. Iran),
Judgment, 1980 I.C.J. Rep. 3, at 24 (May 24).
23 See generally Jacques Fomerand, Historical Dictionary of Human Rights (2014).
24Ibid.
25 See generally Kingsley Chiedu Moghalu, Reconciling Fractured Societies: An African Perspective
on the Role of Judicial Prosecutions, in From Sovereign Impunity to International
Accountability: The Search for Justice in a World of States 197 (Ramesh C. Thakur & Petrus
A.M. Malcontent eds. 2004).
26 See generally Fomerand, supra note 23.
27 See generally J. Patrice McSherry & Ra6l M. Mejia, Confronting the Question of Justice in
Guatemala, 19 Soc. JUSTICE 1 (1992).
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taken by state officials at specific moments, including laws, decrees,
amnesties, or pardons to derail processes of, or demands for, truth and
justice".28 The main purpose of these kinds of specific action is to protect
people from punishment for the crimes already committed. For this reason,
the Belfast Guidelines state that "rather than protecting human rights, the
impunity created by amnesties may embolden beneficiaries to commit further
crimes and destabilise efforts to achieve sustainable peace".29 Diane
Orentlicher contends that:

we would do well to resist the tendency to address the wisdom of
amnesties in terms of stark dichotomies, such as "punish or pardon" and
"amnesty or accountability". These dichotomies present unduly narrow
options, detracting from more constructive efforts to balance the demands of
justice against those of reconciliation and, ultimately, to promote
reconciliation within a framework of accountability.0

Finally, political or psychological impunity emanates from the fear and
manipulation generated by actors who violate international law. This form of
impunity can cause eternal terror."1

By ending impunity, a significant enabling element of fundamental human
rights violations can be notably chipped away. According to a 1997 report of
the former UN Sub-commission of Human Rights on Impunity by El Hadji
Guisse, impunity means "the absence or inadequacy of penalties and/or
compensation for massive and grave violations of the human rights of
individuals of groups of individuals".3 2 Immunity has been proven "to be not
only a living anachronism, but one which often leads to impunity for the
worst kinds of rights violations. It was precisely real and feared impunity that
led to changes in the way in which state immunity was understood and
applied"." It is for this reason that the international society requires that a
distinction be drawn between impunity and immunity.

Impunity transpires when perpetrators of violations of human rights are
exempted from punishment for their deeds. According to the Brussels
Principles against Impunity and for International Justice, impunity results from

28 Ra6l M. Mejia, The Struggle Against Impunity in Guatemala, 26 SOC. JUSTICE 55, 58 (1999).
29 The Belfast Guidelines on Amnesty and Accountability with Explanatory Guidance (2013),
http://peacemaker.un.org/sites/peacemaker.un.org/files/BelfastGuidelinesTJI2014.pdf.pdf
(last visited Feb 6, 2018) at 26.
30 Diane F. Orentlicher, Swapping Amnesty for Peace and the Duty to Prosecute Human Rights
Crimes, 3 ILSA J. INT. COMP. LAW 713, 714 (1997).
31 See generally Mejia, supra note 28.
32 El Hadji Guiss6 (Special Rapporteur on the Impunity of Perpetrators of Human Rights
Violations), Final Report on the Question of the Impunity of Perpetrators of Human Rights Violations
(Economic, Social and Cultural Rights) pursuant to Sub-Commission Resolution 1996/24, 49th Sess.,
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1997/8, at para. 20-21 (June 27, 1997).
33 Greta L. Rios & Edward P. Flaherty, Mr. Ban - Tear Down the U.N.'s Wall of
Immunity/Impunity (Before a National Court Does)!!, 18 ILSA J. INT. COMP. LAW 439, 439 (2012).
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"failing to investigate, prosecute and try natural and legal persons guilty of
serious violations of human rights and international humanitarian law". The
Brussels Principles emphasised that impunity has disastrous consequences in
that it allows the perpetrators to believe that their actions are not subject to
legal challenge. Also, according to the Brussels Principles, impunity "ignores
the distress of the victims and serves to perpetuate crime. Impunity also
weakens state institutions; it denies human values and debases the whole of
humanity" .34

The most authoritative definition of impunity has been provided by the UN
Sub-Commission on Human Rights: impunity makes it impossible, either
practically or legally (de facto or de jure), to call the people who perpetrate
human rights violations to account, "whether in criminal, civil, administrative
or disciplinary proceedings, because they cannot be held accountable to any
investigation which might conduce to detention, allegation, trial, conviction with
appropriate penalties or reparations to victims". 5 With regards to de facto
impunity, Nigel Rodley states that de facto impunity "is the usual form: the
state's judicial machinery is simply manipulated to ignore the crime". By
contrast, in regard to de jure impunity, Rodley notes that it is "the more
notorious form: the state adopts formal legal means of exempting those
concerned from legal liability, for example, through an amnesty".6

Impunity, therefore, leads to a social and political environment in which
laws established to preclude human rights violations are either brushed aside
or inadequately redressed by the State. Two types of impunity can be
identified in the literature. The first is legal impunity (de jure impunity), which
occurs when regulations or laws bestowing immunity create a legal bar to
bringing perpetrators to justice and prosecuting them for human rights
violations or abuses. The second kind of impunity is functional (de facto
impunity) and occurs when the failure to prosecute or investigate is
deliberate; when the law does not apply any sanction or when a legal regime
is incapable of meeting its commitments to investigate and prosecute.17 De

3413rUSsels Principles against Impunity and for International Justice, Adopted by the
Brussels Group for International Justice Following on from the Colloquium 'The Fights
Against Impunity: Stakes and Perspectives' (2002),
https://www.iccnow.org/documents/BrusselsPrinciples6NovO2_En.pdf (last visited Feb 6,
2018).
3 The Administration of Justice and the Human Rights of Detainees, Question of the Impunity of
Perpetrators of Human Rights Violations (Civil and Political) Revised Final Report Prepared by Mr.
Joinet pursuant to Sub-Commission Decision 1996/119, 49th Sess., E/CN.4/Sub.2/1997/20/Rev.1, at
26 (Oct 2, 1997) [emphasis added].
36 Nigel S. Rodley, Breaking the Cycle of Impunity for Gross Violations of Human Rights: The
Pinochet Case in Perspective, 69 NORD. J. INT. LAW 11, 14 (2000).
3 See generally Mahmoud C. Bassiouni, The Permanent International Criminal Court, in Justice
for Crimes Against Humanity 173 (Mark Lattimer & Philippe Sands eds. 2003); Mahmoud C.
Bassiouni, Searching for Peace and Achieving Justice: The Need for Accountability, 59 LAW
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facto impunity arises from weaknesses in the legal system and from the actions
of officials which prevent the course of justice. Both types of impunity
conduce toward more violations of human rights and erode confidence in the
government; de jure impunity conveys a negative message to victims about
State apathy and connivance in their suffering."

The updated version of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights
Report on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights39 released in 2005
outlines a clear mission for States with regards to their essential
responsibilities and the steps that they must take to combat impunity.
Principle 19 of this Report establishes a decisive and explicit framework for
action. It points out that States have an obligation to "undertake prompt,
thorough, independent and impartial investigations of violations of human
rights and international humanitarian law and take appropriate measures in
respect of the perpetrators, particularly in the area of criminal justice, by
ensuring that those responsible for serious crimes under international law are
prosecuted, tried and duly punished".40 The Report also notes that when
States fail to comply with their obligations to investigate infringements and to
develop proper policies or take measures to punish the perpetrators, impunity
occurs in both the domestic and the international realm. The Preamble to the
UN Report of 2005 includes an unequivocal expectation that States accept
"that the duty of every State under international law to respect and to secure
respect for human rights requires that effective measures should be taken to
combat impunity".41 Immunity and impunity, therefore, should be
distinguished. While immunity is a necessary instrument to maintaining
smooth international, social, political and legal relations, impunity may
enable perpetrators who violate fundamental human rights to escape
punishment.

CONTEMP. PROBL. 9 (1996); Mahmoud C. Bassiouni, Introduction to International Criminal
Law (2nd rev. ed. 2012).
38 See generally Everyone Lives in Fear: Patterns of Impunity in Jammu and Kashmir, 18
Human Rights Watch (2006), https://www.hrw.org/report/2006/09/11/everyone-lives-
fear/patterns-impunity-jammu-and-kashmir (last visited Feb 6, 2018).
39 Promotion and Protection of Human Rights: Impunity - Report of the Independent Expert to Update
the Set of Principles to Combat Impunity by Diane Orentlicher: Addendum - Updated Set of Principles
for the Protection and Promotion of Human Rights through Action to Combat Impunity, 61st Sess.,
E/CN.4/2005/102/Add.1 (Feb 8, 2005).
40 Ibid., Principle 19.
41 Ibid., Preamble.
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IV. The Efforts by the International Courts to End the
Culture of Impunity

Before discussing the vital measures taken by the international community
to combat impunity, a distinction should first be drawn between impunity
and sovereign immunity. As Eli Rosenbaum, the Director of the United States
Department of Justice Office of Special Investigation, has pointed out, the
Twentieth Century has been termed The Age of Atrocity and also The Age of
Impunity. It isn't hard to see why. Between 1900 and 1987 alone, it is estimated
that governments and government-like organizations murdered fully 169
million civilians. That deeply shocking statistics speaks volumes about the
urgent need for systematic and aggressive law enforcement action to
apprehend and bring to justice the perpetrators of fundamental human rights
violationsi4

The international community has established a number of
institutions/organisations for the purpose of ending impunity. The
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, the International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Court are
prominent examples. Martha Minow states that it is difficult not to notice "the
enormous gap in time between the Nuremberg trials and any comparable
effort to prosecute war crimes in international settings".4 This omission was
addressed decisively in 1993, when the United Nations established the
International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, and shortly
thereafter the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. These two ad hoc
institutions and the "unspeakable tragedies that culminated in their creation,
provided the necessary catalyst for the long-awaited" creation of a permanent
International Criminal Court." The establishment of international institutions
such the International Criminal Court, the International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda, and the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia
demonstrates that there is a commitment to putting an end to impunity for
human rights violations which amount to war crimes.

Rwandan ambassador Manzi Bakuramutsa stated at a 1994 Security
Council meeting, it is "impossible to build a state of law and arrive at true
national reconciliation if we do not eradicate the culture of impunity which
has characterized our society".45 Likewise, the impact of the International

42 Eli M. Rosenbaum, Remarks, 27 CARDOZO LAW REV. 1667, 1667 (2006) [emphasis added].
4 Martha Minow, Between Vengeance and Forgiveness: Facing History After Genocide and
Mass Violence, 27 (1998).

Mary M. Penrose, Impunity - Inertia, Inaction, and Invalidity: A Literature Review, 17 BOSTON

UNIV. INT. LAW J. 269, 309 (1999).
45 The Situation Concerning Rwanda: Establishment of an International Tribunal for the Prosecution
of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the
Territory of Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens Responsible for Such Violations Committed in the
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Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia on ending the culture of
impunity should not be overlooked. The main objective of this Tribunal is to
put an end to human rights violations by taking powerful measures to bring
to justice perpetrators for having committed human rights violations with the
aim of contributing to the maintenance and restoration of peace and
discouraging possible perpetrators in the future.46 Most particularly, the
adoption the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court is accepted as
a watershed moment in international law. Abolishing impunity for
fundamental human rights violations which serve to contribute to the
prevention of such violations, constitutes an act of collective willpower on the
part of the international community.47

Kofi Annan, as UN Secretary-General, called the adoption of the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court a crucial step forward. At the
Diplomatic Conference in Rome in 1998, the Secretary-General highlighted
that:

People all over the world want to know that humanity can strike back -
that whatever and whenever genocide, war crimes or other such violations
are committed, there is a court before which the criminal can be held to
account; a court that puts an end to a global culture of impunity [...]1.48

Since the Second World War, the international community has had a
growing tolerance for the impunity of those who commit human rights
violations. It is believed that identifying the perpetrators of human rights
violations not only helps to satisfy and solace victims, but also promotes
reconciliation and the preservation of peace. Additionally, the abolition of
impunity becomes a functional deterrence factor and prevents future
violations.49

These advances reflect a growing awareness within the international
community that there is a crucial distinction between immunity and

Territory of Neighbouring States, 49th Sess., 3453rd mtg., U.N. Doc. S/PV.3453, at 14 (Nov 8, 1994);
see also Christina M. Carroll, An Assessment of the Role and Effectiveness of the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda and the Rwandan National Justice System in Dealing with the Mass
Atrocities of 1994, 18 BOSTON UNIV. INT. LAW J. 163, 164 (2000).
46 See generally Gabrielle Kirk McDonald, Problems, Obstacles and Achievements of the ICTY, 2 J.
INT. CRIM. JUSTICE 558 (2004); Payam Akhavan, Beyond Impunity: Can International Criminal
Justice Prevent Future Atrocities?, 95 AM. J. INT. LAW 7 (2001).
47 Robert C. Johansen, Peace and Justice? The Contribution of International Judicial Processes to
Peacebuilding, in Strategies of Peace: Transforming Conflict in a Violent 189, 199 (Daniel
Philpott & Gerard F. Powers eds. 2010).
48 UN Secretary-General Declares Overriding Interest of International Criminal Court Conference
must be that of Victims and World Community as a Whole, United Nations Press Release,
SG/SM/6597 L/2871 (June 15, 1998),
http://www.un.org/press/en/1998/19980615.sgsm6597.html (last visited Feb 6, 2018).
49 See generally Mitsue Inazumi, Universal Jurisdiction in Modern International Law:
Expansion of National Jurisdiction for Prosecuting Serious Crimes under International Law,
21 (2004).
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impunity. The International Court of Justice, for example, distinguishes
immunity from impunity as follows:

[T]he immunity from jurisdiction enjoyed by incumbent Ministers for
Foreign Affairs does not mean that they enjoy impunity in respect of any
crimes they might have committed, irrespective of their gravity [ ... ] the
immunities enjoyed under international law by an incumbent or former
Minister for Foreign Affairs do not represent a bar to criminal prosecution in
certain circumstances.5 o

In recent years, when human rights violations were at stake, jurisdictional
immunities have been reviewed. Furthermore, the related law has been
subject to significant re-examination and important revisions. What follows
"therefore does not attempt to prescribe what the law ought to be, but simply
seeks to describe the law as it is in its current stage of development".5 1

Impunity can be described as "an act of violence"52 and as "a recipe for
continued violence and instability".5 1 Impunity emerges when persons who
hold sovereign rights on behalf of the State are exempt from punishment for
human rights violations. While the main purpose of immunity is to facilitate
the activities of States, Heads of State and diplomatic agents, impunity
functions to exempt those from punishment by very specific means. There is
ultimately no possible sustainable resolution unless the concept of impunity
is differentiated from immunity. This differentiation as a means of combating
impunity can be seen as a vital step towards preventing fundamental human
rights violations.

V. Tolerating Impunity: A Great Threat to the Future of
Human Rights in International Law

Living after genocide, mass atrocity, totalitarian terror [...] makes
remembering and forgetting not just about dealing with the past. The
treatment of the past through remembering and forgetting crucially shapes
the present and future for individuals and entire societies.

The impact of allowing perpetrators of human rights violations to have
impunity has been articulated most strongly by Paz Rojas Baeza, who
describes impunity as "a human decision, an intention to disguise and cover
up, and even more, an obligation to reach oblivion. But oblivion is unfeasible

50 Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v. Belgium), Judgment,
2002 I.C.J. Rep. 3, at paras. 60-61 (February 14).
1 Wickremasinghe, supra note 15, at 413.
52 See generally Paz R. Baeza, Breaking the Human Link: The Medico-Psychiatric View of Impunity,
in Impunity: An Ethical Perspective: Six Case Studies from Latin America 73 (Charles Harper
ed. 1996).
5 Akhavan, supra note 46, at 30.
54 Minow, supra note 43, at 119.
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in the case of fundamental human rights violations, because these violations will
forever remain in the persons directly affected, and also in society, in the
collective imagination, which will transmit them for generations".5 5

One of the reasons that human rights violations occur is the prevalence of
impunity. Impunity means exemption from punishment in the case of human
rights violations, alleviating the perpetrators' fear that they will face
judgement. A legitimate mechanism developed by the State has sometimes
been used by high-ranking representatives, and thus impunity constitutes the
greatest impediment to the full realisation of human rights.56 Impunity has a
significant impact on humanity and the international order because it "knows
no territorial bounds and speaks no specific language. It is not unique to any
religion or race, and is not limited to any particular geographical region.
Impunity therefore remains a universal problem".5 7

As is understood from the United Nations Report on impunity, the term
signifies "exemption or freedom from punishment and connotes the lack of
effective remedies for victims of crimes". In recognition of "human rights law,
impunity implies the lack of or failure to apply remedies for victims of human
rights violations".58 The absence of a remedy for a perpetrator's victims is
considered an outcome of impunity, rather than a feature of impunity itself.59

As Director of Amnesty International UK, Kate Allen, emphasised the
negative aspects of impunity within the context of human rights as follows:
"Impunity not only denies justice to victims of human rights abuses and their
families, it sends out a message to others that they will not be brought to trial
for some of the worst crimes known to humanity. Hence it leads to a climate
in which more of these crimes are committed, and where the law is seen to
protect the perpetrators of the crimes, not their victims".6 0

The roll-back of impunity for perpetrators of human rights violations and
the promotion of human rights are directly connected: these two acts share
similar futures. There is a complicated relationship between the battle against
impunity and the furtherance of human rights.61 Articles 91 and 60 of the

"Paz R. Baeza, Impunity: An Impossible Reparation, 69 NORD. J. INT. LAW 27,28 (2000) [emphasis
added]. "Dr Paz Rojas Baeza is a Chilean psychiatrist who played a leading role in treating
the victims of the massive violations committed during the Pinochet dictatorship in Chile".
56 See generally Penrose, supra note 44.
57 Ibid., at 270.
58 Christopher C. Joyner, Redressing Impunity for Human Rights Violations: The Universal
Declaration and the Search for Accountability, 26 DENVER J. INT. LAW POLICY 591, 595-96 (1998).
59See generally Katherine Hooper, The Ending of Impunity and the Fight for Justice for Victims of
Human Rights Violations: A Chasm Too Great To Be Crossed?, 9 FLINDERS J. LAW REFORM 181
(2006).
60 Kate Allen, Impunity - The Good News and The Bad, 18 THE BARRISTER (2003),
http://www.barristermagazine.com/barrister/archivedsite/artides/issuel8/impunity.htm
(last visited Feb 6, 2018).
61 See generally Hooper, supra note 59.
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Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, adopted by the World
Conference on Human Rights in 1993, address the impunity problem in
relation to human rights. The World Conference viewed "with concern the
issue of impunity of perpetrators of human rights violations" and endorsed
the view that "States should abrogate legislation leading to impunity for those
responsible for grave violations of human rights such as torture and prosecute
such violations, thereby providing a firm basis for the rule of law".6 2

The 2005 Human Rights Resolution on Impunity by the UN Commission
on Human Rights acknowledges that impunity prompts violations of human
rights. Impunity also encourages future abuses." On this point, the Resolution
states that "impunity for violations of human rights and international
humanitarian law that constitute crimes encourages such violations and is a
fundamental obstacle to the observance and full implementation without
discrimination of any kind of human rights".6 4 Principle 16 of the Resolution
declares that:

policies to combat impunity that are based on broad consultation can
contribute significantly to ensuring public accountability and hence in
securing lasting justice [ ... ] and exposing the truth regarding violations of
human rights [ ... ] and therefore encourages States to involve, as appropriate,
all those concerned, including civil society, victims, human rights defenders
and persons belonging to minorities and vulnerable groups.

As Katherine Hooper has observed, when perpetrators can violate
fundamental human rights of "their victims without fear of sanction, then
those rights become little more than empty words of aspiration". Any society
that "wishes to overcome the horrors of past human rights abuses must
confront them in the present".6 5 Prosecution and punishment of perpetrators
of human rights violations are essential for the prevention of future human
rights violations. Deterrence is essential to the project of disabling possible
future human rights violations.

62 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, World Conference on Human Rights, U.N. Doc.
A/CONF.157/23, arts. 60-91 (June 25, 1993).
63The following statement was made by Corinne Dufka, Associate Director of Human Rights
Watch: In 'a quick bid to end the first brutal Liberian civil war and in the face of massive
crimes committed against civilians, UN and West African leaders agreed to a peace plan that
dispensed with justice and rushed an election that installed warlord Charles Taylor as
president in 1997. Not surprisingly, within a short time, the country was back at war. The six
years of repressive rule by President Charles Taylor that followed and the next war were
characterized by the same egregious abuses against civilians as the earlier war and further set
the country back'. Combating War Crimes in Africa: Testimony of Corinne Dufka before the
U.S. House International Relations Committee, Africa Subcommittee, Human Rights Watch
(2004), http://www.hrw.org/news/2004/06/25/combating-war-crimes-africa (last visited Feb 6,
2018).
64Human Rights Resolution 2005/81: Impunity, 61st Sess., E/CN.4/RES/2005/81 (Apr 21, 2005).
65 Hooper, supra note 59, at 181.
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Fundamental human rights violations while accepted as profoundly
immoral, must also be accepted as unlawful. Perpetrators of such violations
of the law should be subjected to judgment and not be exempted from
punishment.

Conclusion
Louis Joinet summaries this unpleasant situation as follows:
From the origins of mankind until the present day, the history of impunity

is one of perpetual conflict and strange paradox: conflict between the
oppressed and the oppressor, civil society and the State, the human
conscience and barbarism; the paradox of the oppressed who, released from
their shackles, in turn take over the responsibility of the State and find
themselves caught in the mechanism of national reconciliation, which
moderates their initial commitment against impunity.66

Although the distinction between immunity and impunity still requires
more concrete and unconditional resolution, there is a good and affirmative
signal in the international order to put an end to impunity. The establishment
of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court and the legal
proceedings brought against Augusto Pinochet6 7 may be seen as proof of a
significant movement in international society to abolish impunity by bringing
persons responsible for human rights violations to justice.

Impunity always presents a challenge to those responsible for preventing
violations of fundamental human rights and establishing a just society. When
impunity is allowed, it may become a significant obstacle to justice and peace.
While "immunities are valuable in preventing interference with
representatives, and thereby maintaining the conduct of international
relations, they can also frustrate prosecutions" for human rights violations,
unless a distinction is made between impunity and immunity. "

Punishing perpetrators helps to build public confidence that those who
exploit the rights of others will not be exempt from punishment. Prosecution
and punishment of perpetrators are of vital importance to ensuring the cycle

66 The Administration of Justice and the Human Rights of Detainees, supra note 35, at 51.
67 See R v. Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate and Others, ex parte Pinochet
Ugarte (No 1) [1998] 4 All ER; R v. Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate and
Others, ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No 2) [1999] 2 W.L.R. 272; R v. Bow Street Metropolitan
Stipendiary Magistrate and Others, ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No 3) [2000] 1 A.C. 147; Rodley,
supra note 36; Reed Brody & Michael Ratner eds., The Pinochet Papers: The Case of Augusto
Pinochet Ugarte in Spain and Britain (2000); Andrea Bianchi, Immunity versus Human Rights:
The Pinochet Case, 10 EuR. J. INT. LAW 237 (1999); Charles Pierson, Pinochet and the End of
Immunity: England's House of Lords Holds That a Former Head of State Is Not Immune for Torture,
14 TEMPLE INT. COMP. LAW J. 263 (2000).
68 Cryer et al., supra note 2, at 531.
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of impunity is abolished.69 Triumphing over impunity is a prerequisite for
enhancing human rights.

Abolishing impunity for perpetrators of fundamental human rights
violations is a crucial step towards achieving justice and deterring prospective
human rights violations. While the essential objective of ending impunity is
to enable investigation of past crimes and the prosecution and punishment of
perpetrators, the obligation to end impunity is also relevant for the future.
Failure to meet legal obligations to investigate, prosecute and punish such
criminals creates an environment in which an impunity culture takes root and
thrives. Efforts to address human rights violations have two main objectives:
First, the prevention of further human rights violations and second, provision
of compensation for victims.

Impunity must be distinguished from immunity; the two terms must not
be used interchangeably. Impunity is "the torturer's most relished tool. It is
the dictator's greatest and most potent weapon. It is the victim's ultimate

injury. And, it is the international community's most conspicuous failure".70
The right to immunity enjoyed by States and their high-ranking
representatives must not turn into impunity. Immunity can rightly create an
obstacle to the prosecution of particular persons at a particular time and for
particular violations. However, this right to immunity should not acquit such
persons who have committed violations of fundamental human rights
guaranteed by peremptory norms of general international law.71

Showing tolerance toward impunity can perpetuate violence, both by
implicitly allowing illegal acts and by creating a culture of vengeance and
insecurity that may afterwards be manipulated by rulers or leaders intending
to instigate violence for their own political ends. By contrast, "pursuing justice
in the long run may help strengthen rule of law by enhancing domestic
criminal enforcement mechanisms. Holding trials can help combat revisionist
versions of events by those who seek to deny that crimes occurred".7 2 An
accurate adjustment of the meaning of immunity in both the legal and the
political sense can positively influence the future.

69 See generally Hooper, supra note 59.
70 Penrose, supra note 44, at 270.
71 See generally Lauri Hannikainen, Peremptory Norms (Jus Cogens) in International Law:
Historical Development, Criteria, Present Status (1988); see also Karen Parker & Lyn B.
Neylon, Jus Cogens: Compelling the Law ofHuman Rights, 12 HASTINGS INT. COMP. LAW REV. 411

(1989); Alexander Orakhelashvili, Peremptory Norms in International Law (2006).
72 Sara Darehshori, Selling Justice Short: Why Accountability Matters for Peace 75 (2009).
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IntroductionIn December 2015, Donald J. Trump, a then candidate in the United

States Republican presidential primaries, proposed to "take out" the

families of terrorists in order to deter terrorism.' While actual

aggression against innocent persons decidedly violates libertarian law, we

shall explore the question of whether it would be licit under libertarianism to

threaten to harm a third party in order to stop someone from committing

certain acts. We contend that the answer depends on whether that third party

learns of the threat or not.

I. Background
To begin with, we offer a brief account of what the libertarian legal code is.

The two basic building blocks of libertarianism are the non-aggression

principle (NAP) and a theory of private property rights based on

homesteading and voluntary exchange.

The NAP asserts that it is illicit for anyone or any group of people to initiate

aggression against the person or property of others. (The question of what

constitutes "aggression" will be addressed more precisely in the next section.)

The use of force is, however, permitted in self-defense.

To determine whether an act is an intrusion upon another person's

property or merely the retrieval of one's own possessions, we need a theory

of property rights. Libertarianism holds that any property title obtained via

homesteading or voluntary exchange is just and may not be deprived of the

owner without consent.2

1 See LoBianco (2015), "Donald Trump on terrorists: 'Take out their families."' CNN.
December 3; http://www.cnn.com/2015/12/02/politics/donald-trump-terrorists-families/.
20n homesteading, see: Walter Bock, Earning Happiness Through Homesteading Unowned Land:
a comment on 'Buying Misery with Federal Land' by Richard Stroup, 15 Journal of Social Political

and Economic Studies, Summer 237, 237-253 (1990); Walter Block, Homesteading City Streets;

An Exercise in Managerial Theory, 5 Planning and Markets 18, 18-23 (2002); Walter Block, On

Reparations to Blacks for Slavery, 3 Human Rights Review 53, 53-73 (2002); Walter Block and

Michael R. Edelstein, Popsicle sticks and homesteading land for nature preserves, 7 Romanian

Economic and Business Review 7, 7-13;

http://www.rebe.rau.ro/REBE%207%201.pdf; Walter Block and Guillermo Yeatts, The

Economics and Ethics of Land Reform: A Critique of the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace's

'Toward a Better Distribution of Land: The Challenge of Agrarian Reform, 15 Journal of Natural

Resources and Environmental Law 37, 37-69 (1999-2000); Walter Block v. Richard Epstein,

Debate on Eminent Domain, 1 NYU Journal of Law & Liberty 1144, 1144-1169 (2005); Per

Bylund, Man and Matter: A Philosophical Inquiry into the Justification of Ownership in Land

from the Basis of Self-Ownership, Lund University (2004):

http://www.uppsatser.se/uppsats/a7ebl7de8f/;

http://perbylund.com/academicspolsci_msc.pdf; http://www.essays.se/essay/a7ebl7de8f/i
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It is worth noting that the scope of libertarianism is limited to judging

whether a given act constitutes illicit aggression and therefore can be justly

repelled or punished by force. It does not imply that any act that does not

violate the NAP (and would therefore be legally permitted in a libertarian

world) is necessarily desirable, commendable or even excusable.'

II. Why threat constitutes aggression
In this section we characterize in greater detail what the concept of

"aggression" encompasses.4 The primary form of aggression is the use of

physical violence: one violates the NAP through the nonconsensual seizure or

physical alteration of another person's property, such as through theft,
robbery, murder or rape. (The last two types of action violate one's property

right in their own body.) For example, if the policeman actually kills a

terrorist's innocent son (not just threatens to do it), he will be guilty of a NAP

violation.

From this starting point, two derived forms of aggression can be identified.

The first of these is fraud. Suppose X and Y enter into a contract whereby X

agrees to give Y an apple on the condition that Y gives X an orange. Suppose

that, after X delivers an apple to Y, Y refuses to supply any orange to X. In

http://www.lunduniversity.1u.se/o.o.i.s?id=24965&postid=1330482; Per Bylund, Man and

matter: how the former gains ownership of the latter, 4 Libertarian Papers 43 (2012):

http://libertarianpapers.org/articles/2012/lp-4-1-5.pdf; Hoppe, Hans-Hermann, Of Private,

Common, and Public Property and the Rationale for Total Privatization, 3 Libertarian Papers 1, 1-

13 (2011) http://libertarianpapers.org/2011/1-hoppe-private-common-and-public-property/;

Hugo Grotius, Law of War and Peace (De lure Belli ac Pacis) 113 (1625) (translated by A.C.
Campbell, London, 1814; Paul, Ellen Frankel. 1987); Stephan Kinsella, A libertarian theory of

contract: title transfer, binding promises, and inalienability, 17 Journal of Libertarian Studies 11,

11-37 (2003): http://www.nises.org/journals/jls/17_2/17_2_2.pdfLStephan N Kinsella, How

we come to own ourselves 7 (2006);

http://www.mises.org/story/2291; Stephan N Kinsella, Homesteading, Abandonment, and

Unowned Land in the Civil Law, 18 (2009): http://blog.mises.org/10004/homesteading-

abandonment-and-unowned-land-in-the-civil-law/; John Locke, An Essay Concerning the

True Origin, Extent and End of Civil Government, in E. Barker, ed., Social Contract 17-19

(1948); John Locke, Second Treatise of Civil Government 51 (1955). Marko Marjanovic, Least,

Sufficient Force: Libertarian Theory of Defense §5 (2013); Murray N Rothbard, For a New

Liberty 32 (1973): http://mises.org/rothbard/newlibertywhole.asp.
3 For example, under this philosophy, pornography, prostitution, drug usage, would be legal,

for consenting adults. However, that does not mean that libertariansfavor engagement in such

acts. For the difference between libertarianism which need not do so, and libertinism, which

does, see Walter Block, Libertarianism and Libertinism, 11 The Journal of Libertarian Studies:

An Interdisciplinary Review 117, 117-128.
4 See on this Murray N Rothbard, The Ethics of Liberty (1998):

http://www.mises.org/rothbard/ethics/ethics.asp.
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effect, Y is violating the condition on which X agrees to give Y the apple, and

is therefore taking X's apple without his consent. But suppose Y offers a rock

to X instead of the agreed upon orange. Would this still constitute fraud? After

all, Y did express willingness to give X something in exchange for the apple he

received. Yes, this would still be fraudulent, since X values the apple more

than the rock, and, Y is contractually obligated to supply X with an orange,
not a rock.5

The second form of derived aggression is threat.6 Suppose V points a gun

to W's head and claims that he will shoot W unless W gives him $100. This

forces W to give up some of his property in order to avoid another property

right violation against him (namely, murder). In other words, no matter which

alternative W chooses, he necessarily loses control of some of his property.

A special kind of threat deserves separate treatment. Suppose that, rather

than requesting money, V simply purports that he will shoot W no matter

what W does. There is nothing W can do to change V's alleged plan, so W is

not really forced to renounce any property titles in the way we saw in the last

paragraph. If V does not end up shooting him (i.e. the threat is just bluff), it

may seem that no coercion has occurred. However, we argue that there is still

coercion in this case, as W would be prompted to increase security measures

by wearing a bullet-proof vest, not going to places where he may encounter

V, etc. In short, W would be forced to alter the way he spends his wealth in

order to try to avoid the anticipated violent attack. Consequently, such a

threat is still illicit as undermining W's full control of his property.

While we have just characterized illicit threat, it should be noted that the

word "threat" is also often used to refer to utterances or acts that are licit, at

least under libertarian law. Suppose A threatens to worship Gaia in order to

stop B from eating broccoli. Is this "compulsion" against B a legal one? Yes,
since A has the right to worship whosoever he wants. Consider in this regard

blackmail versus extortion. There are threats in both cases. Take the former.

The seller "threatens" to withhold the good7 from the buyer, unless the latter

I But suppose that the "rock" is adually a diamond. Then, yes, it is still fraud, in that this
valuable "rock" was not specified in the agreement. However, X might well "forgive" Y's
fraud, and accept the diamond in lieu of the orange.
6 The word "threat" has two distinct meanings: (1) intimidating claim, and (2) danger or
hazard. In this paper, we deal stridly with the first and not the second meaning of the term.
If someone secretly buries a landmine in an unowned piece of land, he is making the
environment dangerous, hence posing a "threat" in the second sense, to passers-by. However,
since the perpetrator has not made any intimidating claim, his ad does not constitute "threat"
in the first sense, and is therefore irrelevant to the focus of the present paper.
7 Silence; refraining from engaging in malicious gossip, which also, of course, is perfedly
legal.
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pays him. Similarly, the buyer "threatens" not to pay the seller unless the

agreed upon good or service is supplied to him. Licit, all around (Block, 2013).
In very sharp contrast indeed, extortion is the threat of initiatory violence

against the victim,' unless he accedes to the wishes of this criminal.

What we infer from this is that in order for a threat to the law. It is entirely

licit to "threaten" to withhold a good or service unless paid. Ditto for

"threatening" not to pay an agreed upon price unless delivery of the good or

service is made. In extortion, the threat is to kidnap the target's children

and/or in some other such manner deliver mayhem to the victim, which he

has no right to do. In sharp contrast, in blackmail, the "threat" is to engage in

gossip, at the target's expense. Since telling tales about people is and should

be legal, this would be a legitimate, lawful threat.

III. Threat against third parties
So far we have established that it is illicit under libertarianism for someone,

say A, to demand someone else, say B, to do something (which B has the right

not to do) by threatening to aggress against that same person B if he does not

comply. In this section we consider a variant of this type of act: what if, instead

of threatening to aggress against B, A threatens to aggress against a third

person C as a consequence of B's non-compliance?

We will divide our analysis into several cases. But before we proceed, it is

important to reiterate that it is surely against libertarian law to actually

aggress against an innocent third party as a "punishment" for someone else's

action. In the following cases, we confine ourselves to the sole question of

whether it would be licit to utter a threat to do so, without executing the content

of the threat.

A. C does not learn of the threat
Suppose A tells B that A will aggress against C if B does not do a certain

thing, but C is not aware of this assertion by A at all. Has A violated the non-

aggression principle? There are two sub-cases here. The answer is the same in

both sub-cases, but the sets of reasons are different.

1. Threat is used to stop non-rightful act by B

Suppose B, a terrorist, plans to commit a violent attack (which is plainly not

a rightful act), and A, a (ideally private) policeman, wants to prevent this from

happening.

Before we even consider the possibility of A threatening to hurt C, let us

ask the question of whether it would be licit for A to threaten B himself in order

8 Which of course is not licit, at least not in the libertarian society.
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to deter him. Suppose A tells B, "If you commit a terrorist attack, I will torture

you for 30 years!" Is this a licit threat?

Recall that in section III, we concluded that certain threats are illicit because

they leave the victim with no choice but to give up certain property rights. For

example, if a victim is forced by a threat to give $100 to a robber, the victim

loses $100. But the situation with the terrorist is different. For B has no right

to commit any terrorist attack in the first place. If he is forced by the threat to

refrain from committing a terrorist attack, he is not losing any property rights

(he is merely rendered unable to acquire illegitimate additional ones). Thus,

A's threat against B is not aggressive in nature.9

9 Note that this has nothing to do with whether A's alleged punishment against B "fits the

crime." The point is not about A giving advance notice of the proper legal consequences of

B's crime, but merely about A using a threat as a tool to convince B not to commit the crime.

For libertarian theories concerning punishments that "fit" the crime, see Block, Walter. 1999.
"Market Inalienability Once Again: Reply to Radin," Thomas Jefferson Law Journal, Vol. 22, No.

1, Fall, 37-88; http://www.walterblock.com/publications/market-inalienability.pdf; Block,

Walter, Berman on Blackmail: Taking Motives Fervently, 23 Florida State University Business

Review 57-114 (2003); Block, Walter, Libertarianism vs. Objectivism; A Response to Peter

Schwartz, 26 Reason Papers, 39-62 (2003); Block, Walter, The Non Aggression Axiom of

Libertarianism: http://archive.lewrockwell.com/block/block26.html;
Block, Walter, Austrian Law and Economics: The Contributions of Adolf Reinach and Murray

Rothbard, (2004) Quarterly Journal of Austrian Economics 69-85; Block, Walter, Reply to

Frank van Dun's Natural Law and the Jurisprudence of Freedom, 18 Journal of Libertarian

Studies 65-72 (2004); Block, Walter, Radical Libertarianism: Applying Libertarian Principles to

Dealing with the Unjust Government, Part II" 28 Reason Papers 85-109 (2006);

http://www.walterblock.com/publications/block-radical-libertarianism-rp.pdf; Block,

Walter E. 2009A. "Toward a Libertarian Theory of Guilt and Punishment for the Crime of

Statism" in Hulsmann, Jorg Guido and Stephan Kinsella, eds., Property, Freedom and Society:

Essays in Honor of Hans-Hermann Hoppe, Auburn, AL: Ludwig von Mises Institute, 137-148;
http://mises.org/books/hulsmann-kinsella-property-freedom-society-2009.pdf; Block,

Walter, Libertarian punishment theory: working for, and donating to, the state" 1

Libertarian Papers 5, 8 (2005); http://libertarianpapers.org/2009/17-libertarian-punishment-
theory-working-for-and-donating-to-the-state/-_Block, Walter E, Rejoinder to Kinsella and
Tinsley on Incitement, Causation, Aggression and Praxeology, 22 Journal of Libertarian Studies

641, 641-664 (2011)

http://www.constitution.org/cb/crim-pun.htm. Beccaria's Of Crimes and Punishments;

Block, Walter E., William Barnett II and Gene Callahan, The Paradox of Coase as a Defender

of Free Markets, 1 NYU Journal of Law & Liberty 1075-1095 (2005); http://tinyurl.com/2hbzd4;

Gregory, Anthony and Walter E. Block, On Immigration: Reply to Hoppe, 21 Journal of

Libertarian Studies 25, 25-42 (2007); http://mises.org/journals/jls/21_3/21_3_2.pdf; Stephen

Kinsella, Punishment and Proportionality: the Estoppel Approach, 12 The Journal of Libertarian

Studies 51, 51-74 (1996); http://www.mises.org/journals/jls/12_1/12_1_3.npdf; Morris,

Herbert. 1968. "Persons and Punishment." 52 The Monist 475, 475-501; http://www.law-

lib.utoronto.ca/bdc/crimweb/bboard/personsandpunishment.pdf; Robert Nozick (1981):
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It follows that A's threatening to hurt C in order to stop B from

committing a terrorist attack is a fortiori justified. Again, if B refrains from

committing a terrorist attack, he is not losing any property rights.

2. Threat is used to stop rightful act by B

Suppose A threatens to kill C in order to stop B from eating broccoli (which

B of course has the right to do). Now, one of the two alternatives that A gives

B - not to eat broccoli - constitutes a loss of (property) rights on the part of B,
as he can no longer use his broccoli, fork, hands, mouth, etc. in whatever way

he wishes. However, the other alternative available to B - eating broccoli

anyway and letting C be killed - does not result in any loss of (property) rights

on the part of B, since C is not B's property.10

B. C learns of the threat
In the previous case, in order to determine whether a threat is licit, we only

needed to examine whether it violates B's rights; since C does not even learn

of the threat, no aggression against C could have transpired. But we now

consider the case that C does learn of the threat. Then the possibility of

violating C's rights also comes into the picture. Indeed, since we have

established that any threat to hurt C does not violate B's rights (and our

arguments do not depend on whether C learns of it), the only way the threat

could be illicit is to violate C's rights.

Whether the act that A is trying to prevent B from doing is rightful or not,
C has no direct control over whether B does it. Therefore, this scenario relates

back to our discussion of unconditional threats in section III: there is nothing

Philosophical Explanations, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 363-373; Charles

Olson, Law in Anarchy, 12 Libertarian Forum 4, 4 (1979);
Whitehead, Roy and Walter E. Block, Taking the assets of the criminal to compensate victims of
violence: a legal and philosophical approach, 5 Wayne State University Law School Journal of Law

in Society 229, 229-254. In the view of Rothbard (1998, p. 88, ft. 6): "It should be evident that

our theory of proportional punishment -that people may be punished by losing their rights

to the extent that they have invaded the rights of others-is frankly a retributive theory of

punishment, a 'tooth (or two teeth) for a tooth' theory. Retribution is in bad repute among

philosophers, who generally dismiss the concept quickly as 'primitive' or 'barbaric' and then

race on to a discussion of the two other major theories of punishment: deterrence and

rehabilitation. But simply to dismiss a concept as 'barbaric' can hardly suffice; after all, it is

possible that in this case, the 'barbarians' hit on a concept that was superior to the more

modern creeds."

10 The two authors of this paper disagree on whether or not A's threat in scenarios such as

this is licit. We therefore leave this question unanswered in this paper, and record the two

authors' thoughts in the Appendix for the reference of future explorers of this intriguing

question.
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C can do (without persuading others to cooperate) that can affect the

realization of the condition for A's punishment upon him. Another way to

look at the matter is as follows: C is forced by the threat to take certain

measures to stop B from committing the act in question, or to increase C's own

security measures, in an attempt to avoid C's own demise. All in all, such

threats by A interfere with C's autonomy and are therefore illicit, regardless

of whether it is used to stop a rightful or non-rightful act by B.

IV. Indirect Knowledge of Threat
Let us probe a bit deeper into the issue of whether or not A's threat to B,

that A will murder C, is a violation of the latter's rights. Clearly, if C never

learns of this, there can be no question of any rights violation."' However, in

the case under discussion, C is the innocent son of B, the terrorist, who is about

to kill millions with a nuclear device. C hears of this threat, if he ever does,
after the threat is uttered by A against B. Presumably, the nuclear menace is

now long gone, resolved one way or the other. If C is now a decent adult, and

first hears of this threat of A's against B, he is likely to be more than ready to

forgive A, for attempting in this way to save millions of people's lives. It is

only if he is still a child, and/or is not "decent" that he will harmed by this

11 A similar case is that of attempted murder, where the target never learns of an unsuccessful

attempt to murder him. If this attempt never impacts the target, then there can be no more

guilt for the entirely unsuccessful perpetrator than if he "attempted" to commit this foul deed

by thinking bad thoughts about his "victim" or by employing voodoo. See on this Kinsella,

1996, 68-69, 2006B, 2009A, 2009B. See also O'Neill and Block, 2013, on how the victim's

knowledge of a threat enters into the determination of its legitimacy: Given a libertarian

theory of punishment grounded in the notion of estoppel (Kinsella, 1996), it is sensible that

the estoppel claim is raised whenever a person attempts to violate the NAP, even if they

somehow fail. For example, if X swings his axe at a shape hidden behind the curtains, thinking

it to be Y, then X is intending to initiate force against Y (assuming it is not retaliation for a

prior aggression). This is so even if nothing turns out to be there, and X's axe tears his own

curtain and nothing more. If Y is far away from the scene at the time there is no crime, because

there has been no actual force and no threat of force known to Y. However, if Y is close enough

to be aware of this action, or if he is away at the time, but later becomes aware of it, then this

might constitute an assault on Y insofar as it puts him in anticipation of unlawful aggression

against him--it is a threat to initiate force. This holds notwithstanding the fact that Y is

physically unharmed (typically, when a threat is uttered, the target is physically unharmed,

at least for the moment). In such a case Y is entitled to restitution from X for this assault and

X is legitimately estopped from asserting his own rights (to a proportionate extent) against Y.

X has aggressed against Y, albeit in a way that did not achieve X's intended outcome. (There

may be issues as to the proximity of Y to the event, and whether X's behavior really does

constitute a threat if Y is far away. The key point is that to establish a crime Y must also

establish that some actual threat has occurred by virtue of the conduct complained of.)
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threat, and/or be unwilling to forgive A, in which case A will be guilty of an

illicit threat and restitution will be in order. Yes, we take the position that if a

victim fully forgives his invader in such types of examples, there is a strong

case to be made that the initial act was not really an invasion, not a NAP

violation, in the first place.

What about the owner of a cabin in the woods, broken into by a starving,
frost-bitten person in the middle of the winter? He saves his life by doing so,
while eating the food stored within. The home invader leaves his name and

address and sends payment for his "theft." Is he really a trespasser or a thief?

It all depends upon the owner of the cabin, in our view. To the degree the

victim forgives the perpetrator, it was not a crime, ex post, even though ex

ante it certainly was. 12

V. Legality vs. Morality
It is crucially important to distinguish legality and morality. In the former

case, violence comes into play. If an act is illegal, this is justification for the

employment of physical force, in defense against it or in retaliation for it. If

murder, theft, rape, arson and fraud are against the law, it is justified for the

forces of law and order to utilize ferocity, if need be, against the murderers,
thieves, rapists, arsonists and fraudsters. This is something libertarians

applaud, since these law-breakers are guilty of the prior initiation of

aggression against innocent people. Similarly, if laws prohibiting paying low

wages, charging high rents or interest rates, pornography, prostitution and

gambling are illegal, this serves as the justification for physically subduing

malefactors. Libertarians reject such laws, however, since the law breakers in

these cases violate no rights. They are victimless "crimes." They take place

between and among consenting adults, only, in which case there were no

prior rights violations.

Morality is an entirely different matter. There is no one who doubts that

the first set of behaviors are immoral, murder, etc. All decent people are

repulsed by them. Even those who perpetuate these evil deeds recoil from

them were they to be perpetuated upon themselves." Similarly, all proper

societies ban them by law. The second set of acts, violating price controls,
engaging in prostitution, etc., are very different. Most people regard all of

12 On the other hand, if the owner booby trapped the cabin, whether or not he placed a
prominent sign to that effect on the front door, he is guilty of no crime.
13 Yes, yes, there are exceptions. For example, a masochist might enjoy being the "victim" of
an assault and battery, a suicidal person might welcome being murdered. We speak in
overwhelming generalities in the text above.
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them as immoral. Libertarians, at least qua libertarian, have no opinion in this

issue at all, since this philosophy is solely concerned with legality1 4 and strictly

eschews all other issues of ethics.

How do libertarians deal with the trolley1 5 challenge to their philosophy?

Here, matters are a bit more complicated. Suppose we can throw the

proverbial fat man onto the path of the trolley, thereby killing him, an outright

act of murder. By doing so, we can save, oh, one billion innocent people."1 In

this case, morality and legality diverge once again, at least for most people,
but in an entirely different manner. For the majority opinion would think this

entirely justified behavior from a moral point of view. Again, libertarians, qua

supporters of this philosophy, have no view on this matter, may not have any

opinion on it, are precluded from doing so.17 But, clearly, such behavior is

14 Which acts should be legal, and which ones prohibited by law is the only concern of the
libertarian qua libertarian.
15 See on this Clark, Josh. Undated. "How the Trolley Problem Works."

http://people.howstuffworks.com/trolley-problem.htm; Phillipa Foot, The Problem of Abortion

and the Doctrine of the Double Effect, Virtues and vices and other essays in moral philosophy

19 (1978); Greene, Joshua. "The terrible, horrible no good very bad truth about morality and

what to do about it, (2002): http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~jgreene/GreeneWJH/Greene-

Dissertation.pdf; http://mises.org/journals/jls/21_3/21_3_2.pdf; Kamm, Francis Myrna.

1989. Harming Some to Save Others, 57 Philosophical Studies 227-60; Mikhail, John, et al. 1998.

"Toward a universal moral grammar." Proceedings of the Twentieth Annual Conference of

Cognitive Science Society; http://www.law.georgetown.edu/faculty/mikhail/documents/

Toward_a_UniversalMoralGrammarpdf.pdf; Saxe, Rebecca. 2005. "Do the right thing."

The Boston Review. September/October. http://bostonreview.net/BR30.5/saxe.html;

Skulmowski, Alexander, Andreas Bunge, Kai Kaspar and Gordon Pipa. 2014. "Forced-

choice decision-making in modified trolley dilemma situations: a virtual reality and eye

tracking study." Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience.

http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fnbeh.2014.00426/full; Stanford Encyclopedia of

Philosophy. 2004."Doctrine of the Double Effect." July 28;

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/double-effect/; Swartz, Luke. 2000. "Silicon at the Switch: A

Computational Moral Grammar for Solving Trolley Problems." Stanford University;

http://xenon.stanford.edu/~1swartz/trolley/; Thomson, Judith Jarvis. 1985. "The Trolley

Problem" The Yale Law Journal, Vol. 94, No. 6 (May), 1395-1415;

http://www.jstor.org/stable/796133

http://philosophyfaculty.ucsd.edu/faculty/rarneson/courses/thomsontrolley.pdf; Unger,

Peter. 1996. Living High and Letting Die (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996); Zimmer,
Carl. 2004. "Whose life would you save?" Discover Magazine. April 21;

http://discovermagazine.com/2004/apr/whose-life-would-you-save

16 Why be pikers? Let us increase the usual numbers of people thereby saved in these
examples.
17 If they do, they are not libertarians, at least on this one issue. States Rothbard, 1982, p. 152:

"... we are not, in constructing a theory of liberty and property, i.e., a 'political' ethic,

concerned with all personal moral principles. We are not herewith concerned whether it is
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contrary to one of the most basic building blocks of libertarianism, the non-

aggression principle (the NAP), in this case proscribing the murder of an

innocent fat person. What, then, to do, to rescue the perspective from the

charge that it would in effect condemn on billion people to death, in order to

save merely one person? The answer, emanating from this quarter is that we

view it like any other NAP violation: it must be punished."8 So, hopefully, a

"hero" will rise up amongst the populace, kill, no, murder, the fat man by

pushing him onto the path of the oncoming trolley, save the one billion who

otherwise would die, and face the punishment dealt out to all murderers;

presumably, the death penalty. However, there is a safety net available to

libertarian theory when dealing with the trolley problem: who decides

whether or not the full penalty should be imposed upon the murderer? His

heirs. May they even go so far as to entirely forgive the murderer in such cases.

Yes, indeed, they may do so.1 9 Here is the out, or the saving grace for our hero.

The victim himself, if he is philosophically oriented, will have anticipated just

this sort of eventuality. His heirs will very likely take into account the

extenuating circumstances of the trolley challenge. Presumably, although

there can be no guarantee here, the heirs will forgive the heroic murderer,
given the number of lives saved thereby.

moral or immoral for someone to lie, to be a good person, to develop his faculties, or be kind

or mean to his neighbors. We are concerned, in this sort of discussion, solely with such
'political ethical' questions as the proper role of violence, the sphere of rights, or the

definitions of criminality and aggression."

18 For the libertarian view on punishment, see: Block, 1999, 2002-2003, 2003A, 2003B, 2004A,

2004B, 2006, 2009A, 2009B; Block, Barnett and Callahan, 2005; Gregory and Block, 2007;
Kinsella, 1996; Marjanovic, 2013; Morris, 1968; Nozick, 1981, 363-373; Olson, 1979; Rothbard,

1998, 88; Whitehead and Block, 2003. In the view of Rothbard (1998, p. 88, ft. 6): "It should be

evident that our theory of proportional punishment-that people may be punished by losing

their rights to the extent that they have invaded the rights of others-is frankly a retributive

theory of punishment, a 'tooth (or two teeth) for a tooth' theory. Retribution is in bad repute

among philosophers, who generally dismiss the concept quickly as 'primitive' or 'barbaric'

and then race on to a discussion of the two other major theories of punishment: deterrence

and rehabilitation. But simply to dismiss a concept as 'barbaric' can hardly suffice; after all, it

is possible that in this case, the 'barbarians' hit on a concept that was superior to the more

modern creeds."

19 Unless the victim has left a dear message indicating how his murderer, in such cases, should
be treated, to the contrary.
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Conclusion
Here we record the two authors' differing opinions on the question

considered in sub-case IV(a)(ii), viz. whether it would be licit to threaten to

aggress against a third party in order to stop someone from committing a

rightful act.

Block's opinion:

A threatens B that if B eats broccoli, A will murder C. Suppose C is B's son,
and B values this child of his very much, far more than eating broccoli. This is

an illicit threat, since if carried out, it would deprive B of something greatly

important to him, his son's life. If B gives in to this threat, he still loses a right

of his, albeit less valuable: his ability to eat that vegetable. Now posit that A

threatens to kill D in order to stop B from eating broccoli and that D is a

stranger to both of them, particularly to B. Now the issue turns on even so,
whether or not B values D at all. Let us assume B is a decent sort and would

regret A's murder of D sufficiently to leave off ever eating broccoli again.20

Then, again, we should count this as an illegitimate threat since it deprived B

of a value he otherwise would have had; the life of D, a stranger or the right

to eat broccoli. Next case: A threatens to kill E in order to stop B from eating

broccoli, and B does not wish to protect the life of E. Then and only then will

B not be directly forced to change his cuisine. However, even in this case, B

will still be in fear of A. The former will think the latter a madman, capable of

doing just about anything violent. Even if B gives not a fig for E, if B has any

decency at all,21 he will still give up his favorite food, and thus his rights will

be violated. Next case: A threatens B that A will kill F, and B hates F; wishes

the latter dead. Then and only then will B not become a victim of A's. B can

still eat all the broccoli he wants. However, if F hears of this, A's threat to B

will be a violation of F's rights, not B's.

Loo's opinion:

I contend that such a threat is still licit, because it leaves open a second

alternative for B: to eat broccoli and let C be killed. As counter-intuitive as it

may sound, this does not deprive B of any rights, even if C is B's son. In

principle, this is the same as A threatening to litter in a random neighbor's

backyard. B's deep concern for C's welfare should not make any difference in

the legal realm. The fact remains that C is a separate person.

To make the logic even clearer, consider the following example: instead of

threatening to kill C, A threatens to commit suicide if B commits a terrorist

attack. Such a threat obviously does not violate B's rights. But relative to B, A

20 A's threat is a very powerful one.
21 1 continue to consider A an all-powerful, unstoppable criminal
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is in an analogous position as every other person in the world, including C.

So we see that A's threatening to kill C cannot be deemed to violate B's rights

either.

Note that the "harmless" nature (as far as B is concerned) of the alleged

punishment not only renders a threat in this sub-case licit, but it also provides

an extra reason why threats in the previous sub-case (which are employed to

stop non-rightful acts) are licit, besides the reason already discussed before.

Simply speaking, a threat in subcase IV(a)(i) is licit because "both horns are

good," while a threat in subcase IV(a)(ii) is licit because "one horn is good."

A threat is licit as long as "at least one horn is good."
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Introduction

oth, freedom of expression and the right to private life are
fundamental rights. They are equally recognised in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and other international conventions

such as the European Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter "the
Convention") and in many national constitutions. There are some important
questions as to how two rights relate to each other. How should conflicts
between privacy and freedom of speech be resolved? It is necessary to take
into account that the law can not protect both rights at the same time when
these conflicts arise - neither is absolutely protected.

The privacy and freedom of expression are two sides of the same coin, each
an essential prerequisite to the enjoyment of the other. The relationship
between the right to privacy and the right to freedom of expression is a
complex one,' which implies that it can be analysed from multiple
perspectives and at multiple levels. Both rights are inalienable human rights
and are generally mutually supportive and interdependent. They have a
central role along with the values of autonomy, identity and dignity in the
realization of human self-development. Today more than ever, privacy and
free expression are interlinked; an infringement upon one can be both the
cause and consequence of an infringement upon the other. In terms of specific
impacts on freedom of expression, a number of different areas can be
identified, as described below.

In most situations, the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the
Court") will be confronted with a conflict rendering the above solution
impossible. In such cases, a course of action that upholds both human rights
to the extent possible should be preferred over a situation, in which one right
is sacrificed for the sake of the other.2

This research unveils the relationship between privacy and freedom of
expression. Moreover, the article investigates how the Court deals with
privacy and freedom of expression. The article illustrates the tension between
these two fundamental rights by looking at the judgements of the Court. The
article will attempt to show that the Court developed tests to determine which
right should reign supreme in any given situation.

This article is structured in two primary parts. The first and the main part
of this article reviews the public interest as a principle of balancing between
the right to private life and freedom of expression and ECHR approach on
this issue. Under this section one can find specific judgements of the Court

1 Eric Barendt, Freedom of Speech 165 (2nd ed. 2007).
2Eva Brems, Introduction to Conflicts between Fundamental Rights 4-6 (2008).
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related to this issue. The second part of this article is about criticism and
private life of political figures and public officials.

I. The public interest as a principle of balancing
between the right to private life and freedom of

expression and ECHR approach on this issue

The right to privacy is often considered an essential requirement for the
realization of the right to freedom of expression,' insofar as privacy protection
plays an important role in the creation of the content required for adequate
exercising of the rights to freedom of opinion and expression. For instance, it
is well understood that individuals need private spaces protected against
external pressures and interferences in order to develop their own thoughts,
opinions and ideas, which is important not only for self-development, but
also to promote innovation and social development.4

The principle of the indivisibility of human rights requires, however, that
both rights carry equal weight. Therefore, the two human rights conflict with
one another. Neither right can be used as a trump over the other and
alternative means must be employed to resolve the conflict.5

It is well established under international law that where a conflict arises
between two non-absolute rights freedom of expression and privacy,
reference should be had to the overall public interest, or some such analogous
test, to decide which interest should prevail.

While Article 10 of the Convention guarantees the right to freedom of
expression, its second paragraph expressly refers to "the protection of the
reputation or the rights of others" as one of the legitimate grounds for
restricting that right.6

However, balancing of fundamental rights in general is not immune to
criticism. Some argue that accepting the assignment of different burdens to
some human rights, where such burden depend on the circumstances framing
a particular case, shifts character of human rights principles. They also argue
that the process of balancing can possibly restrain the rights. One solution
against such critiques is to stick to the proportionality principle, by limiting
power from interference.7

'Frank La Rue (Special Rapporteur), Rep. on The Promotion and Protection of The Right to
Freedom of Opinion and Expression, UN Doc. A/HRC/23/40 (April 17, 2013).
4Joseph A. Cannataci et al., Privacy, Free Expression and Transparency 77 (2016).
1 Stijn Smet, Freedom of Expression and The Right to Reputation: Human Rights in Conflict, 26
AM.U.INT'L L. REV. 184, 184-185 (2010).
6 European Convention on Human Rights, Art. 10.
7 Bayak pah, Balancing Human Rights? Methodological Problems with Weights, Scales and
Proportions, 29 HuM. RTS. Q. 251, 253-254 (2007).
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First and foremost, in order to make a fair decision, the Court should
identify whether the concerned relationships constitute a private life or not.
According to the Court, private life is a broad concept which is incapable of
exhaustive definition.' The concept is clearly wider than the right to privacy,
however, and it concerns a sphere within which everyone can freely pursue
the development and fulfilment of his personality.9 In 1992, the Court said
that:

.... it would be too restrictive to limit the notion [of private life]

to an "inner circle" in which the individual may live his own
personal life as he chooses and to exclude therefrom entirely the
outside world not encompassed within that circle. Respect for
private life must also comprise to a certain degree the right to
establish and develop relationships with other human beings."o

A. Axel Springer v. Germany
The European Court of Human Rights delivered some crucial judgements

recently concerning the appropriate balance exercise during a conflict
between Article 8 and Article 10 of the Convention, the right to freedom of
expression and the right to respect for private life. In these cases, the Court
has set out in some detail the key balancing criteria to be taken into account
when a conflict arises between freedom of expression and privacy.

One of the most significant cases is Axel Springer v. Germany. In this case,
the applicant was the publisher of the German tabloid newspaper Bild. The
newspaper published a front page article detailing the arrest of a well-known
television actor for possession of cocaine at a festival. The article noted that
the actor had a previous conviction for importing a small amount of cocaine,
and quoted the public prosecutor confirming the circumstances of the arrest.

The Grand Chamber firstly set out its well-established Article 10
jurisprudence, and also took the opportunity to reiterate that the right to
protection of reputation was a right protected by Article 8. The Court
confirmed that in order to engage Article 8, an attack on a person's reputation
must attain a certain level of seriousness and causing prejudice to this right
(citing A. v. Norway, para. 64). Moreover, it stated that Article 8 cannot be
relied upon to complain of a loss of reputation which is the foreseeable
consequences of a person's actions such as the commission of a criminal
offence (citing Sidabras and Diiautas v. Lithuania, para. 49).11

8 Costello-Roberts v. the United Kingdom, App. No. 13134/87, Eur. Ct. H.R., § 36 (1993),
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57804.
9 Ursula Kilkelly, The Right to Respect for Private and Family Life: A Guide to The
Implementation of Article 8 of The European Convention on Human Rights, 11 (2001).
10 Niemietz v. Germany, App. No. 13710/88, Eur. Ct. H.R., § 29 (1992),
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57887.
11 Von Hannover v. Germany (No.2), 2012-I Eur. Ct. H.R. § 83.
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The Grand Chamber stated as a matter of principle that Article 10 and
Article 8 deserved "equal respect", and consequently the Court may be
required to verify whether the domestic authorities struck a "fair balance"
when these two values come into conflict. In this regard, the Grand Chamber
enunciated its standard of review: where the domestic courts have engaged
in the appropriate balancing exercise consistent with Article 10 principles, the
Court will require "strong reasons" to substitute its views for those of the
domestic courts (citing MGN Limited v. the United Kingdom and Palomo
Sanchez v. Spain).

The Court then proceeded to set out the six criteria for such a balancing
exercise, and applied it the German courts' analysis:

(a) Contribution to a debate of general interest: the Court considered that
the articles concerned an arrest and conviction, which were "public judicial
facts", which presented a degree of general interest. However, the degree of
public interest may vary according to how well-known a person is.

(b) How well-known is the person and subject matter: the Court stated as
a matter of principle that it was primarily for domestic courts to assess how
well-known a person is. However, the Court noted the different conclusions
reached in the German courts, and held the actor was sufficiently well-known
to qualify as a "public figure", which reinforced the public interest in being
informed of his arrest and conviction.

(c) Prior conduct of the person: the Court held that the actor had "actively
sought the limelight", and coupled with his public figure status, meaning his
"legitimate expectation" that his private life would be effectively protected
was reduced.

(d) Method of obtaining information and its veracity: it was held that the
articles had a sufficient factual basis, the truth of which was not in dispute,
and the information had not been published in bad faith.

(e) Content form and consequences of publication: the manner in which a
person is represented in an article or photograph is a factor to be taken into
consideration. The Court held that the first article "merely related" to the
actor's arrest, with the second article only reporting on the sentences imposed
at the end of a public hearing. For the Court, the article did not therefore
reveal details about the actor's "private life".

(f) Severity of sanction: a final consideration was the severity of the
sanctions, namely injunctions and fines totalling 11,000 euro, which the Court
considered lenient, but capable of having a chilling effect.12

In light of these considerations, the Court concluded that the interference
with freedom of expression had not been necessary in a democratic society,
as there was no reasonable relationship of proportionality between the
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restrictions and the legitimate aim pursued." The applicant was awarded
50,000 euro in damages and costs.

B. Von Hannover v. Germany
The first case (Von Hannover v. Germany, 2004) involved a number of photos

of Princess Caroline of Monaco, including of her riding on a horse, on a skiing
holiday and tripping over something on a private beach. The photos were
published in various magazines in Germany. The German courts, for the most
part, upheld the publication of the pictures (with the exception of certain
pictures taken in places where the princess had a reasonable expectation of
privacy and some pictures involving her children). The Court, on the other
hand, found that publication of the pictures represented a breach of the
applicant's right to privacy. The Court once again highlighted the importance
of freedom of expression, stating that "In the cases in which the Court has had
to balance the protection of private life against the freedom of expression it
has always stressed the contribution made by photos or articles in the press
to a debate of general interest".14 The Court recognised that photos are a
protected form of freedom of expression.

In distinguishing between public interest debate and protected private life
in the Hannover case, the Court stipulated that:

The Court considers that a fundamental distinction needs to be
made between reporting facts - even controversial ones - capable

of contributing to a debate in a democratic society relating to
politicians in the exercise of their functions, for example, and
reporting details of the private life of an individual who,
moreover, as in this case, does not exercise official functions.197
The domestic courts had held that Princess Caroline was a figure
of contemporary society "par excellence" and therefore had no
right to privacy unless she was in a secluded place out of the public
eye. The European Court held that this standard might be
appropriate for politicians exercising official functions, but was
not applicable in the present case. As the Court noted in relation to
the applicant, "the interest of the general public and the press is
based solely on her membership of a reigning family whereas she
herself does not exercise any official functions.1 5

The situation was largely the same in the second case (Von Hannover v.
Germany, No. 2, 2012) with the exception that the photos in question focused
mostly on the issue of the illness of the reigning Prince of Monaco, Prince
Rainier, and the way his family were looking after him during his illness. The

13 Id., § 110.
14 Von Hannover v. Germany, 2004-VI Eur. Ct. H.R. § 60.
15 Id., § 72.
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Court reiterated many of its basic principles concerning privacy, including its
primary purpose:

The concept of private life extends to aspects relating to personal
identity, such as a person's name, photo, or physical and moral
integrity; the guarantee afforded by Article 8 of the Convention is
primarily intended to ensure the development, without outside
interference, of the personality of each individual in his relations
with other human beings. There is thus a zone of interaction of a
person with others, even in a public context, which may fall within
the scope of private life. Publication of a photo may thus intrude
upon a person's private life even where that person is a public
figure."6

The Court also addressed the question of a possible hierarchy between the
rights to freedom of expression and privacy, the different ways in which cases
might come before the Court and how that might affect the margin of
appreciation and the relative protection for each of these rights, stating "In
cases such as the present one, which require the right to respect for private
life to be balanced against the right to freedom of expression, the Court
considers that the outcome of the application should not, in theory, vary
according to whether it has been lodged with the Court under Article 8 of the
Convention, by the person who was the subject of the article, or under Article
10 by the publisher. Indeed, as a matter of principle these rights deserve equal
respect. Accordingly, the margin of appreciation should in theory be the same
in both cases".1 7

In cases of Von Hannover v. Germany (No. 1, 2004) and Von Hannover v.
Germany (No. 2, 2012) the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human
Rights has used the above mentioned key balancing criteria to settle a conflict,
which arise between freedom of expression and privacy.

C. Rubio Dosamantes v. Spain
In case of Rubio Dosamantes v. Spain, the European Court of Human Rights

determined that Spain had violated the right to respect for private life of
applicant. The case concerned a complaint by the pop singer Paulina Rubio
that her honour and reputation had been harmed by remarks made on
television about her private life." Ms. Rubio had challenged several TV
programmes broadcast in the spring of 2005 that had reported on various
aspects of her private life such as her sexual orientation, the relationship with

16 Von Hannover v. Germany (No. 2).
17 Id., § 106.
18 Rubio Dosamantes v. Spain, Eur. Ct. H.R. (2017), http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-
171528
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her boyfriend and his drug abuse. The Spanish courts had considered that the
programmes had not impugned her honour and reputation.

Referring to its own case law, and notably the criteria set in its second Von
Hannover decision of 2012, the ECHR observed that the comments had been
frivolous, unverified and had exclusively concerned Ms. Rubio's private life.
Furthermore, they had not contributed to a debate of public interest that
would have justified their disclosure.

The Court also underscored the media's duty of care when reporting on
aspects pertaining to a person's private life. It made clear that the "spreading
of unverified rumours or the limitless broadcasting of random comments on
any possible aspect of a person's daily life could not be seen as harmless". The
media is required to balance the competing rights of Article 8 ECHR, a
person's right to respect for their private life and Article 10 ECHR, the media's
right to freedom of expression including the public's right to information,
when determining whether or not to publish or air information. The ECHR
concluded that the Spanish courts had violated their positive obligation in
this respect.

The Court emphasized that even if information is already in the public
domain without the person concerned having objected to its dissemination,
this does not imply that the information is no longer private and individuals
can no longer rely on their rights under Article 8. Even if Ms. Rubio was a
subject of enhanced media attention, this did not give free the right
broadcasters to publish "unchecked and unlimited comments" about her
private life.

This case underpins the importance of the right to private life in today's
society where information is susceptible to spreading instantly and globally,
thus having a lasting damaging effect on a person's reputation and honour.
The right to freedom of expression is so essential for the functioning of
modern democracies is, nonetheless, limited where the private life of
celebrities is concerned.

The public interest should be taken into account when applying the privacy
exception to the right to access information held by public bodies (right to
information). Thus, in a Joint Declaration adopted in 2004,315 the UN Special
Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE Representative
on Freedom of the Media and the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of
Expression in 2004 stated: The right of access should be subject to a narrow,
carefully tailored system of exceptions to protect overriding public and
private interests, including privacy. Exceptions should apply only where
there is a risk of substantial harm to the protected interest and where that
harm is greater than the overall public interest in having access to the
information.1 9

19 Toby Mendel et al., Global Survey on Internet Privacy and Freedom of Expression 99 (2012).
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II. Criticism and private life of political figures and
public officials

Another major and controversial issue of concern is criticism and private
life of political figures and public officials by journalists and an ordinary
people.This raises several difficult and overlapping set of questions. First of
all, are people entitled to know the moral record of politicians? Secondly, can
it be argued that even politicians are entitled to some privacy?

To explore these questions, let's lay out an approach of the European Court
of Human Rights on this issue. Ever since Lingens v. Austria case, the Court
has distinguished between several categories of plaintiffs in defamation
proceedings and established the limits of acceptable criticism against them.

In its first case on defamation, the European Court of Human Rights stated:
The limits of acceptable criticism are ... wider as regards a

politician as such than as regards a private individual. Unlike the
latter, the former inevitably and knowingly lays himself open to
close scrutiny of his every word and deed by both journalists and
the public at large, and must consequently display a greater degree
of tolerance.20

The Court has held that governments must tolerate even more criticism
than politicians. In case of Castells v. Spain the Court stressed that:

The limits of permissible criticism are wider with regard to the
Government than in relation to a private citizen, or even a
politician. In a democratic system the actions or omissions of the
Government must be subject to the close scrutiny not only of the
legislative and judicial authorities but also of the press and public
opinion.21

Moreover, Article 1 of "Declaration on freedom of political debate in the
media" (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 12 February 2004 at the
872nd meeting of the Ministers' Deputies) stipulates that freedom of
expression and information through the media Pluralist democracy and
freedom of political debate require that the public is informed about matters
of public concern, which includes the right of the media to disseminate
negative information and critical opinions concerning political figures and
public officials, as well as the right of the public to receive them.22

20 Lingens v. Austria, App. No. 9815/82, Eur. Ct. H.R., § 42 (1986),
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57523.
21Castells v. Spain, App. No. 11798/85, Eur. Ct. H.R., § 46 (1992),
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57772.
22 Declaration on Freedom of Political Debate in The Media, Article 1.
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The Court has made it clear that enhanced protection also applies to
governmental officials. In the case of Thoma v. Luxembourg, 2001, the Court
stated that debate about officials, acting in their official capacity, is also
covered by the heightened protection standard:

Civil servants acting in an official capacity, like politicians are
subjected to wider limits of acceptable criticism than private
individuals.23

The Court has made it clear that this heightened degree of protection does
not just apply to political debate, but extends to all matters of public interest,
stating that there is "no warrant" for distinguishing between the two.24

In Cihan Oztiirk v. Turkey, 2009, the applicant had published critical remarks
about the protection of a historic building. He had worked as a manager,
unveiling secrete and wasteful spending of public money in what was
ultimately an unsuccessful restoration project. It resulted in the partial
collapse of the building. The Court came out in favour of very strong
protection for statements, which expose official wrongdoing or corruption:

In this context, the Court observes that, while paragraph 2 of
Article 10 of the Convention recognises that freedom of speech
may be restricted in order to protect the reputation of others,
defamation laws or proceedings cannot be justified if their purpose
or effect is to prevent legitimate criticism of public officials or the
exposure of official wrongdoing or corruption.25

Noting the importance of public debate on democratic issues in the public
interest, the Court further said that freedom of the media provides the
community with one of the best tools for discover and formulate opinions
about political leaders' ideas and approaches. In general, the freedom of
political debates lies at the heart of the concept of a democratic society.

In case of Obershlick's v. Austria (N2), the journalist called Mr. Hayderi
(head of the Austrian Freedom Party) "Idiot'. Mr. Oberschlick's passage,
entitled "P.S.: 'Trottel' statt 'Nazi' ("P.S.: 'Idiot' instead of 'Nazi'), read as
follows: "I will say of Jorg Haider, firstly, that he is not a Nazi and, secondly,
that he is, however, an idiot". 26 He used this phrase after the phrase "Mr.
Hayder called the German soldiers fighting for peace and freedom in World
War II". The court stressed that:

The most important of these is Mr. Haider's speech, which Mr.
Oberschlick was reporting on in his article. In claiming, firstly, that

23 Thoma v. Luxembourg, 2001-111 Eur. Ct. H.R. § 47.
24 Thorgeir Thorgeirson v. Iceland, App. No. 13778/88, Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A), § 64 (1992),
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57795.
25 Cihan Oztirk v. Turkey, Eur. Ct. H.R., § 32 (2009), http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=003-

2756454-3021135.
26 Oberschlick v. Austria (No. 2), App. No. 20834/92, Eur. Ct. H.R., § 9 (1997), See:
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57716.
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all the soldiers who had served in the Second World War,
whatever side they had been on, had fought for peace and freedom
and had contributed to founding and building today's democratic
society. Secondly, it suggested, that only those who had risked
their lives in that war were entitled to enjoy freedom of opinion,
Mr. Haider clearly intended to be provocative and consequently to
cause a strong reaction.2 7

Finally, the Court found that the word "Idiot" can be considered as a
disproportionate expression to caused Mr. Hayder's anger.

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the people have a right to know
about those in power to make decisions. There are some reasons for this
finding. First and foremost, their salaries are paid by the people through taxes.
Moreover, the decisions of public political figures affect many aspects of
people's lives. In exchange the people have the right to make informed
judgements about the kind of leaders they have. Any attempt to restrict what
may be reported about public figures in the press could easily become a
conspiracy to keep voters in the dark and to manipulate them. For example,
many would think that, a politician who had an extra marital affair was
equally capable of breaking his promises and lying to his country. Or if a
tabloid paper reveals that a politician took drugs at university and justifies
publication of that story with the argument that voters are entitled to know
the moral record of someone who is standing for election as a member of
parliament.

The ECHR has identified that politicians must display wider tolerance to
media criticism:

Freedom of the press affords the public one of the best means of
discovering and forming an opinion of the ideas and attitudes of
political leaders. More generally, freedom of political debate is at
the very core of the concept of a democratic society which prevails
throughout the Convention. The limits of acceptable criticism are
accordingly wider as regards a politician as such than as regards a
private individual. Unlike the latter, the former inevitably and
knowingly lays himself open to close scrutiny of his every word
and deed by both journalists and the public at large, and he must
consequently display a greater degree of tolerance.28

Besides the above-stated, a free media is essential to the functioning of a
free-market economy, exposing corruption and dishonesty on the part of
public officials and businesses in the democratic society. If investigative
journalists are prevented from scrutinising the private lives of public figures,

27 Id.,§ 31.
28 Monica Macovei, A Guide to the Implementation of Article 10 of The European Convention
on Human Rights, 50 (2nd ed. 2004).
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then corruption and crime will be much easier to hide. For example, how does
a senior civil servant afford a Ferrari, a yacht and a villa in Monaco on his
government salary?

The similar provisions found their reflection in the "Declaration on
freedom of political debate in the media". Article 4 of the mentioned
Declaration lays down that public scrutiny over public officials. Public
officials must accept that they will be subject to public scrutiny and criticism,
particularly through the media, over the way in which they have carried out
or carry out their functions, insofar as this is necessary for ensuring
transparency and the responsible exercise of their functions.29

Apart from that, Article 7 of the same Declaration prescribes that, the
private life and family life of political figures and public officials should be
protected against media reporting under Article 8 of the Convention.
Nevertheless, information about their private life may be disseminated where
it is of direct public concern to the way in which they have carried out or carry
out their functions, while taking into account the need to avoid unnecessary
harm to third parties. Where political figures and public officials draw public
attention to parts of their private life, the media have the right to subject those
parts to scrutiny."o

Taking into account the above-stated, it is necessary to note that in terms
of public interest the private lives of public figures should be partly open to
press scrutiny.

At this point, it should be particularly mentioned that, journalists serve as
watchdogs over governments and the private sector and draw the public's
attention to important issues. Governments and private actors in many places
try to silence journalists and create threatening environments for them.
Watchdog reporting covers an array of malfeasance: from sex and personal
scandals to financial wrongdoing, political corruption, enrichment in public
office, and other types of wrongdoing.

The role of "public watchdog" is something that the ECHR has stressed on
many occasions:

Not only does the press have the task of imparting such
information and ideas: the public also has a right to receive them.
Were it otherwise, the press would be unable to play its vital role
of "public watchdog."1

And:
Freedom of the press affords the public one of the best means of

discovering and forming an opinion of the ideas and attitudes of
their political leaders. In particular, it gives politicians the

29 Declaration on Freedom of Political Debate in The Media, Article 4.
30 Id., Article 7.

1 Thorgeir Thorgeirson v. Iceland, App. No. 13778/88, Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A), § 63 (1992).
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opportunity to reflect and comment on the preoccupations of
public opinion; it thus enables everyone to participate in the free
political debate which is at the very core of the concept of a
democratic society.32

The crazy statements are particularly vulnerable when it comes to
responding to provocation. In the case of Lopez Gomes da Silva v. Portugal,
journalist criticized Mr. Resender's political relationship with a candidate for
membership in the municipality and called it "ridiculous", "clown" and
"rude". This criticism was directed after Mr. Resender's statement. In those
statements, he made abusive statements about a number of political figures,
including insulting their physical characteristics. The court considered the
conviction of a journalist as a violation of Article 10.

The freedom to criticise the government was explicitly upheld by the Court
in 1986: it is incumbent on the press to impart information and ideas on
political issues just as on those in other areas of public interest. Not only does
the press have the task of imparting such information and ideas: the public
also has a right to receive them.

The Court's view that the scope of criticisms by public institutions, public
and political actors is derived from the important role that freedom of
expression plays in managing and developing a democratic society.

Conclusion
As was argued in this essay, the principle of "public interest" is the best

approach to solve the contradictions between the right to private life and
freedom of expression. In order to make a fair decision, courts should test the
phrase "public interest". It is difficult to make a fair decision without putting
the question to test.

In matters of public interest, the media should have a higher degree of
protection than other persons exercising freedom of expression.

Summarising the case-law of the European Court of Human Rights reveals
that the permissible limits for media criticising public bodies, political and
official persons are wider than those of ordinary people. The degree of
tolerance of criticism should be broader if the person has the ability to
influence the social and political processes. The debate on political issues and
other issues that are of interest to the public should tolerate harsh, whipping,
and sometimes harsh words about politicians, government, and officials.
Statements about politicians can be restricted only when this is absolutely
necessary. The interest of protecting the authority of political and official
persons should be balanced with public interest in the open discussion of
political and public issues. The protection of the authority of the public

32 Castells v. Spain, App. No. 11798/85, Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A), § 43 (1992),
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57772.
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authority may only be consistent with the legitimate aims set out in Article 10
of the Convention, to protect the reputation of justice. The journalist may use
certain episodes or even provocation to draw more attention to a publicly-
debated subject. As media is playing an indispensable role in a democratic
society, it should enjoy wider range of liberties. The permissible limits of
political criticism are broader than those of public and other public
organizations.
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UMBRELLA CLAUSES WITHIN ENERGY CHARTER

TREATY
Abstract
Since the late 1950s, international investment law has experienced a new term so-called
'umbrella clauses' aimed for the protection of the observance of obligations agreed between
foreign investors and host states. However, since the beginning of the new milennium, the
umbrella clauses have faced a bunch of criticism, being condemned on eradicating the
difference between contracts and public international law. Wordings in international energy
investment agreements, including Energy Charter Treaty have caused the question that
whether these clauses cover all obligations or specific commitments to investors. In this
article, the notion of umbrella clauses has been discussed and Article 10(1) of the Energy
Charter Treaty has been explained by references to the case law of international arbitration
courts.

Annotasiya
Otan asrin 50-ci illarinin sonlarindan etibaran, beynalxalq investisiya hiiququnda xarici
investorlar va ev sahibi dbvlatlar arasinda razilagdzrtlan 5hdaliklarin yerina yetirilmasina

taminat maqsadi gildan va 'gatir milddaalari' adlanan yeni bir termin ortaya glxmigdlr. Buna

baxmayaraq yeni minilliyin baglangicndan bari, gatir milddaalari miiqavila hiiququ va

beynalxalq ilmumi hiiquq arasindakifarqi ortadan qaldirmasi kimi bir stra tanqidladrla iz-
iza galmigdir. Beynalxalq enerji investisiya saziplarinda, o ciimladan Enerji Xartiyasi

Saziginda istifada olunan sbzlar bu milddaalarn bitiln 5hdaliklari, yoxsa investorlar
qarisnda qabul edilan spesifik bhdaliklari ahata etmasi sualmi dogurur. Bu maqalada gatir

milddaalari anlayizi mitzakira edilmig, Enerji Xartiyasi Saziginin 10-cu maddasinin 1-ci
bandi beynalxalq arbitraflarin presedent hiiququna istinad olunmaqla izah edilmigdir.
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IntroductionThroughout the years, an increasing flow of investments from

developed countries to developing ones has necessitated the
conclusion of investment agreements between investors and

invested states. When investors and host states reach a common point to
finalize negotiations, they both usually sign investment contracts which are
somewhere between treaties and private contracts.' In order to recover their
market loss and avoid possible political risks, investors always look for
contractual clauses which will at least relieve their damage. 'Umbrella
clauses'2 are one of these contractual clauses which are actively used by
investors as a remedy for contractual breaches. They are quite prominent in
the field of international investment law, as today two-fifths of more than 2700
BITs contain umbrella clauses.4 'Umbrella clauses' has also an utmost
importance in international investment law that Article 10(1) of the Energy
Charter Treaty (ECT) comprises such a clause. In other words, foreign
investors of state parties to the ECT can also bring their dispute before the
treaty mechanisms and raise the question of state responsibility for
contractual breaches.

This article is going to discuss the history and rationale of these clauses, in
general, through the First Part. The Second Part will mainly focus on the ECT
and the 'umbrella clause' contained therein. Although this article aims to
discuss 'umbrella clauses' in relation to the ECT, it is not limited to the scope
of the ECT, rather it overflows, from time to time, through the case law of the
International Centre for Settlement of International Disputes (ICSID) and
other dispute settlement institutions. However, the article will not touch
ratione personae of the application of 'umbrella clauses' and will limit the scope
with ratione materiae. All findings will be patched up in the Conclusion and
final remarks will be introduced together with the author's views.

1 E. Meurling & B. Volders, Umbrella Clauses in International Investment Litigation, 2 Eur.
Procurement & Pub. Private Partnership L. R 80, 80 (2007).
2The clause is also referred as under the principle of 'pacta sunt servanda' or the rule of 'sanctity

of contract' rule by some arbitration tribunals. See, e.g., SGS Socidtd Gindral de Surveillance S. A.
v. The Islamic Republic of Pakistan, , ICSID Case No. ARB/01/13, Decision of the Tribunal on
Objections to Jurisdiction, 1163 (6 August 2003), see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/1009,
(last visited: 26 October, 2017)
3Bilateral Investment Treaties.
4 K. Yanacca-Small, Arbitration under International Investment Agreements: A Guide to the
Key Issues, 483 (2010).
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I. Origins and Rationale of Umbrella Clauses

A. Umbrella Clauses and Other Contractual Mechanisms
In any kind of investment relationships, an initial disequilibrium exists

between a host state and an investor, mainly due to the unbalance between
their bargaining powers. This stage is the outset of all transactions in an
energy investment environment and the emergence of investment offers and
acceptance, hence, especially foreign investors are dominant role players in
energy investment negotiations with states. Grasping a strong bargaining
power in their hands, foreign investors are mostly inclined to insert contract
clauses that will provide a comprehensive protection5 in favour of their
investments. 'Umbrella clauses' stand out in this regard, as with their basic
explanation, they enable foreign investors to elevate contractual claims up to
the international level,6 by a simple inclusion of the clause into BITs by their
home state. Hence, the 'umbrella clauses' are different in character from other
stabilization clauses because unlike other contractual clauses, the 'umbrella
clause' is a product of negotiations between at least two states. Foreign
investors do not include these clauses themselves, but these clauses enable
them to sue host states relying on an article they did not even draft.

B. History and Origins of Umbrella Clauses
Historically speaking, the tendency of the inclusion of 'umbrella clauses' in

International Investment Agreements (IIAs) originates from the tension
between developed and developing countries.7 The 'umbrella clauses' have
started to appear in IIAs since the late 1950s as a part of the international
investment movement, a kind of a reaction to the trend of liberal
internationalism after the WWII and establishment of dispute settlement
centres like the ICSID and Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
(MIGA). 8 In 1959, the BIT concluded between Germany and Pakistan already
contained the 'umbrella clause'.9

5 The comprehensiveness of the protection provided by the 'umbrella clauses' is reflected on
the term itself, as BITs covers contractual obligations with its protective umbrella. C. Schreuer,
Travelling BIT Route: Of Waiting Periods, Umbrella Clauses and Forks in the Road, 5 J. World
Investment & Trade_232, 250 (2004).
6 D.M. Zenginkuzucu, Semsiye Klozlarn ICSID Hakem Mahkemesinin Yargi Yetkisine Etkisi, 1
Uluslararasi Ticaret ve Tahkim Hukuku Dergisi 166, 173 (2013).
7 J. Wong, Umbrella Clauses in Bilateral Investment Treaties: Of Breaches of Contract, Treaty
Violations, and Divide Between Developing and Developed Countries in Foreign Investment Disputes,
14 Geo. Mason L. Rev. 137, 140 (2006).
8 T.W. Walde, The Umbrella Clause in Investment Arbitration: A Comment on Original Intentions

and Recent Cases, 6 J. World Investment & Trade 184, 192 (2005).
9 R. Dolzer & C. Schreuer, Principles of International Investment Law 167 (2012). E.
Lauterpacht's legal advice to Anglo-Iranian Oil Company about the internationalization of
contract obligations and further developments, such as Abs-Doelle Draft of 1958 and Article
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The question why foreign investors need to include 'umbrella clauses' still
in the presence of 'pacta sunt servanda' principle may be of interest to this
article. Waldeo found the answer in the notorious unwillingness of foreign
investors' home states to invoke 'pacta sunt servanda' principle for minor
commercial disputes of their investors with host states, bearing in mind that
the principle only covered interstate agreements." When the properties of
foreign investors in the host state were subject to a nationalization or
expropriation, they became vulnerable, since they could not invoke
international responsibility of host states, except the cases in which the due
process of law of host states turned to be allegedly flawy. That hindrance was,
to some extent, related to the concept of 'Calvo Doctrine'.12 This doctrine
referred foreign investor-state agreements completely and exclusively to
domestic law or in other words, the jurisdiction of host states.13 In contrast,
when 'umbrella clause' was developed as a new edition of 'pacta sunt
servanda',14 it was aimed to enable not only contracting parties but also the

foreign investors to enforce IIAs for their investment disputes.15

From the author's perspective of, irrespective of the fact that 'pacta sunt
servanda' has not lost its international law character at all, they should not be
considered tantamount to the 'umbrella clauses', because the latter is more
specific for international investment law. But of course, the gist of our research
lies in the historical evolution of the 'pacta sunt servanda', thereby its influence
in this regard must be borne in mind.

2 of Abs-Shawcross Convention of 1959 were noteworthy milestones of the historical
background of these clauses.
10 Walde, supra note 7, 192-3.
11 For a thorough compilation and evaluation of doctrinal views on the applicability of the
principle of 'pacta sunt servanda' on energy investment contracts concluded between foreign
investors and host states, see also, Mustafa Erkan, International Energy Investment Law:
Stability Through Contractual Clauses, 160-6 (2011).
12 Being classified as a body of international rule about jurisdictional matters on aliens in a
foreign country and the restrictive scope of protection provided by their home state, this
doctrine was advanced by Argentine diplomat Carlos Calvo in 1868 and restated by
Argentine foreign minister Luis Maria Drago in 1902. For a more detailed explanation of
'Calvo Doctrine', see, Calvo Doctrine, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Calvo-Doctrine_ (last
visited: 29 October, 2017). In addition, one reflection of the philosophy behind the 'Calve
doctrine' can be found in Article 27 of the ICSID Convention which prohibits the right of
Contracting States on diplomatic protection.
13 Wllde, supra note 7, 201.
14 B.S. Kogeroglu, Enerji Yatirim Sozlegmeleri ve Bunlarin Uluslararasi Yatirim Anlaymalari

ile Korunmasi 303 (2012).
15 However, current practice reveals that states are reluctant to invoke this clause in favour of
their investors' investment disputes, as the cases brought in front of miscellaneous dispute
resolution centres are disputed, as a principle, by foreign investors.
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C. The Link between Contractual and International

Obligations
The logic behind the 'umbrella clause' explains that any investor who

alleges the breach of the investment contract is able to invoke the concluded
IIA and head to the international forum.16 However, this situation is quite
exceptional that in general, breaches of private contractual obligations end up
with the hearing of cases before domestic courts or arbitration tribunals so
agreed in investment contracts," not at international arbitration facilities
prescribed in IIAs. The main difference between contractual and treaty claims
lies in the source of the right entitled."1 It means that contractual claims only
stems from private contracts, whereas treaty claims are always based on
international treaties. Nevertheless, 'umbrella clauses' somehow fills the gap
between contractual and international obligations. But is a single clause
containing an observation of contractual obligations sufficient for holding
contracting states of BITs or Multilateral Investment Treaties (MITs)
responsible for the breach of the treaty? At this point, two clashing decisions
issued independently by two arbitration tribunals respond to our question
with "yes" and "no" in SGS v. The Philippinesl9 and SGS v. Pakistan cases
respectively that will be spoken of within the next part.

Switching the gears to the perspective of public international law, one can
easily encounter with a strong critical opinion stating that state responsibility,
as a part of treaties, is only a matter of public international law and it can only
be invoked by contracting state parties to the agreements.20 Hence, it should
not be blended with results of contractual violations.21 This argument was

16 This case is still relevant even if the original contract with the host state has no provision
for the settlement of disputes. See, Jos6 E. Alvarez, The Public International Law Regime
Governing International Investment, 33 (2011). For a view explaining a notion of 'umbrella
clauses" as an elevator of private contractual daims up to bilateral investment treaty
breaches, and at the same time, entitling the parties to recourse to the dispute resolution
mechanisms enumerated in bilateral investment treaties, see also, Dikran M. Zenginkuzucu,
Uluslararasi Ticaret ve Yatirim Uyugmazhklarmda Dostane Coziim: Kurumlar, Kurallar,
Stireler 9-10 (2013).
17 Meurling & Volders, supra note 1, 81.
18 Pedro Martini, Umbrella Clauses in Investment Treaties, 27 The International Litigation
Quarterly 19, 19 (2011).
19 SGS Socidtd Gindral de Surveillance S.A. v. The Philippines, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/6,
Decision of the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction (29 January, 2004), see at:
https://www.italaw.com/cases/documents/1019 (last visited 29 October, 2017).
20 The Tribunal in the case of SGS v. The Philippines also touched this general principle, but
eventually ignored it stating that this principle cannot be taken as an absolute principle, and
it can only be referred as a method of interpretation. J. Bandrds de Lucas, Umbrella Clause:

Uncertain Contract Protection under IIAs, 10 Revista de Globalizaci6n, Competitividad &
Gobernabilidad 100, 107 (2016).
21 Jaemin Lee, Putting a Square Peg into a Round Hole? Assessment of the 'Umbrella Clause'from
the Perspective of Public International Law, 14 Chinese J. Int'l L. 341, 345-6 (2015).
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further reinforced by the objectives of IIAs, most preambles of which aim to
"[sitrike a balance2 2 between the interest of a foreign investor and the government of
a host state."23 (emphasis added) However, this view, from the point of the
author, can be contested by referring to the objective of international
investment law, which is to protect foreign investors. That's why, in short, it
always matters: whom do the parties intend to protect most?

In this respect, both extensive and restrictive interpretations of this clause
will be analyzed together with their advantages and disadvantages but firstly,
we find it appropriate to put a spotlight on Article 10(1) of Energy Charter
Treaty.

II. Legal Nature of Umbrella Clauses and Energy

Charter Treaty

A. An Overview of Energy Charter Treaty
In early 1990s, a bipartite need from Russia and its neighbouring countries,

to be invested on the one side, and from Western block countries to export a
capital and decrease the investment dependence on certain countries on the
other side, were two sparking elements of the development of a uniform
regional treaty for energy cooperation and investments.24 With a global aim
of building an integrated energy market by bridging Russian and Eastern
European energy sector with Europe and the world, the ECT25 is considered a
constitution of international energy investment law.26 Despite the ECT was

22Despite the fad that neither the Energy Charter Treaty, nor the ICSID Convention provides
a plain provision for an objedive of protecting the balance between parties, the provisions
maintain that balance between the interests of an investor and the government of a host state
in the ICSID Convention. See, Report of the Executive Diredors of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development on the Convention on the Settlement of Investment
Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States, Chapter III, Article 13, 41, available at
https://icsid.worldbank.org/en/Documents/icsiddocs/ICSID%2OConvention%2OEnglish.pdf,
(last visited: 7 November, 2017); Another reference to the balance and mutuality between
benefits was given in SGS v. Pakistan case, see, supra note 2, para. 168.
23 Lee, supra note 20, 350-351.
24Kaj Hober, The Energy Charter Treaty: An Overview, 8 J. World Investment & Trade 323, 324
(2007).
25 Main objedives of the ECT are listed as development of trade in energy, cooperation in
energy field and energy efficiency, environmental cooperation and dispute resolution. For
more details of the ECT and the full text, see, The Energy Charter Treaty (With Incorporated
Trade Amendment) and Related Documents,
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2014_2019/documents/itre/dv/energy-charterJen
ergy-charter-en.pdf (last visited: 30 October, 2017).
26 The ECT entered into force on April 16, 1998, with 54 contracting parties and 39 countries
with an observer status. Apart from the member countries who hold the observer status as
well, 15 signatories of the EEC (1991) and 24 signatories of International Energy Charter (2015)
are further accounted the observers of the Energy Charter Conference. For more information,
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drafted for the implementation around the European region, the treaty has
gradually evolved into a universal agreement after the accession of other
countries from American and Asian continents.27

Concerning foreign investments, the ECT provides a regime "[tlo establish
level playing field for investments in the energy sector and to minimize non-
commercial risks associated with such investments."28 (emphasis added) This
MIT 29 also furnishes parties to any dispute with a right to resort to arbitration
tribunals for dispute settlement provided that the party shall wait for
minimum three months after the submission of the notice to the other."o
Further, the ECT is one of those fewer agreements which contains an
'umbrella clause.' Although the ECT cannot be called a pure investment treaty
because its scope is much more complex, obviously, the contracting parties
have agreed even on the inclusion the 'umbrella clause.'

B. Evaluation Of Article 10(1) Of Energy Charter Treaty

1. Wording: Is The Content of the Umbrella Clause Necessary?
With regard to the protection, promotion and treatment of investments,

Article 10(1) is of paramount importance. The last sentence of the Article 10(1)
of the ECT reads as follows:

"[E]ach Contracting Party shall observe any obligations it has
entered into with an investor or an investment of an investor of
any other Contracting Party.""(emphasis added)

As will be discussed below, the wording in IIAs is the main point for the
implementation of the clauses in investment contracts. While some IIAs use
the language so that to be applied to any obligations, other investment treaties
seem to keep the circumference of the umbrella quite specific. In this regard,
although the wording of the ECT prima facie covers all obligations of
contracting parties, the determinative expression of "entered into" restricts its

see also, Constituency of the Energy Charter Conference, http://www.energycharter.org/who-
we-are/members-observers/ (last visited: 30 October, 2017).
27 @. I. Sadiqov, Beynalxalq Enerji Hiiququ 158 (2013).
28 Hober, supra note 23, 325.
29 To some extent, this treaty is not accounted as a "pure" investment treaty in the legal
doctrine, because it also includes other issues, such as trade in goods and further economic
and environmental activities. See also, Richard Happ, Dispute Settlement under the Energy
Charter Treaty, 45 German Y.B. Int'l L. 331, 335 (2002).
30 To compare, the ECT contains right to resort to diplomatic tools for environmental and
power engineering disputes, instead of arbitration mechanisms, see, Sadiqov, supra note 26,
293.
31 One explanation of this Article was made in the doctrine that no government is entitled to
repeal an investment agreement or force an investor to renegotiate by using its sovereign
powers. A. Konoplyanik & T. Walde, Energy Charter Treaty and Its Role in International Energy,
24 J. Energy & Nat. Resources L.523, 535 (2006).
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subject matter with contractual obligations.3 2 However, it should not be
denied that this provision protects foreign investors against political risks, in
particular, governmental breaches of investment contracts which can either
occur in legislative or administrative interventions." The author does not
notice any problem regarding such unfair measures, because Article 10
provides different standards of treatment for the investors of the contracting
parties, any breach of which will, to a large extent, enable the investors to
invoke the treaty protection.

Here the question arises if the words "any obligations" cover states'
commercial obligations in front of foreign investors as well as governmental
breaches. In Eureko B.V. v. Poland case as described above, the Tribunal dealt
with the case rather pragmatically and emphasized the perceptibility of the
'umbrella clause' contained in the BIT concluded between the Netherlands
and Poland by explaining the plain wording of the provision.3 4 Most of the
wordings of 'umbrella clauses' would be interpreted extensively if the
interpretation was limited to the ordinary meaning of texts. But sometimes
wording of 'umbrella clauses' per se can support restrictive interpretation as it
did in the case of Salini v. Jordan.15 Although, the author supports to broaden
the horizon of interpretation instruments and go beyond the simple wording.

In addition to this question, the types of breach to be elevated to the
international responsibility of states and the scope of Article 10(1) of the ECT
in this respect will be analyzed in next sub-paragraphs.

2. Ratione Materiae: Governmental Breaches or Commercial Disputes?
At the first sight, it seems quite unreasonable to hold contracting parties of

the ECT responsible for each commercial breach of investment disputes
occurred in their territories. However, this debate is going even further and
reaching the threshold of holding state parties responsible also for unilateral
obligations and commitments under the protective umbrella of the IIAs. This

32 The Energy Charter Treaty: A Reader's Guide, 26, available at
https://is.muni.cz/el/1422/jaro2Ol6/MVV2368K/um/ECT GuideENG.pdf (last visited: 6
November 2017); For the same ground, see also, Plama Consortium Limited v. The Republic of
Bulgaria, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/24, Award, 1187 (27 August 2008), see at:
https://www.italaw.com/cases/857
3 Happ, supra note 28, 345.
34 Eureko B.V. v. The Republic of Poland, ICSID, Decision of Partial Award, 1246 (19 August

2005), see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/412, accessed on October 30, 2017.
31 The expressions "[c]reate and maintain a legal framework apt to guarantee the compliance of
undertakings" (emphasis added) led to the dismissal of the Salini's argument by the Tribunal
who stated that Jordan did not undertake anything with regard to the observation of
undertakings, but only to create a legal framework. See, Salini Construttori S.p.A. v. The
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan,, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/13, Decision on Jurisdiction, 1126 (9
November 2004), see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/954, (last visited: 6 November 2017).
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sub-paragraph will, without being limited to the wording of the Article 10(1)
of the ECT, connote the restrictive and extensive interpretations of this clause.

2.1. Restrictive Approach
This approach is reasoned by referring to the fact that 'umbrella clauses',

being a ground for derogation from one of the main principles of customary
international law, should not be interpreted extensively.6

Two tendencies with regard to the restrictive legal nature of 'umbrella
clauses' must be distinguished. The first tendency explains the 'umbrella
clauses' without touching their function of bringing domestic claims before
the international arbitration that is recognized by IIAs concluded between
home and host states. This narrow approach was followed by doctrinal
views3 7 and a couple of arbitration awards". In SGS v. Pakistan case, in order
to interpret the BIT between Switzerland and Pakistan extensively, the
Tribunal asked the claimant for "[cilear and convincing evidence... that such was
indeed the shared intent of Contracting Parties..."39 (emphasis added), however,
failed to get any of them at the end of the day. In Joy Mining case, the Tribunal
reiterated that the 'umbrella clause' was ill-placed and refused the extensive
implementation as previously it did in SGS v. Pakistan case.4

On the other hand, the second tendency within the narrow approach to the
ratione materiae of 'umbrella clauses' exempts governmental breaches from all
contractual violations and only, in this case, recognizes the attribution of
treaty breaches to contractual violations under the shelter of 'umbrella
clauses'.41 This view was reflected in El Paso case42, in which the Tribunal,
despite commenting on the hot debate about whether 'umbrella clauses'
should be interpreted broadly*, decided that 'umbrella clauses' shall be

36 SGS v. Pakistan, supra note 2, 1167; A. Reinisch, Umbrella Clauses: Seminar on International
Investment Protection, Winter Semester 5. 2006-2007, cited in G. Salatino, Overview of Umbrella
Clauses, 13 Bus. L. Int'l 51, 56 (2012).
3 Tai-Heng Cheng, Power, Authority and International Investment Law, 20 Am. U. Int'l L. Rev.
466, 473 (2005).
38 See, SGS v. Pakistan, supra note 2; For an award repudiating the reference of all contractual
claims to the breach of treaty but leaving a space for the cases in which the dispute arises not
only from a breach of a contract but a breach of treaty rights and obligations, see also, Joy
Mining Machinery Limited v. The Arab Republic of Egypt, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/11, Award on
Jurisdiction, 181 (6 August 2004), see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/590, (last visited: 6
November2017).
39 SGS v. Pakistan, supra note 2, 1167.
40 Jonathan B. Potts, Stabilizing the Role of Umbrella Clauses in Bilateral Investment Treaties: Intent,
Reliance, and Internationalization, 51 Va. J. Int'l L. 1006, 1016 (2011).
41 Kogeroglu, supra note 13, 317.
42 El Paso Energy International Company v. The Argentine Republic,, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/15,
Decision on Jurisdiction, 170, 80, 82 (27 April 2006), see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/382,
(last visited: 6 November 2017).
43 Ibid, 170.
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interpreted narrowly. Without getting stuck on the arguments supporting the
wording of 'umbrella clauses' in international investment treaties, the
Tribunal expressed that it should be distinguished in each case whether an
investment contract was breached by a sovereign or merchant state". If a
breach results from acts of sovereign states*, such as indirect expropriations,
foreign investors will be able to invoke IIAs. Such a distinction would prevent
foreign investors' attempt to invoke international treaties for trivial issues
such as delay in payments by state parties.46

To summarize the restrictive approach towards the implementation of
'umbrella clauses', arbitration tribunals are prone to assess the wording of
'umbrella clauses' on the case-to-case basis and use different techniques such
as sovereignty issues, in order to restrict the scope of application of 'umbrella
clauses'.47

2.2. Extensive Approach
Extensive implementations of 'umbrella clauses' take their inception from

SGS v. the Philippines case, in which the Tribunal held that if the intention of
parties was to exclude specific agreements between the host state and the
investor and interpret the protection broadly, it could have been expressed in
the following article.4 The author considers it unnecessary to deepen the
analysis of this case, but instead, in order to display the contradiction in case
law of the ICSID, finds it useful to point out the view of the Tribunal six
months before, in the SGS v. Pakistan case, in which the Tribunal looked for
the intention of parties for a broad interpretation. In contrast, in this case, the
absence of intention did not result in the restrictive implementation of the
'umbrella clause'.

Pursuant to the pioneer case brought against the Philippines, the case law
of the ICSID was improving case by case so that in the case of CMS v. The
Argentine Republic,49 the Tribunal stated the possibility of commercial disputes

4 Ibid, 180.
45 In order to reach a conclusion about whether 'umbrella clauses' should be applied to a
sovereign or merchant state's obligation, the Tribunal interpreted the 'umbrella clause'
mentioned in Argentine-US BIT as "[alll disputes resultingfrom a violation of a commitment given
by the State as a sovereign State, either through an agreement, an authorisation, or the
BIT. "(emphasis added) Ibid, 181; For the similar view, see also, Kogeroglu, supra note 13, 331.
46 El Paso Energy v. The Argentine supra note 41, 181-2; See also, Pan American Energy LLC, and
BP Argentina Exploration Company v. The Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/04/8,
Decision on Preliminary Objections, 1109 (27 July 2006), see at:
https://www.italaw.com/cases/808 (last visited: 6 November 2017).
47 E. Whitsitt & N. Bankes, The Evolution of International Investment Law and Its Application to
the Energy Sector, 51 Alta. L. Rev. 207, 235-6 (2013).
48 SGS v. The Philippines, supra note 18, 1118.
49 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. The Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, Award,
1299 (12 May 2005), see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/288, (last visited: 6 November
2017); For similar views, see also, Bureau Veritas, Inspection, Valuation, Assessment and Control,
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to be elevated with the help of 'umbrella clauses' if there had been a
significant interference by public authorities. Another tribunal in Noble
Ventures v. Romania case,5 o built up its standpoint on a view that the practical
content ('effet utile') of the 'umbrella clause' should not get hurt by a limited
interpretation,51 thereby chose the plain implementation of the clause. Setting
out the principle of 'effet utile', different Tribunals reached similar conclusions
and found a firm nexus between investment contracts and treaties which
reinforced contractual claims in turn.5 2

The legal doctrine and as a result of the reciprocal influence, the arbitration
tribunals today support the extensive approach in the interpretation of
'umbrella clauses', 5 as well as state that if there is a breach of contract, the
parties need not prove the breach of an international investment treaty
additionally.54 Though, such breaches are not, in the case law, accepted as
equivalent to any breach of public international law or relevant IIA, but
should be dealt with to the same effect.55 The developing route of the

understanding of 'umbrella clauses' was combined in the SGS v. Paraguay
case 5 , in which the Tribunal gave a preference to the SGS v. the Philippines case,
in terms of the extensive implementation and interpreted the disputed clause,

BIVAC B.V. v. The Republic of Paraguay, ICSID Case No. ARB/07/9, Decision of the Tribunal on
Objections to Jurisdiction, 1141 (29 May 2009), see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/179, (last
visited: 7 November, 2017); For a recent similar approach, see also, Bosh International, Inc and
B&P Ltd Foreign Investments Enterprise v. Ukraine, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/11, Award, 1252
(25 October 2012) see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/documents/1564, (last visited: 8
November 2017).
50 Noble Ventures, Inc v. Romania, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/11, Award, 151-6 (12 October 2005),
see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/documents/748, (last visited: 7 November, 2017).
51 Kogeroglu, supra note 13, 319-20; For the similar approach, see also, Patrick Dumberry, et al,
International Investment Law: The Sources of Rights and Obligations,' in International
Investment Contracts, ed. Tarcisio Gazzini, et al. 238. (2012).
52 See, Sempra Energy International v. The Republic ofArgentine,, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/16,
Decision on Objections to Jurisdictions, 1101 (11 May 2005), see at:
https://www.italaw.com/cases/1002, (last visited: 7 November 2017); For an original nature
of an extensive implementation of 'umbrella clauses', see also, Eureko v. Poland, supra note 33,
1248-9; To look through the list of other related case law of the ICSID, see also, Kogeroglu,
supra note 13, 321, n. 1211.
53 Katherine Jonckheere, 'Practical Implications from an Expansive Interpretation of Umbrella
Clauses in International Investment Law, 11 S.C. J. Int'l L. & Bus. 143, 151 (2015).
54 Schreuer, supra note 4, 255.
5 SGS v. The Philippines, supra note 18, 1126, 128. The Tribunal in this case, however, also gave
a reference to 1988 the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
Study in order to substantiate its argument, see, J. Honlet & G. Borg, The Decision of the ICSID
Ad Hoc Committee in CMS v. Argentina Regarding the Conditions of Application of an Umbrella
Clause: SGS v. Philippines Revisited, 7 The Law and Practice of International Courts and
Tribunals: A Practitioners' Journal 1, 13 (2008).
56 SGS Socidtd Gindrale de Surveillance S.A. v. The Republic of Paraguay, ICSID Case No.
ARB/07/29, Decision on Jurisdiction, 1176 (12 February 2010), see at:
https://www.italaw.com/cases/1016, (last visited: 7 November, 2017).
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once again as an additional protection the contracting parties agreed upon for
the foreign investor. From our point of view, too much extensive
implementation of 'umbrella clauses' can also harm the heartbeat of this
clause, its 'effet utile.' The more obligation and commitments contracting states
undertake, the more risks accompany their undertakings, especially, the
unilateral ones.

3. Unilateral Commitments: How Big Is the Shelter that the Article
10(1) of the Energy Charter Treaty Ensures?

The question whether 'umbrella clauses' protect or exclude each
commitment of states is hitherto open to a hot debate. Investors' legitimate
expectations become an issue, in this regard. As we have discussed in the
previous paragraphs of this research, the wording of 'umbrella clauses'
sometimes can be too broad, by saying for example, "contracting parties shall
observe all obligations with regard to investments", and sometimes, relatively
broad, "contracting parties shall observe all obligations it may have entered
into with regard to investments." These two wordings differ from each other,
as the shelter the 'umbrella clause' provides in the latter example is not very
large. The latter example stems from the CMS v. Argentina case, in which the
Tribunal concentrated on the consensual obligations by taking into account
the wording "entered into. "5 If the former formulation is accepted, it will
influence the ratione personae of 'umbrella clauses' as well, which is out of the
topic of our research. However, the author cannot help but state that such a
broad interpretation would even enable foreign investors who are actually an
indirect party of investment contracts, and in addition, shareholders of an
injured company, in which they own an interest,5

1 to invoke'umbrella clauses'
of IIAs against contracting parties.59

Opinions of different Tribunals and the case law, in general, seem to be in
a mess. While some cases were concluded without any tolerance for the
unilateral promises, some of them were willing to include. To illustrate, the
tribunals in the SGS v. The Philippines and El Paso v. Argentina excluded
unilateral commitments and regulatory measures because of their general
character.6 0 On the other hand, in the cases of Sempra v. The Argentine Republic,

57Honlet& Borg, supra note 54, 18; For an opposite view extending the wording "entered into"
to investment authorizations and permissions, see also, E. Gaillard and M. McNeill, The
Energy Charter Treaty, in Arbitration under International Investment Agreements: A Guide
to the Key Issues, ed. K. Yannaca-Small 48. (2010).
58 In the legal doctrine, one solution for discarding indirect parties of investment contracts
made with host states is sought in the formulation of 'umbrella clauses' by inserting
"obligations assumed with respect to investors." Shotaro Hamamoto, Parties to the

'Obligations' in Obligations Observance ('Umbrella') Clause, 30 ICSID Review 449, 464 (2015).
59 For the study of ratione personae in this regard, and unilateral commitments, see, Kogeroglu,
supra note 13, 334-7.
60 Jonckheere, supra note 52, 159.
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LG&E Energy Corp. v. The Argentine Republic and Enron Corp. v. The Argentine
Republic, the decisions of the Tribunals were more or less similar as they all
recognized unilateral undertakings under the 'umbrella clause' protection.61

Finally, the decision of the Tribunal in the case of SGS v. Paraguay6 2 can be
categorized as an improvisation among these decision, concerned by the fact
that the Tribunal was hesitant when it referred oral and written commitments
of the state to the 'umbrella clause' at the preliminary review but did not in
its final decision.

Bearing in mind that the case law is inclined to include unilateral
commitments in the shelter of 'umbrella clause' protection, it is not
straightforward to draw an exclusive conclusion, rather than inclusive.
However, in the author's opinion, they should be excluded. The consensus of
parties to investment contract should be a clue to mark the boundaries of the
term "any obligations." When the tribunals are almost unanimously exclude
purely commercial disputes from the shelter of the protective umbrella, the
author, relying on 'argumen tum a fortiori', does not perceive it reasonable to
include unilateral regulatory commitments in which a consensus is not a
constructive element. In this plethora of cases in favour of more extensive
interpretations, the author is seeking an explanation for such kind of
implementation of the tribunals' in the wording of 'umbrella clauses' in IIAs.

C. Opt-Out: Article 26(3)(C) of Energy Charter Treaty
The 'umbrella clause' comprised in Article 10(1) of the ECT is not absolute,

and its effect can be restricted by contracting states. Article 26(3)(c) of the ECT
entitles its contracting parties to derogate from the effect of the last sentence
of Article 10(1). While the first sentence of Article 26(3)(b) provides a general
derogation rule and enables the members listed in Annex ID to decline their
consent to the dispute settlement system with a condition that the investor
previously files the application to another dispute settlement procedure,
Article 26(3)(c) which is read as follows, is directly related to Article 10(1):

"[A] Contracting Party listed in Annex IA do not give their
unconditional consent to international arbitration in regard to

61 Sempra v. The Republic of Argentine, supra note 51, 1314; LG&E Energy Corp., LG&E Capital
Corp., and LG&E International, Inc .v. Argentine Republic, , ICSID Case No. ARB 02/1, Decision
on Liability, 1174-5 (3 October 2006), see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/documents/623,
(last visited: 12 November 2017); Enron Corporation and Ponderosa Assets, L.P. v. Argentine
Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/3, Award, 1277 (22 May 2007), see at:
https://www.italaw.com/cases/401, (last visited: 12 November 2017).
62 The Tribunal did not examine this question on merits because even if there was such a
breach, "[t]he breach would not result in any additional liability on behalf of the Respondent,"
(emphasis added) see, SGS Socidtd Gindrale de Surveillance S.A. v. The Republic of Paraguay,
ICSID Case No. ARB/07/29, Award, 1158 (February 10 2012), see at: (last visited: November
8, 2017).
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disputes arising out of the alleged breaches of the obligation of the
last sentence of Article 10(1)."

In principle, foreign investors do not need to bring their case before
domestic courts in order to benefit from international arbitration.63 In energy-
related Petrobart v. The Kyrgyz Republic case4, while applying Article 26 of the
ECT to the case, the Tribunal expressed the same view that the submission of
the dispute to local courts cannot prevent the investor's right to bring the case
before international arbitration. However, as indicated in Article 26(3)(c), the
contracting parties can obviously shut the doors of international arbitration to
foreign investors as far as they wish, by simply derogating from the effect of
'umbrella clause' in the ECT. The countries which derogated from this clause
are Australia, Canada (although did not sign the ECT), Hungary and
Norway.15

As it is clear from the wording of the Article 26(3)(c), although 'umbrella
clauses' provides a wide protection for investors in terms of the breaches of
contractual obligations, this additional protection can be opted out by
contracting parties. The author comprehends these provisions to the effect
that contracting parties should have known about their right to derogate from
the effect of the 'umbrella clause' comprised in the ECT, thus if they did not,
it would be considered an implicit consent for the contractual breaches to be
disputed against them within the international arbitration mechanisms of the
ECT.

Conclusion
Due to the discrepancies between the decisions of tribunals with regard to

the interpretation of 'umbrella clauses', it is strenuous to reach a uniform
conclusion. Too much extensive interpretation would cause an excessive
workload of arbitration tribunals. It would be contrary to the intention of
contracting parties while drafting IIAs and to the nature of 'umbrella clauses.
Because this clause is an exception to the rule of customary international law
that delineates the difference between public international law and private
law, despite it is not absolute.

The author supports the view that 'umbrella clauses' should at least be
applied to some obligations, in order to preserve its 'effet utile.' The last
sentence of Article 10(1) of the ECT applies only to contractual obligations of

63 Kamal Gadiyev, Arbitration of Energy-Related Disputes under the Energy Charter Treaty, 8
Global Jurist 1, 8 (2008).
64 Petrobart Limited v. The Kyrgyz Republic, SCC Case No. 126/2003, Arbitral Award, 55 (29
March 2005), see at: https://www.italaw.com/cases/documents/826, (last visited: 11 November
2017).
65 K. Yannaca-Small, Interpretation of the Umbrella Clause in Investment Agreements, OECD
Working Papers on International Investment, 5 (2006), see at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/415453814578, (last visited: 6 November 2017).
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contracting states that we exclude unilateral commitments. To the meaning of
the ECT, these contractual obligations must be made with investors and in
relation with the investments which in turn need to consider the definitions
of the ECT regarding the "investor" and "investments". The right to file the
dispute to the arbitration tribunal under ECT does not affect the investor's
right to domestic remedies. However, if an investor's host state has derogated
from the last sentence of Article 10(1) under Article 26(3)(c), the investor will
only be able to invoke contractual remedies - either domestic courts or
arbitration agreed in the investment contract.

In any case, the wording in investment treaties in regard to 'umbrella
clauses' deserves a specific attention. Main objectives of IIAs can be attached
an importance regarding that if they aim to protect foreign investors or
demonstrate a balanced protection. Although we do not support the
excessively extensive interpretation of 'umbrella clauses,' with a single
signature, states are still free to bind themselves with each commitment they
assume with regard to investments. Hence, pursuant to the inclusion of the
'umbrella clause,' investors may be able to benefit from its 'elevator effect',
however, it is always important to press the correct button that will elevate
your investment contract to the treaty level.
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Nihad Hilseynov*

NOY8 GORa KosMos MUQAViLOSININ 2-ci

MADDOSI YENIDON NOZORDON

KE;iRILM8LiDIR?

Annotasiya
Diinyanin tabii ehtiyatlarmnn limitli olmasi va artan ahali sayi diinya xaricindaki
ethiyatlara olan ehtiyaci qagilmaz edir. Baxmayaraq ki, bitin diinyada kosmos madangiliyi
taabbiislari getdikca goxalr, hazirki kosmos hiiququ bu faaliyyat iigiin effektiv hiiquqi
tanzimlama taklif etmir. Xisusil, "Kosmos" miqavilasinin II maddasinda nazarda tutulan

manimsamama prinsipi kosmos madangiliyi ila bagh hiiquqi qeyri-miiayyanliklar yaradir. Bu

maqala II maddanin qeyri-miayyan xarakterinin kosmosun tabii ehtiyatlarinin

grxarilmasinm va istifadasinin qanuniliyina neca tasir etdiyini gbstarmaya galyzr. Eyni
zamanda, kosmos hiiququnun 1950-ci illardan bari neca inkigaf etdiyi gastarilir. Maqalada

kosmos madangiliyinin bnami va bu sahadaki tagabbitslar da mizakira olunur.

Abstract
The limited character of natural resources of the earth and growth of human population
makes the need for resources outside the earth inevitable. Although space mining ventures
is getting increased all over the world current space law does not offer effective legal
regulation for this human activity. In particular, non-appropriation principle enshrined in
the article II of the "Outer Space Treaty" creates legal uncertainties with regard to space
mining. This article seeks to show how vague character of article II affects the legality of the
extraction and use of natural resources of the outer space. At the same time it is showed that
how space law evolved since the 1950s. The importance of space mining and new ventures
in this area are also discussed.
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GiriKosmos fealiyyetlerinin bayiik 6nam qazandigi bir d6vrdo kosmos

hiiququnun bu fealiyyetler igiin aydm bir hiquqi garqive
yaratmamasi bu sahade bir gox hilquqi qeyri-mileyyanliklere yol agir.

Bu qeyri-mileyyanliklerin balica sababi ise kosmos hilququnun manbalari
sayilan va d6vlbtlerin kosmosun tadqiqinda va istifadesinda fealiyyetlerini
tanzimloyan beynolxalq miiqavilalarin tamamile farqli siyasi miihitda va
kompleks §akilda baglanmasi ile alaqalidir. Sziigeden miiqavildler
baglandigi zaman kosmos fealiyyetlerinin igtirakqilari bayda AB* va SSRI

olmaqla d~vbotler idilerse, 1980-ci illarden bu veziyyet dayigmaya bagladi.

Bela ki, mahz bu tarixdan kosmosun kommersiya xarakterli maqsadler iiqiin
istifadesi giindame goldi va qeyri-h6kumat miissisolari kosmos
fealiyyetlerinin asas igtirakqilarina gevrilmaya bagladilar. Diinyanin enerji
ehtiyatlarinin artan ohali sayina kifayet etmamasi va yeni xammal
manbalarine ehtiyac yaranmasi diinyanin diqqatini kosmosa, xiisusile aya va
enerji ehtiyatlarinin bol oldugu asteroidlere y6naltdi.

Bu cir ehtiyaclarin mbvcudluguna baxmayaraq, kosmos hilququ
kosmosda madanqilik fealiyyeti ilyiin aydin hilquqi garqive yaratmir. 1967-ci
ilda qabul olunan va kosmos hiiququnun asas manbayi sayilan "Kosmik
Fazanin Tadqiqinda va Istifadesinda D6vlbtlerin Fealiyyet Prinsiplori
haqqmda" miiqavile (bundan sonra "Kosmos miiqavilesi") kosmos
madanqiliyi ile bagh milbahisoler yaradan bir gox maddeni ziinda ehtiva
edir. Bela ki, miiqavilanin 2-ci maddesine g6ra, Ay va diger soma cismleri do
daxil olmaqla, kosmik faza onlar iizarinda suverenlik elan etmak, istifada,
iggal va ya her hansi diger vasitalarlo milli manimsame predmeti ola bilmaz.1

Qeyd etdiyimiz kimi, "Kosmos" miiqavilesi tamamile farqli bir siyasi
mithitda baglanmidi va hemin d6vrdo d6vlbtlerin asas maqsadi bir-birlorini
kosmosda yeni arazilar olda etmakdan gakindirmakdan ibaret idi.

Maqsad no olursa olsun II madda kosmos madanqiliyinin hilquqi statusu
ile bagh bir nege suali ehtiva edir. Bunlardan an 6namlilari kosmosun tabii
ehtiyatlarinin istifadesinin manimsame qadagasini pozub-pozmamasi va
hemin maddenin qeyri-h6kumat mieossisolarine aid edilib-edilmamasi ile
baglidir. Bu maqalado kosmos hilququnun anlayigma va tarixi inkigafina
aydinliq gatirilir, kosmos madanqiliyinin anlayiqi, no igfiin 6namli oldugu va
bu sahadaki son illardaki toabbilsler araqdirilir, "Kosmos" miqavilesinin II

1 Ay vo digor soma cismlari do daxil olmaqla, kosmik fazanin tadqiqi vo istifadosi izro

dovlotlerin fealiyyet prinsiplari haqqmda Miiqavilo mad. 2, 27 Yanv. 1967, 610 BMTMS 8843.
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maddesinin kosmos madanqiliyi baximindan yaratdigi problemlar, miialliflar
arasindaki fikir ayriliqlari tahlil olunur va kosmos madanqiliyinin
tanzimlanmasi igin yeni beynalxalq miiqavileye ehtiyac oldugu qeyd
olunur. Miiqavilade d6vlbtlerin va qeyri-h6kumat miessisolarinin
madanqilikle maggul olmaq hilququnun taninmali olmasi va onlarm
fealiyyetini tanzimlayan beynolxalq taqkilatin yaradilmasinin 6nami
vurgulamr.

I. Kosmos Hiiququnun Anlayigi

A. Kosmos hfiququ nadir?
Kosmos hiiququnu pozitiv hiiquq garqivasinda diigiindiikda, nazare

garpan ilk xisus, normalarmin timumi olaraq beynolxalq miiqavilalra
asaslanmasidir.2 Buna g6ra movcud hali ile kosmos hilququ asas olaraq
beynolxalq hiiquq normalarma g6re idare olunur va onun bir alt sahasidir.
Yani, kosmos hiiququ bir gox hiiquq sahasinin aksina olaraq beynolxalq
hilquq garqivasinda yaranmly, inkigaf etmi§, daha sonra milli
qanunvericiliklere daxil edilmiedir. Bas kosmos hiiququ beynolxalq hiiquq
daxilinda nece bir yer tutur? an geni§ manada kosmos hiiququ, kosmik
fazam, hamqinin kosmik fazada olan va ya onunla bagh fealiyyetleri
tanzimleye bilacak va ya onlara tatbiq oluna bilacak bitiln hilququ ahata
edir.4

"Kosmos hilququ" kosmosun hilququdur va mileyyan kosmik uquela bagh
sigorta miiqavilesinin §artlerindon, d6vlbtlerin kosmik fazada davrami
tanzimlayan prinsiplare qader dayia biler.5 Kosmos hilququ "yeni
hilquq"dur. Son 140 ilda ba§ veran texnoloji inkigaf, hilquqdan bu yeniliklare
cavab vermayi talab etmiedir.6 Qeyd edildiyi kimi, hiiquq heq vaxt
texnologiyam tanzimlamaya galimir, daha ziyada, texnologiyadan yaranan,
reqabetda olan insan maraqlarini nizama salmagi hadeflayir.7 Kosmos
hiiququ da kosmik fazanin istifadesi va tadqiqi ile bagh praktiki problemlari
hall etmak igiqin inkigaf etmiedir.

B. Kosmos hiiququnun tarixi inkiafi
Insan agh, elm va elmi fantaziyanin ilkin nilmunalari 6z diqqatlerini

kosmosa y6naldenda bu saha igfiin hiiquqi 61ii yox idi.9 Yeni

2 Regat Volkan Giinel, Uluslararasi Hukuk Agisindan Uzay Madenciligi 5-6 (2016).
3 Yena orada.
4Francis Lyall & Paul B. Larsen, Space Law: A Treatise 2 (2009).
5Yena orada.
6 Yena orada.
7Michel Bourbonniere, National-Security Law In Outer Space: The Interface Of Exploration And
Security, 70 J. Air 1. & Com. 3, 3 (2005).
8 Lyall & Larsen, yuxarida istinad 4.
9 Frans von der Dunk & Fabio Tronchetti, Handbook of Space Law 1 (2015).
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texnologiyalarin ortaya gixmasi, xiisusile, roket texnologiyasinin nezeri
baglangiclarindan II Diinya mitharibesi arzinda mitharibe alati kimi ilkin
istifadesine qader olan inkigafi ile birlikda, bu dir yeni insan fealiyyetinin
miimkiin hiiquqi aspektleri bu sahade hiiquqi diitiinceni stimullaqdirmaga
bagladi.1 o Kosmos hilququ sahasinda ilk monoqrafiyanin miiellifi olan
Vladimir Mandl 1932-ci ilda Almaniyada gap olunan asarinda qeyd edirdi ki,
roketler vasitesile kosmosa gatmaq hava hiiququ ile tanzimlanmayan
miixtolif yeni problemlbr yaradacaq va buna g6re yeni hiiquq sahasinin
yaradilmasina ehtiyac var.11 Vladimir Mandl deniz va hava hilququndaki bir
gox konsepsiyadan kosmosda aykar oluna bilacak problemlbra analogiya
vasitesile istifade etmakda istakli olsa da, o, kosmos hiiququnu bu sahalarden
ayri va farqli bir §ey kimi tasavviir edirdi.12 Nahayot, bu dir yeni beynolxalq
hilquq sahasinin yaradilmasina dogru an giichi impuls geosiyasi
diiincelerden, yoni kosmosda hemin d6namin iki supergiicii - AB* va SSRI
arasinda yeni reqabet, balka do, qargidurma sahasinin yaranmasi ile goldi.13

1957-ci ilin oktyabr ayinda SSRI-nin ilk defa bir silni peyki - Sputnik 1-i
kosmosa g6ndermosi artiq bu yariin baglanmasinin elam idi. Ancaq bu iki
giic kosmosa niive silahlarmin va diger dagidici tasire malik silahlarin
yerloydirilmesi kimi bir siyaset izlemayerek, tamamile baqqa cir yariga
iistiinliik verdi: kosmosa ilk insanm g6ndarilmesi, ilk defa aya gedilmesi va s.
Sputnikle baglayan, insan torefindon hazirlanmi ilk obyektlerin kosmosa
ugmasi daha avval akademik diinya torefindon tabb olunan hiiquqi
prinsiplorin inkigaf etdirilmesina tacili ehtiyac yaratdi.14

Bundan sonra kosmos hiiququnun tarixi inkigafi 4 marhalada agiqlana
bilor:15

1950-ci illerin sonlarindan 1960-ci illerin ortalarma qader davam eden

birinci dbvr, "hazirliq" dbvrii olaraq adlandirila bilar.16 Bu zaman zerfinda

kosmosdaki fealiyyetlerin idare olunmasi ile bagh hiiquqi garqivanin

tamelleri atilmildir. 17 Bu xisusda an 6namli hadise kimi 13 dekabr 1963-cil

ilda BMT Ba§ Maclisi torefindon qabul olunan "D6vlbtlerin Kosmosun

Tadqiqinda va Istifadesinda Fealiyyetlerini Tanzimloyan Prinsiplorin

Bayannamasi haqqmda" qarari g6stormak olar." Bu qararda kosmos

hiiququnun asas prinsiplari tasbit olunmu§ va qarar galacak beynolxalq

10 Yena orada.
11 Vladimir Mandl, Das Weltraum-Recht: Ein Problem der Raumfahrt 48 (1932)
12 Lyall & Larsen, yuxarida istinad 4, 6.
13Dunk & Tronchetti, yuxarida istinad 9, 2.
14Yena orada, 4.
15 Regat Volkan Giinel, yuxarida istinad 2, 8.
16 Yena orada.
17Yena orada.
18 Bax: http://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/travaux-

preparatoires/dedaration-of-legal-principles.html (Son baxi tarixi: 26 Noyabr 2017-ci il).
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miiqavildler igin bir nav tamel rolunu oynamildir. Burada nazardo tutulan

bir gox prinsiplar 1967-ci il Kosmos Miiqavilesinda do 6z aksini tapmildir.

1960-ci illerin sonlarindan 1980-ci illerin avvallerine qader olan dbvrii

ahata eden ikinci dbvr ise "hilquqi tanzimetma dbvril" olaraq adlandirila

bilar.19 Kosmos hilququnun tarixi inkigafi arzinda an 6namli dbvr hesab edo

bilacayimiz bu dbvr arzinda BMT nezdinda milasir kosmos hilququnun asas

manbalari sayilan 5 beynolxalq miiqavile qabul olunmupdur. Bunlardan

birincisi va an 6namlisi olan "Kosmos" miiqavilesi 10 Oktyabr 1967-ci ilda,
"Xilasetme" miiqavilesi 3 Dekabr 1968-ci ilda, "Masuliyyet" miiqavilesi 1

Sentyabr 1972-ci ilda, "Qeydiyyat" miiqavilesi 15 Sentyabr 1976-ci ilda, an son

"Ay" miiqavilesi ise 11 lyul 1984-cil ilda qilvveye minmiedir.2 0 "Kosmos"

miiqavilesi, kosmos fealiyyetleri ile bagh an 6namli m6vzulari ala alan tamel

prinsiplari mileyyan ederkan, diger 4 miiqavile ise "Kosmos" miiqavilesi

gargivasinda tanzim olunmu§, lakin daha xiisusi xarakterli m6vzulara

fokuslanmildir.21

1980-ci illerin avvallerindon 1990-ci illerin ortasina qader davam eden

tiqfnci dbvr ise "baglayici olmayan hiiquq" dbvrii olaraq adlandirila bilar.2 2

Bu dbvriln asas xiisusiyyeti BMT Ba§ Maclisi torefindon kosmosa dair bazi

xiisusi masalalari tanzimloyan, baglayici olmayan 4 prinsipin qabul olunmasi

oldu.23

Dbrdiincii dbvr ise 1990-ci illerin sonlarindan 2010-cu illare qader davam

etmiedir. Bu dbvr mbvcud hilquqi rejimin dayerlandirilmesi va kosmosla

bagh miiqavildlerdo mileyyan olunan hiiquqlar va 6hdalikler asasinda

baglayici olmayan sonadlerin hazirlanmasi ile xarakterize olunmaqdadir.24

Xtisusile, BMT Kosmik Fazanin Stilh Maqsadleri ile Istifadesi iizra Komitanin

Hiiquq Alt Komitesi kosmosa dair miiqavilalarin daha geni§ miqyasda qabul

edilmesini tamin etmak va bunlarm totbiq olunmasim dayerlandirmak

maqsadile iqlar aparmaqdadir.25

Iqinda oldugumuz va beginci dbvr olaraq adlandira bilacayimiz marhalo ise

xiisusi toeabbiislerin kosmos fealiyyetlerine daxil olmasi ile birlikda milli

hilquq vasitesile mbvcud kosmos hiiququnun agilmaga qaligildigi dayigiklik

19 Regat Volkan Giinel, yuxarida istinad 2, 8.
20 Bax: http://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties.html_(Son baxi tarixi: 26
Noyabr 2017-ci il).
21 Regat Volkan Giinel, yuxarida istinad 2, 8.
22Yena orada, 9.
23 Hamin prinsiplarin maqalanin movzusu ila bagh xiisusi ahamiyyeti olmadigindan, burada
tak-tak qeyd etmayi lazim bilmadik.
24Regat Volkan Giinel, yuxarida istinad 2, 9.
25 Yena orada.
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dbvrii olaraq qeyd edile bilar.26 Bu dbvr milli kosmos tanzimlamelarinin 6n

plana gixdigi bir dbvr olaraq davam etmakdadir.2 7

II. Kosmos Madanqiflyi
Diinyada mbvcud olan tabii ehtiyatlarin siiratli bir §akild tikenmasi

diinya xaricinda olan ehtiyatlarin istifade olunmasim qaqinilmaz edir. Elm
adamlarmin araqdirmalari diinya xaricindaki gay cisimlerinda do olduqca
yiiksak dayerdo va bol miqdarda madenin mbvcud oldugunu
bildirmakdadir.28 Bu xiisusda kosmosda madanqilik fealiyyeti diinya
xaricinda qalan va kosmos olaraq tasvir olunan sahada xiisusile do gay
cisimlerinda mbvcud olan tabii ehtiyatlarin kommersiya maqsadli igladilmesi
monasma galir.29 Kosmos madanqiliyi ilyiin bittiin texniki va iqtisadi faktorlari
nazare almaqla, bu fealiyyetle maggul olmaq iyin §irketler Yaxin Diinya
Asteroidleri adlanan asteroidlerdo madanqilikle maggul olmagi hedeflayirlar.
Avropa Kosmos Agentliyine g6ra, taxminen bilinen 10.000 asteroid Yaxin
Diinya Asteroidleridir.0

A. Kosmos madenqiliyi neye gore lazimdir?
Asteroid madangiliyi ition asas motivasiya yeni va galirli kosmos senayesini

ticarileydirmak, diinyada daha gox resursa olan talabati qargilamaq va diinya
xaricinda resurslar axtarmaqla diinyanm atraf-miihitinin qorunmasma k6mak
etmakdan ibaratdir.31 XXI asrda diinya ahalisinin saymm 10-12 milyarda gatacagmi
nazara alsaq, bu saviyyada tabii ehtiyatlara olan talabat, iqlim dayigikliyi, qida va
enerji ehtiyatlari ila bagh problemlar yaranacaqdr.3 2

Kosmos madangiliyinin hayata kegirilmasi igfin sabablerdan biri do davaml
enerji manbalarina kegidle baglidir.3 XXI asr enerji sistemlari qalq yanacaqlarmdan
tamizlanacak va giinag, killk, geotermal, hidroelekrik, qabarma va gakilma va niive
birlagma asash enerji sistemlarina davamlh kegid olacaqdr.34 Bu kegidi
reallagdirarkan, enerji techizatlarmi markazsizlaydirmak iitin olan cahdlar gahar
camiyyetinin davamiligina va qaliciligina k6mak eda bilar. Kosmos madangiliyi
ilion g6sterilan sabablerdan biri do iqlim dayigikliyinin stabillaydirilmasi ila
baglidir.36 Iqlim dayigikliyinin yalniz insanligi tahdid etmadiyi, eyni zamanda genig

26 Yena orada, 10.
27Yena orada.
28 Yena orada, 110.
29 Yena orada.
30 Bax: https://www.space.com/51-asteroids-formation-discovery-and-exploration.html (Son
baxiy tarixi: 14 Noyabr 2017-ci il).
31 The 2010 Space Studies Program of the International Space University, Final Report on the
Asteroid mining Technologies Roadmap and Applications 1 (2010).
32Ram S. Jakhu, Joseph N. Pelton & Yaw O.M. Nyampong, Space Mining And Its Regulation
11 (2017).
3 Yena orada, 12.
34Yena orada.
3 Yena orada.
36 Yena orada.
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hacmli bitki va heyvan hayatmin qorunmasi ila bagh oldugu nazara almarsa galacak

onilliklarda kosmos asash hall yollarma ehtiyac yarana bilar.17

B. Kosmos madenqiliyi teabbitsleri

1. Amerika Birlaymi Statlari
AB -da "yeni kosmos" senayesinin son 15 ildaki inkigafi 6zal va ictimai olaraq

maliyyaladirilan kosmos proqramlarimn mivafiq rollarmi yenidan miiayyan
etmigdir.8 Eyni zamanda, AB -da 6zal kosmos fealiyyetlerinin geni5 vilsat aldigi va
taabbiiskarlarm n6vbati onillik arzinda kosmos madaniliyini hayata kegirmak
maqsadile yeni taabbiislar irali silrdlyi 3 9 bir d6vr yaganr. Yeni tagabbiiskarlar 6zal
sektorun yeni kosmos taabbiislarinda asas rol oynayacagina inanir va bu sahada
h6kumatin mahdud rolunu mildafia edirlar.40

24 aprel 2012-ci ilda Planetary Resources 6zal kosmos fealiyyetina daxil olan va
birbaga olaraq kosmosun tabii ehtiyatlari masalasi ile magul olan ilk 6zal milassisa
oldu.41 Asteroid kamarinda madangilikla magul olmagi hadaflayan irketlerin
bagmda galan Planetary Resources irketi dtinyanm an varli ganc nasil investorlari
tarafinda maliyyaladirilir.42  irket Yaxin Diinya Asteroidlarinin aydan daha gatimh
olmasma, kosmosun tadqiqini silratlandiracak, kosmosda hayati davam etdire
bilacak tabii ehtiyatlara malik olmasma g6ra mahz bu asteroidlarda madangilik
fealiyyeti ile magul olmagi hadaflayir.4 Taxminlare g6ra, Yaxm Diinya
Asteroidlarinda insan hayatmi davam etdirmak va kosmik gamilara yanacaq kimi
istifade etmak icion istifada oluna bilacak su miqdari 2 trilyon tondur.4 Planetary
Resources irketin ilk tadqiqat missiyasl icin su ila zangin asteroidlari segmigdir.45

22 yanvar 2013-ci ilda ikinci ABS asash 5irket olan Deep Space Industries asteroid
tadqiqati va ehtiyatlarm gixarilmasi yarigma daxil oldu.46 Deep Space Industries 6z
fealiyyetini madenlarin axtarilmasi ila baglayan, ehtiyatlarm ylgilmasi ila davam
edan, daha sonra emal va nahayat istehsalla baga gatan 4 pillali inkigaf kimi tasvir
edir.47  irketin iddiasma g6ra, onun kosmik gamilari tarixda ilk defa olaraq asteroid
madaniliyini iqtisadi baximdan mimkiin edir.48 Prospector-X Deep Space Industries
va Liiksemburq h6kumati arasmdaki ortaqlgm ilk missiyasidir.49 Onlar birlikda
asteroidlarda madangilikla magul olmaq va kosmosun dayarli ehtiyatlarmin
techizat xarakterli zancirini yaratmaq iitin ehtiyac olan texnologiyanm inkigaf

37Yeno orada.
38 Yena orada, 59.
39Yeno orada, 60.
40 Yena orada.
41 Yena orada, 64.
42 Regat Volkan Giinel, yuxarida istinad 2, 116.
43Bax: https://www.planetaryresources.com/why-asteroids/ (Son baxi tarixi: 7 Dekabr 2017-
ci il).
4 Yena orada.
45Yeno orada.
46 Jakhu, Pelton & Nyampong, yuxarida istinad 32, 65-66.
47Yeno orada, 66.
48 Bax: http://deepspaceindustries.com/missions/ (Son baxi tarixi: 7 Dekabr 2017-ci il).
49Bax: http://deepspaceindustries.com/prospector-x/ (Son baxi tarixi: 7 Dekabr 2017-ci il).
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etdirilmasi iizarinda gahirlar.0  irket yaxm galacakda hadafin geotexniki 61til1arini
va madangilik igfin uygunlugunu dayerlandirmak maqsadile Yaxin Diinya
Asteroidlarina kigik bir kosmik gami g6ndermayi hadaflayir.5' Kosmos
madangiliyini hayata kegirmak igfin giiclii, gevik, yiiksak performansh va daha kigik
619tilii peyk alt sistemlari 5irket tarafindan hazirda inkigaf etdirilir.5 2 Diinyanm ilk
kommersiya xarakterli planetlerarasi madangilik missiyasl olan Prospector-i
asteroidin kosmos ehtiyati olaraq dayarini miieyyan etmak igfin Yaxm Diinya
Asteroidine g6ndarilacak. Prospector-i qiymat va performans arasmda ideal balans
yaradan kigik bir kosmik gamidir.5 4

Bundan savayl, AB -da kosmos madangiliyi va bu kimi fealiyyetlarla magul
olmagi hadaflayan Shackleton Energy Company, Moon Express va s. kimi irketler
fealiyyet g6sterirlar.

2. Digar dlvIatlar
Rusiyada ise 6zal irketler va milli h6kumat kosmosdan minerallarm yigilmasi

ilin ehtiyac olan texnologiyanm va proqramlagdirmanm inkigafi yolunda tazalikca
uzun addimlar atmi5 olsa da, xiisusila kommersiya maqsadli olmaq iizara, bunun
reallagmasi icion halo do uzun yol var."

Avropada, Kanadada va digar qarb d6vlatlerinda do bu sahada bir sira
fealiyyetler var.6 Avropa Kosmos Agentliyi Venera, Mars, Merkuri, Ay, Yupiter va
onun aylarl va kosmosun darinliklarini tadqiq etmak igfin aktiv olaraq kosmik
aragdirma proqrami ile maggul olub.1 Bu tadqiqat fealiyyeti elmi ahata dairesine
g6ra atrafli olub va fiziki, kimyevi va atraf-mithitle bagh 6lgmalari ehtiva edib.8

Miixtalif missiyalar galacakda her hansi kosmos madangiliyi fealiyyeti iciin faydalh
ola bilacak malumatlar tamin etmigdir.59 Avropada kosmos madangiliyi fealiyyeti
baximmdan an gox diqqat gaken d6vlat Liiksemburqdur. 3 mart 2016-ci ilda
Liiksemburq h6kumati 6lkanin "kosmos ehtiyatlarmm tadqiqinda va istifadasina
Avropa markazi" olmasi kimi bir tagabbiis elan etdi.60 Bu taabbiis elam ila birlikda
Liiksemburq "6zal taabbiskarlarm gixardiqlari ehtiyatlarla bagh hiiquqlarmdan
amin olmalarmi tamin edacak hiiquqi argive formalaydirmaq maqsadini elan edan"
ilk Avropa d6vlati oldu.61

Bundan bagqa Qin, Hindistan, Yaponiya kimi Asiya 61kalarinda do kosmos
madangiliyi ila bagh ciddi fealiyyetler m6vcuddur.62

50 Yena orada.
51 Yena orada.
52Yeno orada.
51 Bax: http://deepspaceindustries.com/prospector-1/ (Son baxi tarixi: 7 Dekabr 2017-ci il)
54Yeno orada.
55Craig Foster, Excuse Me, You're Mining My Asteroid: Space Property Rights And The U.S. Space
Resource Exploration and Utilization Act Of 2015, 2016 U. Ill. J.L. Tech. & Pol'y. 407, 416 (2016).
56 Jakhu, Pelton & Nyampong, yuxarida istinad 32, §8.
57Yeno orada, 92.
58 Yeno orada.
59Yeno orada.
60 Foster, yuxarida istinad 55, 414.
61 Yena orada, 415.
62Jakhu, Pelton & Nyampong, yuxarida istinad 32, §9.
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III. Kosmos Miiqavilasinin II Maddesi
"Kosmos" miiqavilesi ziinda kosmos madanqiliyinin hilquqi aspektine

tasir g6stare bilacak bir nege miiddea ehtiva etsa do, bunlardan an 6namlisi
"Kosmos" miiqavilesinin II maddesidir. "Kosmos" miiqavilesinin qabul
olunmasindan 2 il sonra, yoni 1969-cu ilda Stephen Gorove yazirdi ki, bu
miiddeaya sathi baxi§ zamani bela agar insanligin kosmosu keefi hiiquq va
nizam garqivasinda va minimum gakigma ile ba§ tutacaqsa, hall olunmali olan
bir nega fundamental suali ehtiva etdiyi gariiniir.63 Bu madd 6zlitiyiinda
kosmos hilququ ile bagli bir gox hilquqi qeyri-mileyyanliya yol aqsa da, o,
kosmos madanqiliyi ile bagli 2 tamel suali ortaya qoyur: II maddenin
milddealari qeyri-h6kumat miessisolarine aid edilirmi va kosmosun tabii
ehtiyatlarinin qixarilmasi va istifadesi manimsame qadagasinin
pozulmasidirmi?

1. II maddenin miiddealari qeyri-hokumat miiassisolarina aid edilirmi?
Bu sualin asas maqsadi agar kosmosun tabii ehtiyatlarinin qixarilmasi va

istifadesi manimsoa amela gatirirsa, qeyri-h6kumat miessisolarinin do bu
cur fealiyyetinin II maddeni pozub-pozmayacagini mileyyan etmakdir.
Hazirda kosmos madanqiliyi ile bagli asas toabbisler 6zal §irketler
torefindon ortaya qoyuldugundan bu maddenin miiddealarinin 6zal
§irketlere va ya qeyri-h6kumat mieossisolarine aid edilib-edilmediyini
araqdirmaq lazimdir. Teassilf ki, kosmos hilququnda bu sualin deqiq bir
cavabi yoxdur. Eyni zamanda, kosmos hiiququ adabiyyatinda da miialliflar
arasinda bu barade fikir ayriliqlari mbvcuddur. Kosmos hilququ
adabiyyatinda bir nege miaollif II maddenin yalniz milli manimsamani
qadagan etdiyini va xiisusi manimsamaya icaza verdiyini ireli siiriir. Gorove-
a g6re "Kosmos" miiqavilesinin fardi manimsame ile bagli her hansi qadaga
ehtiva etdiyi gariinmir.6 4 Belelikle, her hansi ford, xiisusi birlik va ya
beynolxalq taqkilat gay cisimleri do daxil olmaqla kosmosun her hansi
hissasini qanuni olaraq manimsaya bilar.6 5

Ancaq bir gox mieallif "Kosmos" miiqavilesinin xiisusi manimsamni
iistiartilii olaraq qadagan etdiyini iddia edir.66 Masalan, Bin Cheng-a g6ra,
kosmos aqiq denizler kimi heq bir d6vlate maxsus deyil va heq bir d6vlbt va
ya onun vatandaqi torefindon manimsone bilmaz.6 7 Bu fikir iiqiin an 6namli
sabab "Kosmos" miiqavilesinin VI maddesinda 6z aksini tapir. Bela ki, VI

63 Stephen Gorove, Interpreting Article II Of The Outer Space Treaty, 37 Fordham L. Rev. 349,
349 (1969).
64 Nicole Ng, Fences In Outer Space: Recognising Property Rights In Celestial Bodies And Natural
Resources, 7 The Western Australian Jurist 143, 148 (2016).
65 Yena orada.
66 Yena orada.
67 Bin Cheng, The Commercial Development of Space: The Need for New Treaties, 19 J. Space L. 17,
22 (1991)
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maddaya g6ra, d6vlbtler, h6kumat orqanlari va ya qeyri-h6kumat
mieassisolari torefindon heyata keqirilmesindon asili olmayaraq, Ay va diger
soma cisimleri do daxil olmaqla, kosmik fazadaki milli fealiyyetlerine g6re
beynolxalq masuliyyet daqiyirlar.68 Eyni zamanda, hemin maddaya g6re Ay
va diger soma cisimleri do daxil olmaqla, kosmik fazada qeyri-h6kumat
milessisolarinin fealiyyeti miivafiq miiqavile torefi olan d6vlbtin icazesi va
daimi nezarati altinda heyata keqirilir.6 9 8gar d6vlbt 6-ci maddaya asason
qeyri-h6kumat mieassisasinin manimsamasina icaza vererse, hemin
manimsame "her hansi diger bir yolla" 2-ci maddeni pozaraq milli
manimsame amela gatirer.70 VI maddedo nazardo tutulan milddealarin
maqsadi "Beynolxalq Hiiquqa Zidd 8mallare G6ra D6vlbtlerin Masuliyyeti
haqqmda" maddelerin 11-ci maddesinda nazardo tutulan qaydada qeyri-
h6kumat milessisolarinin harakatlerinin d6vlbtlera aid edilmesidir.7 1

2. II madda kosmosun tabii ehtiyatlarimn gixarilmasi va istifadasina icaza
verirmi?
II maddenin kosmos madanqiliyi baximindan yaratdigi an 6namli problem

kosmosun tabii ehtiyatlarinin gixarilmasi va istifadesinin manimsame
qadagasin pozub-pozmamasi ile baglidir. Qeyd edildiyi kimi, manimsame va
resurslarm qixarilmasi arasindaki alaqa II madda haqqmda adabiyyatda olan
milbahisonin asas niqtasidir.7 2 Kosmos hiiququ adabiyyatindaki jimumi fikra
g6ra, II madda "Kosmos" miiqavilesinin I maddesi ile birlikda kosmik fazani
res communis olaraq mileyyan edir. Miiqavile kosmosun serbast istifadesi va
tadqiqine icaza verse do, onun iizarinda her hansi suverenlik talabini qadagan
edir. II madda kosmosun istifade va ya iggal yolu ile manimsonmasine qadaga
qoyur.7 1 II maddenin bu dili milli manimsamaya predmet ola bilacak diinya

arazilarini kosmik fazadan farqlandirmak igiqin seqilmiedir.74

Qeyd etdiyimiz kimi, kosmosun tabii ehtiyatlarinin gixarilmasi va
istifadesinin manimsmoma prinsipina zidd olub-olmamasi masalasi barade
kosmos hiiququ adabiyyatinda vahid fikir yoxdur. Bazi miialliflar iddia
edirlor ki, kosmik fazada suverenlik tblbine olan timumi qadaga tabii
ehtiyatlarin istifade edilmesini do ahata edir.7 5 Masalan, kosmos hiiququ
adabiyyatinda 6namli mtialliflarden sayilan Stephen Gorove qeyd edir ki,
""Kosmos" miiqavilesinin kosmos va onun tabii ehtiyatlari arasinda heq bir

68 Yuxarida istinad 1, mad. 6.
69 Yena orada.
70 Ng, yuxarida istinad 64, 148.
71 P. J. Blount & Christian J. Robison, One Small Step: The Impact Of The U.S. Commercial Space
Launch Competitiveness Act Of 2015 On The Exploitation Of Resources In Outer Space, 18 N.C. J.L.
& Tech. 160, 167 (2016).
72Yena orada, 168.
7 Yena orada, 164.
74Yena orada.
7 Yena orada, 169.
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farq qoymamasina g6ro ... kosmos termini ehtiyatlar kimi baqa
diL4ilmalidir". 76 Bundan alava, tabii ehtiyatlarin istifadaginin miistasna xeyiri
iiqiin manimsonilmesinin I maddaya zidd oldugu gariiniir."

Bunun aksino, diger miialliflar ireli siiriirlr ki, kosmosun serbast tadqiqi
va istifadesi hiiququ agiq denizler kimi diger res communis rejimlerin
tomalinda olan normalarla eynidir.7 1 Res communis imumi raziliq istisna
olmaqla, her hansi d6v1btin suverenliyine tabe ola bilmaz va d6vbtlerin diger
d6vbtler va ya onlarm vatandaylari torefindon agiq denizlerin istifade
edilmesine manfi tasir g6store bilacak harakatleri etmakdan gakinmak
6hdaliyi vardir.79 Hazirda kosmosun va gay cisimlerinin eyni imumi
xaraktere malik olmasi asas olaraq qabul olunur.so Qisa olaraq, bu miialliflar
iddia edirlr ki, d6v1btlerin, onlarin fealiyyetleri ehtiyatlarin manimsondiyi
arazilarin daimi olaraq manimsonmasini ehtiva etmadiyi va digarlrinin eyni
fealiyyetle maggul olmasim engellamediyi miiddatca kosmosun tabii
ehtiyatlarini manimsamaya hiiquqlari vardir.1

Kosmos hiiququ adabiyyatinda bazi mialliflar ise iddia edirlr ki, II madda
arazi konsepsiyasina totbiq olunur, amlak yox.8 2 II madda kosmosu
d6v1btlerin erazisindon xaric tutmaq funksiyasini yerine yetirir, ona g6re do
manimsame yalniz amlak hiiquqlarmin razi iddialarindan amela goldiyi
zaman ba§ tutur.3 Beynolxalq hilquqda kosmos kimi arazilar res communis
olaraq bilinir va beynolxalq sistem torefindon global commons olaraq taninr.8 4

Global commons termini milli d6v1btlerin suveren nezaratindon kanarda olan
va arazi suverenliyi iddiasina predmet olmayan erazilari bildirmak igiqin
istifade olunur.15 Global commons termininin yalniz fimumi bir hiiquqi
mazmunu var va her bir global commons beynolxalq hiiquq garqivasinda totbiq
etdiyi, ziiniln daxili lex specialis-na sahibdir. Buna g6re do agiq denizler,
denizdibi rayonu, Antarktida va kosmos d6vbtler iiqiin benzeri olmayan
hiiquqlar va 6hdalikler yaradan farqli hiiquqi rejimlre malikdirlr.16 Bunun
iiqiin do her bir global commons iqin d6vbtler beynolxalq sillh va tahliikesizlik
va 6z maraqlari arasinda uygun balans olaraq gardiikleri lex specialis-i qabul

76 Yena orada.
77 Yena orada.
78 Yena orada, 170.

79 Ian Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law, 169 (2008).
80 Yena orada.
8 1 Blount & Robison, yuxarida istinad 7, 170.
82 Yena orada.
83 Yena orada.
84 Yena orada, 170-171.
85 Yena orada, 171.
86 Yena orada.
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etmakda azaddirlar.17 Bu niqteyi nazardon, d6vbtler bu arazilar daxilinda
milli yurisdiksiyanin mbvcudluguna icaza vera bilarlr."

IV. Miimkiin Problemlarin Halli
Kosmos madanqiliyinin maqalada qeyd olunan 6namini va realligini

nazare alsaq, bu fealiyyet iliqin effektiv hiiquqi tanzimlame §artdir. Eyni
zamanda, miiasir beynolxalq kosmos hiiququnun da bu fealiyyet igin aydin
hilquqi tanzimlame taklif etmadiyi aykardir. Artiq bir gox §irketlerin va
investorlarm diqqatini gaken kosmos madanqiliyinin galacak inkigafi da mahz
bu fealiyyetin hilquqi veziyyetindon asili olacaqdir. Kosmos madanqiliyi
zamani yarana bilacak hilquqi problembor bu saheye olan maragi va
sermayani do azaldacaqdir. Kosmos madanqiliyinin ise insanliq igqin
yaratdigi yeni imkanlari nazare alsaq, bu sahanin inkigafi olduqca vacibdir.
Kosmos hilququ kosmos madanqi1iyina tasir g6store bilacak bir gox norma
ehtiva etsa do, burada maqalnin mavzusundan dolayi yalniz II madda ile

bagh masdler figiin takliflar verilacakdir.

Milasir beynolxalq hilquqda an effektiv tanzimlamanin beynolxalq
miiqavilder vasitesile heyata keqirildiyini nazare alsaq, kosmos madanqiliyini
tanzimlamak igin do d6vbtler arasinda yeni beynolxalq miiqavilanin
baglanmasi zeruridir. Miiqavilade kosmosun tabii ehtiyatlarinin gixarilmasi
va istifadesinin manimsame prinsipina zidd olmadigi qeyd olunaraq
d6vbtlere va qeyri-h6kumat mieossisolarine kosmos madanqiliyi ile maggul
olmaga hilquqlar verilmalidir. Bu hiiquqlarin reallaqdirilmasi igtin ise
kosmosda madanqilik fealiyyeti ile maggul olmaq istayan d6vbtlerin va qeyri-
h6kumat takilatlarimm fealiyyetini tanzimlyan beynolxalq takilatin
yaradilmasi nozardo tutulmalidir.

Kosmos madanqiliyi ile maggul olmagi hadeflayan d6vbtlero hemin
beynolxalq taqkilat torefindon icaza verilmali, taqkilat d6vbtlerin bu sahadaki
biittin fealiyyetine nozaret etmali va d~vbotlerin fealiyyetinin beynolxalq
hiiquqa uygunlugunu tamin etmalidir. Kosmos madanqiliyi ile bagh qeyri-
h6kumat milessisolarinin fealiyyeti ilyiin ise icaza yalniz milvafiq d6v1bt
torefindon deyil, eyni zamanda kosmosda madanqilik fealiyyetini
tanzimlyan beynolxalq taqkilat torefindon verilmalidir. Bu miiddea eyni
zamanda daimi nezaret prinsipine do aid edilmalidir. Bela ki, kosmosda
madanqilikle maggul olmagi hadeflayan milessisolarin fealiyyetine daimi

nezaret yalnizca milvafiq d6v1bt torefindon deyil, hamqinin beynolxalq

taqkilat torefindon do heyata keqirilmalidir.

Qeyd edildiyi kimi, d6vbtlerin va qeyri-h6kumat miessisolarinin
kosmosun tabii ehtiyatlarindan istifadesi hiiququ agiqca qeyd olunmali va
onlarm bu hiiquqlari heyata keqirerkan bir-birlri arasinda yarana bilacak

87Yena orada.
88 Yeno orada.
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problemlarin halli mahz kosmosda madanqilik fealiyyetini tanzimleyacak
olan beynolxalq taqkilata havale olunmalidir.

Natica
G6rildiiyii kimi, hazirda insanligin galacayi baximindan miihiim

ahamiyyet kasb eden kosmos madanqiliyi ile bagh kosmos hilququnda
problemlr mbvcuddur. Bu problembarden biri do "Kosmos" miiqavilesinin
II maddesi ile baglidir. II maddedo nazardo tutulan manimsmoma
prinsipinin kosmos madanqiliyini qadagan edib-etmadiyi va onun qeyri-
h6kumat miessisolarine aid edilib-edilmediyi kosmos hiiququ adabiyyatinda
an qox milzakire olunan mosalalardir. Natice olaraq, bu problemi effektiv
olaraq hall etmak igiqin kosmos madanqiliyini tanzimleyacak yeni beynolxalq
miiqavile qabul olunmah, miiqavilade d6vbtlere va qeyri-h6kumat
miessisolarine kosmosun tabii ehtiyatlarindan istifade etmaya hiiquq
verilmali va kosmos madanqiliyi ile bagh onlarin fealiyyetini tanzimleyacak
beynolxalq takilatin yaradilmasi nozardo tutulmalidir.
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Ginel Olizada*

BMT SISTEMINDO ISLAHATLAR MUASIR

TOLOBLOR VO (AGIRISLAR MUSTOVISINDO:

TOKLIF OLUNAN MODELLOR VO

KONSEPSIYALAR
Annotasiya

Ikinci diinya miTharibasindan sonra BMT beynalxalq hiiququn inkigafinda va siyasatda

miihiim rol oynamaga bagladi. Diinyada bag veran veran yeniliklar, siyasi vaziyyatin

dayigmasi, blkalararasl alaqalarin geniplanmasi, elaca da qurumun genig salahiyyatlara va

bbyiik arazini ahata etmasi ila alaqadar olaraq institutlara va orqanlara bbliinmasi onun

nizamnamasinda dayigikliklbra ehtiyac yaratmigdir. Maqalada mahz nizamnama va BMT

sisteminda islahatlar aparilmasi iigiin taklif olunan miixtalif konsepsiyalar va takliflardan

danizilacaq va BMT-ninfaaliyyatina mane olan sabablardan bahs edilacakdir. Maqalada BMT

modelinda islahatlarn aparilmasnin ahamiyyatindan va islahatlarn aparilmasi iifin

verilan takliflarin bir-biri ila ziddiyatindan danizilacaqdir.

Abstract

After World War II UN started to play an important role at the politics and the international

law. Innovations, changing of political situation, development of interstate relations also

division of the organization to the branches and institutes due to the broad scope of authority

and encompassment of large territories have created the need to adjustments at the Charter

of UN. Through the article, different conceptions and suggestions for the reformation of the

Charter and the UN system and the reasons which obstruct the activity of UN will be

discussed. The importance of reformations at the UN Model and the contradictions of

suggestions for the reformation of UN Model will be mentioned in the article.
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GiriM jiasir beynolxalq hilququn konstitusiyasi adlandirilan BMT
Nizamnamasi ziinda beynolxalq hilquq qaydasinin asas

maqsad va prinsiplrini tasbit etmakle yanagi, onlara imperativ

(jus cogens) qilvva do vermiedir. Maqsad baximindan BMT-nin yaradilmasi

siilhiin va tahliikesizliyin tamin olunmasi ile bagh olmupdur. Bu maqsad indi

do 6z aktualligini qoruyub saxlamaqda davam edir. XX asrin sonlari XXI asrin

avvallerinda beynolxalq miinasibatler sisteminda kaklii dayigikliklerin ba§

vermesi, geopolitik voziyyetin dayigmasi va d6v1btlerarasi miinasibatlerdo

ba§ veran yenilikler, qloballagma va getdikca darinlgan inteqrasiya prosesleri

beynolxalq stilh va tahliikesizliyin tamin olunmasi prosesine yenidan nazar

salmagi giindame gatirmiedir. Tabii ki, bu kontekstda timumi sillhiln va

tahliikesizliyin tamin olunmasinin universal mexanizmi kimi ixi eden

Birlogmi§ Millatler Taykilatinin rolu va fealiyyeti diqqat markazindon kanarda

qala bilmaz. BMT-nin fealiyyetina xiisusi tasir onun nizamnamisinin

mazmunu va ona edilan diizaliplorlo baglidir. Maqalado, BMT sisteminda

islahatlar, onlarin zeruriliyi, mbvcud modellor va konsepsiyalarin mazmunu

haqqinda masalalare aydinliq gatirilmesina cohd edilmiedir

I. BMT qlobal problemlarin hallinda asas aktor kimi
Bayeriyyet bizim eranin iqinci minilliyinin tarixi sahifolarini yazmaqda

davam edir. Bela bir §araitda galacaya nazar salmaq, onun nece olacagini izah

etmak arzusu hiss olunacaq daracedo xiisusi ahamiyyet kasb edir. XXI asr

ziiniln g6zlanilmayan hadisalari ile kegan tarixi proseslerden ahamiyyetli

daracade farqlanir. Bunu beynolxalq heyat hadisalari bir daha tasdiq edir.

Bela ki, senaye asrini informasiya asri avez etmi§, bir nav yeni minillik qlobal-

layma marhalasina daxil olmupdur. Lakin o, kegan yiizilliklerin abadi

problemlorindon heq do azad ola bilmamiedir. XXI asr beynolxalq

tahliikesizliya <<kbhna tahdidlarla>> yanagi, keyfiyyet baximindan <yeni tahdidlar>>

paketini do taqdim etmiedir. Sovetler Birliyinin dagilmasi, diinyanin siyasi

milbarize sahnesinda iki qiitblityiin qisman do olsa zaiflamasi, Qarb va arq

arasinda ideoloji milbarizenin sona yetmasi, bununla bela dondurulmu§ bir

sira problemlorin 6n plana gixmasina zamin yaratdi. Bu gin bela "yeni

tahdidler" sirasina: kiitlavi qirgin silahlarinin yayilmasi, separatizm

meyillerine asaslanan milli-etnik miinaqip ocaqlarinin sayinin artmasi,

beynolxalq terrorizm, mileyyan cografi regionlarin tbii resurslarina (xiisu-

son, neft va qazla zongin olan erazilore miinasibatda) nazaret ugrunda
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milbarize va s. bahranli hadisoler daxildir.1 Tabii ki, bela qlobal problemlarin

qarqismin alnmasi, onlarin mileyyan nizam-teraziya salnmasi, hesab edirik

ki, bu gin beynolxalq birliyin qarqisinda duran an prioritet mosalalarden biri-

dir.

Qargrya bela bir sual gixir: hansi beynolxalq taqkilat va ya harbi-siyasi qurum

yuxarida qeyd olunan tahliikelerin qarqisini almaq qabiliyyetine malikdir va

eyni zamanda bu maqsada xidmat edecak yeni bir xiisusi hiiququn (masalan,

d6vlatiistii hiiququn) yaradilmasina ehtiyac varmi? 8slinda bu suali

birmanali §kildo cavablandirmaq qeyri-miimkiindiir. Ona g6re ki,

beynolxalq tahliikesizlik igqiin qorxu t6raden k6hna tahdidlerden yeni

tahdidler ham miinasibatlerin xarakteri va mazmununa g6ra, ham do

miinaqi igtirakqilarina g6re farqlanir. Bir nav bela xarakterli miinaqigalarin

torefi qisminda qeyri-d6vlbt aktorlari, masalan: ekstrimist dini carayanlar,

cinayetkar qruplar, an miixtalif strukturlara niifuz etmi§ transmilli cinayetkar

§abakeler, motivi malum olmayan terror birl malri, etnomadeni klanlar va

s. gixi§ edir. Baqqa sbzle desak, bela minaqiplordo milbarize motivi malum

olmayan va ya motivi gatin dark edilan «yeni d6ytigilaro>> qarqi aparilir.2

Tabii ki, bela bir voziyyetda tahliikesiz diinya haqqmda danimaq olduqca

gatin va masuliyyetli bir fealiyyet tab edir. Milasir beynolxalq

miinasibatlerin real manzarasi gasterir ki, bir nav d6vlbtler begariyyetin min

iller boyu alda etdiyi maddi va manavi dayarlarin, daimi siilhiin va

tahliikesizliyin iistiindon xatt gakerek giice, miiharibe hiiququna qayitmaga

cahd g6sterirlar. Baqqa s6zle, milli maraqlar beynolxalq dayarlari iistalamaya

cahd edarak beynolxalq qanunlara h6rmatsizlik edirlar, baxmayaraq ki,
miiasir beynolxalq hiiquq siilhiin va tahliikesizliyin tamin olunmasim an

qiymatli dayer hesab edir va onun qorunub saxlanilmasini BMT

Nizamnamasi do daxil olmaqla, bitiln beynolxalq razilaymalarin iimda

vozifesi hesab edir.

Biz yuxarida verilan suala BMT-nin praktiki rolu va onun Nizamnamasinin

miiddealari kontekstinda cavab vermaya galiacagiq. BMT blitiin diinyada

silhiln va tahliikesizliyin qorunub saxlanmasi va d6vlbtler arasinda

amakda~ligin inkigaf etdirilmesi maqsadi ile yaradilmi universal beynolxalq

taqkilatdir. Professor Latif Hiiseynovun dili ile desak, BMT-nin zinin xiisusi

1 Rahim K. Mammadov, Simali Atlantika Miiqavilasi Tadkilatinm (NATO) asas maqsad va istiqama-
tlarinin daxili transformasiyasi XXI asrin yeni tahliikalari kontekstinda, 8 Diplomatiya ve hiiquq 1,
7-11 (2007).
2 Theodor Schweisfurth, Breschnew-Doktrin als Norm des Volkerrechts?, 21 Aussen-politik 523,
523-38 (1970).
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statusunu, siyasi gakisini va beynolxalq heyatdaki rolunu, Nizamnamanin

xiisusi nov (sui generis) beynolxalq miiqavile oldugunu va onun hilquqi

qiivvasini nazare alaraq, Nizamnamani beynolxalq birliyin Konstitusiyasi

adlandirmaq olar.3

II. BMT Nizamnamasi va onun islahatlarin
aparilmasinda ahamiyyeti

BMT Nizamnamasi ilk beynolxalq hilquqi aktdir ki, o, beynolxalq hilquq

qaydasinin asas maqsad va prinsiplarini tasbit etmakle yanagi, onlara

imperativ (jus cogens) qiivva do vermiedir. Tabii ki, bu kontekstda timumi

siilhiin va tahliikesizliyin tamin olunmasinin universal mexanizmi kimi ixi§

eden BMT-nin rolu va fealiyyeti diqqat markazindon kanarda qalmaya

bilmaz.

Etiraf edak ki, miiasir d6vrdo bir sira giic markazlerinin qeyri-kostruktiv

fealiyyeti noticesinda BMT kimi niifuzlu taqkilatin m6vqeyina va roluna dair

skeptik baxiplara va yanagmalara ravac verilmiedir. Obrazli desak, biz bu

araqdirmada BMT-nin roluna va m6vqeyine pozitiv va neqativ baxiplar

miistavisindon miinasibat bildirmaya cahd g6staracayik. BMT Nizamnamasi

ile tani olan istenilan §axs hemin sonadda demokratik, sabit va stabil bir

beynolxalq birliyin formalaymasini arzu eden va onu §artlandiron

milddealarin §ahidi olur. Demali, bu dayarlor indi do qiivvada qalmaqda

davam edir, lakin bu dayarlarin taminati mexanizminda zeruri islahatlarin

aparilmasina ehtiyac var, amma bittiin d6vlbtlerin maraqlarina cavab verilan

miistavide.

Masalan, BMT Ba§ Assambleyasinin 2010-cu ilda keqirilan 65-ci

sessiyasinda Azerbaycan Respublikasinin Prezidenti Ilham 8liyev qixi§ edo-

rak qeyd etmiedir ki, Azerbaycan ditnyada ardicil inkigafda, asas insan

hiiquqlari ve azadliqlarinin, beynolxalq silhiln va tahliikesizliyin tamin olun-

masinda BMT-nin markazi rolunu qabul edir. BMT giichi va diinyanin iste-

nilan yerinda mfirakkab qlobal problemlari hall etmaya qadir olmalidir. Azar-

baycan dagidici mitharibe va iggaldan aziyyet gaken 6lka kimi hesab edir ki,

beynolxalq normalar va mehriban qonquluq, dostluq va amakdaliq siyasetini

yiriltmak zeruridir. Prezident I. 8liyev qeyd etmiedir ki, Azerbaycan va

Ermanistan arasinda silahli miinaqinin avvalki kimi davam etmasi

beynolxalq va regional tahliikesizliya ciddi tahliike yaradir. *iibhasiz ki, bu

I Latif H. Hiiseynov, Beynalxalq hiiquq 125 (2012).
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problemin hallinda BMT miistasna rol oynaya bilar.4 Bela bir oxpar fikir BMT-

nin kegmi§ Ba§ Katibi Pan Gi Mun torefindon do bir nege il bundan 6nce

seslandirilmiedir. 0, 6z qixiginda qeyd etmiedir ki, bu Taykilatda zeruri

islahatlarin keqirilmesinin vaxti gatmidir, lakin bu iqda halo ki, konsensus

elda etmak milmkiin olmamidir. Xilsusan, o, Tahliikesizlik *urasinin (T*) va

diger orqanlarin islahati ile bagh miirakkab masalalarin olmasini etiraf etmi§,

lakin bununla bela, islahatlarin aparilmasinin heq kimda §iibha

dogurmamasina aminlik ifade etmiedir, giinki BMT-nin yaranmasindan artiq

60 ilden gox bir vaxt kegmiedir.5 27 iyun 2005-ci il tarixinda Moskvada

"Qalabanin 60 illiyi, Birlogmi§ Millatler Taykilatinin yaradilmasi va

beynolxalq hilquq"-a hasr olnumu§ Beynolxalq konfransda Rusiya

Federasiyasinin Xarici iqlar naziri S.V.Lavrov 6z gixiinda haqli olaraq qeyd

etmiedir ki, BMT d6vlbtlerin daha tahliikesiz va demokratik diinya saylarini

birloydirmaya qabil olan asas forumdur va onun inkigafi bziiniln dinamikliyi

ile §artlanmali va milasir beynolxalq miinasibatler sisteminda ba§ veran

ahamiyyetli dayigikliklera (yeni qagrtglara) gevik §akildo adaptasiya

olunmalidir. an asasi ona g6re ki, BMT indinin ziinda do miiasir beynolxalq

hiiququn formalaymasinda va inkigafinda miihilm rol oynayan niifuzlu bir

taqkilatdir.6 Beynolxalq hilquq qaydasinin asasini formalaqdirmi§ BMT

Nizamnamasinda nazardo tutulan dayarlarin va miiddealarin milasir dbvriin

dayi4an §araitine uygunlaydirilmasi ve daha da takmilloydirilmesi talabi diger

hiiquq va beynolxalq miinasibatlero hasr olunan adabiyyatlarinda da mildafia

olunur.7 Qeyd olunan bu aserlarin her birinda BMT Nizamnamasi beynolxalq

birliyin asas qanunu, yoni onun konstitusiyasi qisminda nazarden keqirilir.

Mahz bu Nizamname beynolxalq miinasibatler tarixinda ilk defa olaraq miia-

sir beynolxalq hiiququn va xarici siyasetin asas maqsad va prinsiplarini

m6hkamlandirmi§ oldu.8 Bu gin vaxti gatmi vozife ondan ibaratdir ki, BMT-

nin va onun asas orqanlarinin sameraliliyi maksimum daracade artirilsin, bu

4 BMT BA, 65-ci sess., 1-ci plen., 11-12-ci gortilar, BMT Sanad. A/65/PV.1 (23 sent., 2010).
etrafli bax: http://www.president.az/articles/762/print.
5 1820 sayli Qatnama asasinda BMT bag katibinin maruzasi, BMT Sanad. S/2009/362 (15 iyul,
2009).
66 Sergey V. Lavrov (2005), Simal kontekstinda Brilsselda Nazirlarin Gbrifil (21 Noyabr, 2005);
Tuomas Forsberg, Hiski Haukkala, The European Union and Russia 288 (2016).
7 Stephen Gill, Power and Resistance in the New World Order, 12-17 (2003); Anne-Marie
Slaughter, International Law and International Relations Theory: A Dual Agenda, 87 The American
Journal of International Law 205, 235-239 (1993); Robert 0. Keohane, The Promise of
Institutionalist Theory, 20 International Security 39, 39-51.
8 Laurence Peters, The United Nations History and Core Ideas 59 (2015).
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Taykilatin 60 ilden gox fealiyyeti zamam heyata keqirdiyi iqlar, proqramlar

tahlil edilsin, BMT Nizamnamasinin miiddealarinin tam va istisnasiz heyata

keqirilmesi, milasir realliqlar, diinyanin artmaqda olan qarhiliqli asililigi va

miixtalifliyi nazare almmaqla, sonda onun yeni samerali fealiyyetinin

istiqamatleri fiiin takliflar ireli stiralftib miizakire edilsin. Etiraf etmak

lazimdir ki, BMT 1945-ci ilda yaranmasindan etibaran ciddi dayigiklikler

edilmiedir.9 Lakin onun Nizamnamasi bu miiddat arzinda, demak olar ki,
dayigikliya maruz qalmamildir.10

Burada an maraqli maqam BMT Nizamnamasine edilacak diizaliplorin va

alavalarin prosedur qaydalarin miirakkabliyi ile baglidir. Bela ki, Nizam-

namanin XVIII faslinda ona dayigikliklerin edilmesinin iki alternativ prose-

duru nazardo tutulur: birincisi, Ba§ Assambleya torefindon," ikincisi ise ona

yenidan baxilmasi iizra konfrans vasitesile.12 108-ci maddenin qeydine g6ra,

Nizamnamaya diizaliplar Taykilatin bitiin iizvlari igfin Ba§ Assambleyanin

izvlarinin iagda iki ses goxlugu ile qabul edildikdan va T*-m bltin daimi

iizvlari daxil olmaqla, Taykilatin iizvlarinin iiqda ikisi torefindon, onlarm

miivafiq konstitusiya qaydalarma uygun olaraq ratifikasiya edildikdan sonra

qilivveye minir." 109-cu maddedo ise gasterilir ki, bu Nizamnamaya yenidan

baxilmasi maqsadile, Ba§ Assambleyanin iizvlarinin iiqda iki ses goxlugu va

Tahliikesizlik *urasinin her hansi doqquz iizviiniin sesi ile mileyyan edilmali

olan vaxtda va yerde BMT iizvlarinin Umumi Konfransi gagirila bilar. Tay-

kilatin her bir iizvil konfransda bir sese malik olacaqdir.

Her iki maddenin dispozisiyasindan gariindilyi! kimi heq bir diizali§,

yaxud dayigiklik T*-m bitiln daimi iizvlarinin raziligi olmadan reallaqdirila

bilmaz.14 Nizamnamanin miivafiq maddelerinin tahlili bela bir realligi Aks

etdirir ki, asrlor boyu bayiik d6vlbtler beynolxalq sistemda aparici m6vqeye

malik olmu§ va indinin 6ziinda do bu realliq aktualligini qoruyub saxlamaqda

davam edir. Bir nav bu d6vlbtler baqqa d6vlbtlerin hilquqlari ve maraqlari ilo

hesablaymayaraq istadikleri hiiququ, o cimladen beynolxalq hiiququ

yaratmaqda va pozmaqda davam edirlar. Havay Universitetinin professoru

M. Hassin dili ile desak, BMT Nizamnamasinin qabul edilmesindon sonra bir

9 Tobii ki, bu doyiiklik nozoriyya vo praktikada eyni cir qargilanmr.
10 Peters, yuxarida istinad 8, 70.
11 BMT Nizamnamosi vo Beynalxalq edalot Mahkamosinin statutu, mad. 108.
12Yeno orada, mad. 109, bond 1.
13Yeno orada, bond 2.
14Yeno orada.
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sira qiidratli d6vbtler 6zlerini htiquq yaradici va hilquq pozucu kimi apar-

maga baglamiplar. Beynolxalq miinasibatler sisteminda bayiik d6vbtlerin

<gfic amilina>> xiisusi 6nam vermalarini xatirladaraq taninmi britan

hiiquqiinasi Corc *vargenberqer qeyd edir ki, <giic beynolxalq aristokratiya-

nin iyerarxiyasinda suveren d6v1btlerin yerini mileyyan eden miihilm fak-

tordur>>.15

Olduqca maraqh bir mosaladir ki, BMT-nin fealiyyete baglamasindan

indinin 6ziine kimi onun miixtolif istiqamatleri iizra fealiyyetinin

dayiedirilmesi i1 bagh mileyyan takliflar va konsepsiyalar ireli silrillmip§ va

bela demak milmkiinse, onlardan yalniz Nizamnamanin miiddealarinin

mahiyyetina va asas manasina toxunmayan prosedur dayigiklikler Taykilatin

iizvlari torefindon maneasiz olaraq qabul edilmiedir. Masalan,

Nizamnamanin 23-cil (T*-in trkibi), 27-ci (T*-da sesverma) va 61-ci

(ECOCOK-un tarkibi) maddelerine diizaliplr 1963-cil il dekabrin 17-do Ba§

Assambleya torefindon qabul edilmi§ va 1965-ci il avqustun 31-do qilvveye

minmiedir. 61-ci maddaya yeni bir diizali§ 1971-ci il dekabrin 20-do Ba§

Assambleya torefindon qabul edilmi§ va 1973-cil il sentyabrin 24-do qilvveye

minmiedir. Ba§ Assambleyanin 1965-ci il dekabrin 20-do 109-cu maddaya

qabul etdiyi diizali§ 1968-ci il iyunun 12-do qilvveye minmiedir. 23-cil

maddaya edilmi§ diizaliple T*-in izvlarinin sayi 11-dan (on birdan) 15-a (on

bego) qader artirilmidir. 27-ci maddedo nazardo tutulur ki, T*-in prosedur

masler izra qararlari doqquz izviin (avvaller yeddi izviin) lehine ses

vermesi i1 va blituin diger mosler izra qararlari, T*-in be§ daimi izviinin

uygun galan sesleri do daxil olmaqla, doqquz izviin (avvaller yeddi izviin)

lehine ses vermesi i1 qabul olunur. 61-ci maddaya edilmi§ va 1965-ci il av-

qustun 31-do qilvveye minmi§ diizaliple Iqtisadi va Sosial *ura iizvlarinin sayi

on sakkizdan iyirmi yeddiya qader artirilir. Hamin maddaya sonradan

edilmi§ va 1973-cil il sentyabrin 24-do quvveye minmi diizali§ uranin

tarkibini iyirmi yeddidan alli d6rdo qader genielandirmiedir. 109-cu maddaya

edilmi§ va hemin maddenin birinci bandina aid diizaliedo gasterilir ki,

Nizamnamaya yenidan baxmaq maqsadile izv d6vbtlerin Umumi Konfransi

Ba§ Assambleyanin izvlarinin uiada iki ses goxlugu va T*-in her hansi doqquz

(avvaller yeddi) izviinuin sesi i1 mileyyan edilmi§ vaxtda va yerdo gagirila

bilar. Ba§ Assambleyanin n6vbati onuncu sessiyasinda Nizamnamaya

yenidan baxilmasi i1 bagh konfransin gagirilmasi muimkiinlityini nazardo

15 Georg Schwarzenberger, The Frontiers of International law 302 (1962).
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tutan 109-cu maddenin 3-cil bandi g6sterilan sessiya zamani nozarden

keqirilmi§ va hemin bandda olan T*-nin her hansi <yeddi iizviiniin>> sesi

ifadesi 6z ilkin redaksiyasinda saxlanilmildir.

Bilavasite mbvcud miiddealarin k6kiindon dayiedirilmesini, onlara

yenidan baxilmasim va onlarin takmilloydirilmesini prtlandiron takliflare

galince, burada maselanin no vaxtsa parlament dinlamelarine gatmasi

ehtimali agagidir, ona g6re ki, bela heyati ahamiyyetli masalalarin miizakire

edilmesi va onlarin asas norma kimi Nizamnamaya daxil edilmesi ziddiyyetli

baxiplarin yaranmasina gatirib qixarir.16 Bela ziddiyyetli maqamlara AB*,

Rusiya Federasiyasi, Bbyiik Britaniya, Fransa va baqqa d6vlbtlerin

m6vqelerinda daha tez-tez rast galinir.17 Xiisusan bu masala XX asrin 90-ci

illerinda begar tarixinda ba§ veran iki miihtim kompleks dayigiklikler

fonunda daha da aktuallagmaga baglamildi.18 Birinci miihilm kompleks

hadise: sosializm sisteminin legv edilmesi (Vargava Miiqavilesi Taykilatinin

buraxilmasi, SSRI-nin, gexoslovakiyanin va Yuqoslaviyanin dagilmasi, AB*-

in raket eleyhine miidafia ilzra 1972-ci il Miiqavilesindon qixmasi va s.) ile

miiqayiat olunmupdursa, ikinci miihiim kompleks hadise ise AFR-in va ADR-

in vahid Alman d6vlbtinda birlogmasi, AB*-in harbi-iqtisadi giiciiniin daha

da artmasi, NATO-nun fealiyyet sferasinin cografi region dairesindon kanara

§ixmasi va s. hadisalarla bagli olmupdur.19 Ba§ vermi§ bu tarixi prosesler

sonda BMT kimi nilfuzlu bir beynolxalq taqkilatin 6z fealiyyetina, maqsad va

maramina yenidan baxmagi §artlandirir. Maraqli masale ise nece va hansi

kontekstde? Yuxarida vurgulandigi kimi BMT sisteminda milasir realliqlar va

gagirilar kontekstinda islahatlarin aparilmasi yolunda ham hilquqi, ham

siyasi va geopolitik manealer mbvcuddur. Bunu hal-hazirda diinyanin

miixtalif cografi regionlarinda ba§ veran silahli minaqilAr, terror tahliikesi,

iqtisadi bahran voziyyeti, enerji resurslari va noqliyyat dahlizleri ugrunda

geden eksponsionist siyaset bir daha siibut edir. Obrazli §kildo ifade etsak,

beynolxalq hiiququn, onun universal hilquqi asasi olan BMT

Nizamnamasinin hilquqi macburilik qiivvasinin sameraliliyinin azalmasina,

BMT-nin ziiniin beynolxalq masalalarin hallinda niifuzunun

16 Jochen A. Frowein Riidiger Wolfrum, 3 Max Planck Yearbook of United Nations Law 42
(1999).
17Alexandra Xanthaki, Indigenous Rights and United Nations Standards: Self-Determination,
Culture and Land 104 (2007).
18 Yuxarida istinad 16, 144.

19 Yuxarida istinad 1, 9.
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aagalanmasina edilan cohd, hesab edirik ki, diiptiniilmi§ bir siyasetin

galacaya k6klanmi§ konseptual strategiyasidir.

Hotta bu masale ile bagh bir sira adabiyyatlarda bela bir fikir seslanir ki,

BMT-nin 6zii, hamqinin onun Nizamnamasinda nazardo tutulan asas prinsip

va normalar ile bagh olan istenilan beynolxalq taqkilatin fealiyyeti va

beynolxalq miiqavilanin mileyyan etdiyi 6hdalik heq do macburi va maqbul

sayila bilmaz. Bu mavqeyin torefdarlari BMT-nin fealiyyetini va onun

Nizamnamasini <tabuta qoyulan bliiya>> benzedirlar.20

Beynolxalq hiiququn beynolxalq miinasibatlero tasiredici qiivvasinda

yaradilan silni bahranin asas proyekti XXI ilk tarixi d6naminda

qoyulmupdu.21 2005-ci ilin sonunda Nyu Yorkda <<1968-ci il Niive silahmin

yayilmamasi haaqinda>> Miiqavileye dair keqirilmi§ icmal Konfrans biitiin

diinya d6vlbtlerine gasterdi ki, AB* agiqca ikili standartlari olda rehbor

tuturaq beynolxalq hiiquqa bela mahal qoymadan tahdid siyaseti yiiriidiir.

Bela ki, AB* an gichi silahli qiivvalare va niive silahma malik olmaqla,

istenilan her hansi d6vlbti silahli miidaxile ile hadolaya bilar, hansi ki, onun

siyaseti <Amerikanin milli maraqlarina cavab vermir>> va ya hemin d6vlbtda

<<demokratiyanin vaziyYti>> <<Amerika demokratiyasi>> anlayi4i ile iist-iista diiqmiir

va niive silahma malik olmayan baqqa d6vlbtler ise 1968-ci il Miiqavilesina

amel etmali va niive silahi yaratmaq hiiququndan vaz kegmalidirlor.22 Bu iso

o demakdir ki, AB* ziiniln milli maraqlarim heq do BMT sistemine daxil olan

d6vlbtlerin timumi maraqlari ile eyniloydirmak fikrinda deyildir va albatda

ki, burada asas sabab BMT-nin 6z avvalki nilfuzunu itirmesi ile baglidir.

AB* bu giinkii, yaranmi voziyyetdan istifade edorak, (tabii ki, BMT va

onun salahiyyetli strukturlarinin kifayet qader iqlak olmamasi da buna stimul

verir) beynolxalq terrorizma mitharibe elan etmi§, lakin aslinda ise zongin

tabii resurslara malik olan erazilar iizarinda ziiniln niifuzunu

m6hkamlandirmak kimi geostrateji maraqlarin reallaqdirmaqla magguldur.

20 Andrew J. Bacevich, Washington Rules: America's Path to Permanent War 67-98 (2010);
Richard K. Betts, The Political Support System for American Primacy, 81 International Affairs 1,
1-14 (2005).
21 Yuxarida istinad 17, 210.
22 FeHH4aAHiH MHXaiAOBHI MeAKOB, MelAyHapoAHoe npano 324-325 (2009).
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III. BMT sisteminda islahatlarla bagh model va
konsepsiyalar

Qeyd olunan strateji maraqlarin va beynolxalq tahliikesizliyin tamin

olunmasinda asas rol mesalasine goldikda, burada asas rol heq do BMT-ye aid

edilmir. Qargiliqli thliikesizlik konsepsiyasinin torefdarlari, xisusan onun

<<Kant qolu>> beynolxalq siilhiin va tahliikesizliyin tamin olunmasinda BMT-

nin fealiyyetinin samerali olmadigini qeyd edir v tahliikesizliyin dayian

miihitinda beynolxalq hiiquqi norma va prinsiplorin deyil, humanitar dayer

va ideallar asasinda fealiyyet zerurati dayandigini iddia edirlor. Bu modelin

torefdarlari thliikesizliya nail olunmasinin asas vasitesi qisminda NATO-un

xiisusi rolunu qiymatlandirirlor.23 Bu da bir danilmaz realliqdir ki, bu gin

BMT ziiniln qarqisinda duran voziflarinin yerine yetirilmesinda o qader do

samerali mavqey niimayi§ etdirmir. Eyni zamanda, beynolxalq tahliikesizlik

iiqiin real qorxu t6raden tahliikelerin qarqisinin alinmasina va onlarla

samerali milbarize aparmaga qadir ola bilacak yeni xiisusi universal

qurumun yaradilmasina ise heq lahiya ilizrinda do cohd gasterilmir.

Mahz buna g6re do, tahliikesizlik masalalarine hasr olunmu§

konsepsiyalarin torfdarlarinin aksariyyeti NATO-nu miasir thliikesizliyin

tamin olunmasinin asas qaranti hesab edirlor.24

1999-cu ilda NATO-un 50 illiyinin tentenali suratda qeyd olunmasi zamani

Alyansin XXI asrdo asas fealiyyet istiqamatlerine dair yeni strateji

konsepsiyasi qabul edildi. Hamin konsepsiya NATO-un ononavi masuliyyet

zonasi hildudlarindan kanara nilfuz etmasine, xiisusan siilhyaradiciliq

fealiyyetina, kiitlavi qirgin silahlarinin yayilmamasina qarqi Aks todbirlor

g6rillmesino, beynolxalq terrorizmla mfiibarizaya va s. bu kimi ditnyada ba§

veran proseslere miidaxile etmasina alveripli imkan yaratdi.25 Konsepsiya

NATO-ya BMT Tahliikesizlik *urasinin qarari olmadan bela harbi

qilvvalarden istifade etmak hiiququ vermiedir. Bu masale ile bagh London

strateji tadqiqatlar Institutunun direktoru Corc (ipmen qeyd edir ki, BMT

Tahliikesizlik *urasinin raziligi olmadan bela bir sira xiisusi hallarda daxili

iqlare miidaxile olunma imkanlari mbvcuddur. 8gar tutarli asas var ki, BMT

Tahliikesizlik *urasi siyasi fikir ayriligi iiziindon qarar qabul edo bilmir, lakin

23 emir @liyev, Beynalxalq tahlikasizlik va insan hiiquqlarinin taminati masalalari, 8 Diplomatiya

va hiiquq 1, 4 (2007).
24 Marco Rimanelli, The A to Z of NATO and other International Security Organizations 12
(2009).
25 Yena orada, 19.
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realliq bunu talab etdiyi igin BMT-dan yan kegmakle bu harakati etmak olar.

Sziin heqiqi monasinda BMT garqivasindon kanar siilhiin va beynolxalq

tahliikesizliyin qorunub saxlanilmasinda NATO-ya birterefli qaydada xiisusi

salahiyyetlerin verilmesi, hesab edirik ki, heq do mbvcud problemin pozitiv

halli kimi qabul edile bilmaz. Sabab ise bu gin diinyanin bir sira miinaqip

ocaqlarinda sillh va beynolxalq tahliikesizliyin tamin edilmesi, qorunmasi adi

altinda NATO qilvvalari torefindon coxsayli mitharibe cinayetlerinin, insanliq

aleyhine cinayetlerin t6radilmesi faktlari buna misal ola bilar. 8slinda NATO

sillhiln va beynolxalq tahliikesizliyin qorunub saxlanilmasinda deyil, AB* va

onun miittafiqlarinin geosiyasi maraqlarmin tamin olunmasinda daha gox

maraqlidir. NATO-un geosiyasi strategiyasinin intellektual atasi hesab

olunan admiral Alfred Mexenin dili ile desak, silahli qiivvalarin asas maqsadi-

planetar ticari maraqlarin tmin olunma vasitesidir.26

Milasir d6vrde BMT-nin fealiyyeti va onun Nizamnamasinin voziyyeti ile

bagh mbvcud olan model va ya konsepsiyalardan biri "Dianya dbvlatinin"

yaradilmasi kontekstinda miiasir beynolxalq hiiquqa va BMT

Nizamnamasine yenidan baxmaq konsepsiyasi gixi§ edir. Bu konsepsiyanin

asas obyekti qisminda xiisusi bir hilquq sisteminin "World law" yeni "Diinya

hilququ" nun yaradilmasi ixi edir. Hamin konsepsiyanin torefdarlari

beynolxalq hilququn yaradilmasinin asas enerji manbasi hesab edilan, siyasi-

hilquqi ahamiyyete malik olan d6vlbtlerin suverenliyinin rolunu azaldaraq

beynolxalq miinasibatlerin tanzimlanmasinin yegana va maqbul alati

qisminda d6vltilstii (supranational) alamate malik olan va diinya d6vlbtinin

hiiquq sistemi kimi ixi eden Diinya hiiququnun yaradilmasinda g6riirlor.

Bu konsepsiyanin torfdarlari (mosalan, M.Makduqal, Q.Lassvell, M.Berkan,

C.Mur, S.Hofman va b.) beynolxalq hiiququ va onun universal manbasi hesab

olunan BMT Nizamnamasinin hiiquqi macburiliyini inkar edorak miiyyan

xarici siyaset maqsadlerine nail olunmasinda diinya hilququnun 6zayini

taqkil eden "Rule of force" "Giictin hakmranligi"-na istinad etmani daha

maqsademiivafiq hesab edirlor.2 7 Bu konsepsiyanin asasinda "giic

hilquqdur" maksimasi durur. Iraq bahram zamam BMT-nin iizv-

d6vlbtlerinin mosalaya hilquqi, siyasi, isterse do geopolitik baximdan laqeyd

miinasibat baslhmalari va ziddiyyetli baxiplarmin olmasi bela bir fikir

s6ylamaya asas verir ki, onlar miiyyan manada "yeni hilququn", demak

26 Yena orada, 20.
27 McDougal, International Law, Power, and Policy: A Contemporary Conception, 82-I Rec.

Des Cours 54, 76 (1953).
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milmkiin olarsa, yeni beynolxalq hilququn yaranmasma etiraz etmirlar. Ona

g6re ki, anti-iraq koalisiyasi adlanan AB* va onun milttafiqlari 6z harakatleri

ile mijasir beynolxalq hiiquq qaydasini va hiiququn hakmranligini §iibha

altina qoymu§ oldular. Bela ki, AB* beynolxalq hiiququn rolunu heqe endiron

va onu yalniz d6vlbtler torefindon birge masalalarin halli maqsadi ile totbiq

etmakle mahdudlaqdirilan bir proses saviyyesina endirmaya galiaraq, onu

quid pro qui (birini bagqasina) heq bir beynolxalq taqkilatin (o cimladen BMT-

nin) ilkin raziligi olmadan harbi sanksiya ile miiqayiat olunan preventiv

todbirlor do daxil olmaqla giic totbiq etmak hiiququna yol veran yeni tahlii-

kasizlik konsepsiyasi ile avez etmaya galiir.28

Milasir siyasi-hiiquqi baxiplarda BMT Nizamnamasinin an qox tanqide me-

ruz qalan maksimalarindan biri asas prinsiplar sisteminda mileyyan §akiya?

malik olan "d6vlbtlerin suveren beraberliyi prinsipi" ile baglidir. Bazi

hiiquqiinas alimler va diplomatlar qeyd edirlor ki, bu prinsip real olaraq

beynolxalq hiiququn hegemonlugu fonunda bir maneedir. Bu konsepsiyanin

torefdarlari bela bir fikir ireli siiriirlor ki, suveren baraberlik hiiquqi prinsip

kimi biit6vltikda takca hakimiyyetin giiciindon deyil, hamqinin onun hiiquqi

tabiatinin dark olunmasindan da asilidir (masalan, Cenis C, Zemanek K,

MakDuqal M va b).Beynolxalq hiiquq suverenliyi hakimiyyetin miihtim

elementi hesab etmakle, onu biitiin d6vlbtlerin ayrilmaz va immanent

atributu hesab edir. Lakin bununla bela, suverenlik heq vaxt beynolxalq

hiiquq torefindon miltlaq hal kimi taninmamildir. Onlar 6z fikirlarini bela bir

faktla asaslandirmaga galiirlar ki, BMT Nizamnamasinin 25-ci maddesinda

T*-m qatnamelarinin macburilik qilvvasi ile bagh d~vbotlerin beraberlivi

igfiin miistasna ahamiyyetli hiiquqi mahdudiyyet miiyyan edilmiedir va

eyni zamanda, hemin maddede T*-m daimi iizvlari igfiin bu va ya diger

aspektda imtiyazlara al yeri qoyulmupdur. Lakin bu konsepsiyanin aksina

olaraq bazi tadqiqatqilar qeyd edirlor ki, BMT T*-da daimi iizvlarin mileyyan

imtiyazlara va iistiinliiklare malik olmasi "d6vlbtlerin suveren beraberliyi

prinsipi"-nin bir fiksiya olmasi anlamina galmaya asas vermir. Sabab ise

ondan ibaratdir ki, bu gn real olaraq heq bir qiivva beynolxalq hiiquq

qaydasinin enerji manbasi olan suveren d6vlbtlerin beynolxalq milnasi-

batlerdo oynadigi rolu oz iizarine gbttiriib takbagma harakate gatirmak

iqtidarina malik deyildir.29

28 NATO office of international and press, The Alliances strategic concept (November 8, 1991).
Daha atrafli: https://www.nato.int/cps/ua/natohq/officialtexts_23847.htm

29 H2opb Haoaut AyKautyK, Me-A zynapoAHoe npano 50-51 (2005).
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BMT-nin fealiyyetinin takmilloydirilmesi iginin pozitiv istiqamatda heyata

keqirilmesina dair miihiim konsepsiyalardan biri-beynolxalq miinasibatlerdo

<<Rule of Law-Ha ququn hikmranhgi>>-mn tasbit edilmesidir.o Hiiququn

hakmranligi konsepsiyasinin banisi Oksford Universitetinin professoru

Albert Venn Daysidir. Beynolxalq hiiquqda qeyd olunan konsepsiyanin asas

maqsadini: beynolxalq miinasibatlerdo hiiququn niifuzunu tamin etmak;

d6vlbtlerin fealiyyetinin biitiin aspektlerinda beynolxalq hiiququn

normalarmin d6nmaden amal edilmesine k6maklik g6stormak taqkil edir.

Beynolxalq miinasibatlera hiiququn hakmranligi konsepsiyasinin hansi kom-

ponentleri va real istiqamatleri daxil edile bilar? Birincisi, beynolxalq miina-

sibatlerdo hiiququn hakmranligina nail olma ilk n6vbade d6vlbtlerin 6z

izarlorine gtirdiikleri beynolxalq 6hdalikleri no doracade riayet etmalarine

sizsiiz hazir olmalarindan asilidir; ikincisi, d6vlbtlerarasi saviyyeda, xiisusan,

BMT garqivasinda beynolxalq hiiquq qaydasinin takmilloydirilmesi prosesina

stimul veran bir sira todbirlorda: d6vlbtlerin hiiquq yaradiciligi va hiiquq

totbiq etma marhalasinda adalatli igtiraklarma prait yaratmaq, ba§ vermi§

miibahisolarin va situasiyalarin nizamlanmasinda dinc vasitalarin rolunu

artirmaq; agandsa, BMT va onun asas orqanlari da daxil olmaqla, biitiin

beynolxalq taqkilatlarin rolunun artirilmasi istiqamatinda ohamiyyetli

inistitusional islahatlarm aparilmasi.1

8dalat namine qeyd edak ki, beynolxalq hilquq normalarmin qarqisinda

duran maqsadlera, timumi planda olsa da, nail olunur. Masalan, BMT va

onun Nizamnamasinin yenidan tafti§ edilmesinin asas tarafdarlarindan olan

Amerikah hiiquqqiinas L. Son bu Taykilatin fealiyyet gasterdiyi giindon

indiyadak olan miiqavile tacriibesini imumiloydirerok bela bir maraqli fakta

toxunur ki, 1945-ci ilden indiya kimi BMT-nin himayesi altinda 20000 min

miiqavile imzalanmi va qabul edilmi§ va onlardan 19900 deqiq icra

edilmiedir.

Natica
Yekun olaraq qeyd etmak isterdik ki, BMT-nin rolunun yiikseldilmesi

beynolxalq hiiququn m6hkamlandirilmesinin va miittreqqi inkiafinin

keyfiyyetca yeni perspektivlarini aqir. Tabii ki, bu gin BMT-nin fealiyyeti 60

il bundan avvalki fealiyyet deyildir. Bu niifuzlu Taykilat garqivasinda yeni-

danqurma iqlarine start vermak igiqin ilk n6vbade onun kegmi§ fealiyyeti

30 Heiko Meiertons, The Doctrines Of Us Security Policy An Evaluation Under International
Law 8 (2010).
1 Jeremy Matam Farrall, United Nations Sanctions and the Rule of Law 10 (2007).
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diqqatle araydirilmai, tasis aktinda tasbit olunmu§ normalara d6vbtler

tarefindon hansi qaydada aml edib-etmamelari aydinlaydirilmaidir. BMT

sisteminda islahatlarla bagli yuxarida qeyd etdiyimiz konsepsiya va

modellerin her birisinin magzinda bir heqiqat durur: hansi dayigiklilik olursa

olsun, o manim manafeyime cavab versin. BMT sisteminin takmilldirilmesi

ile bagli ireli siiriilan va ya taklif edilan takliflar, modellr va ya konsepsiyalar

tamamile bir-birilarina ziddiyyet takil edir. 8gar bir model beynalxalq

hiiququn 6ziiniin samerali olmamsim iddia edirse va BMT-nin tamamile legv

edilmesinin tarafdaridirsa, bir sira konsepsiya va modellerin tarefdarlari ise

onun fealiyyetini 6z maqsadlerine miivafiq adaptasiya olunmasinda

maraqhidirlar, digarlari ise 6zlerinin tamninath tahliikesizliklerini aldla

etdikdan sonra onun Nizamnamasine yenidan baxmagi taklif edirlar.

Vurgulamaq isterdik ki, s6hbat burada ayri-ayri takliflarden gedir, onlarin

paket formasinda birlaydirilmesi qox gilman ki, yaxin galacakda miimkiin

olmayacaq.
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